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Summary
The lack of software engineering in scientific software development has previously been thought to be the reason for many of the issues and problems faced
in that area. This thesis presents one manner in which one particular software
engineering methodology, domain-specific visual languages , could be of greater
utility and more accepted in the scientific software area.

This application of

domain-specific visual languages is justified through a survey of current scientific
software development practices. Studies of the acceptability of tools for specifying environmental software simulations are performed. These studies compare an
existing form based tool , a domain-specific visual language tool, and finally an
extended domain-specific visual language tool which allows users to record context and provenance information alongside the experimental setup . The results
show that this last use of domain-specific visual language techniques is positively
received by potential users.

Publications
• L. Nguyen-Roan , S. Flint , and R. Sankaranarayana. Improving scientists'
productivity using domain-specifc modeling. In Proceedings First APSEC2009

Workshop 8 Tutorial and Software Engineering Postgraduates Workshop
(SEPo W2009) , volume 1, pages 49- 54. University Malaysia Terengganu,
2009

• L. Nguyen-R oan , S. Flint , and R. Sankaranarayana. A survey of scientific
software development. In Proceedings of the 2010 ACM-IEEE Int ernational

Symposium on Empirical Software Engineering and Measurement, ESEM
' 10, pages 12:1- 12:10, New York , NY, USA , 2010. ACM
- The survey described in this paper is covered in greater detail in Chapter 2.
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Abstract
Software is developed and used for many different scientific purposes. However ,
the development of scientific software has traditionally involved little application
of software engineering. This thesis describes an investigation of the use of software engineering in scientific software development , culminating in a study of
the application of an existing software engineering methodology, namely domainspecific visual languages , to the area of scientific software. This research fo cuses
on the acceptability of the domain-specific visual language approach by environmental scientists, resulting in a new manner of recording context and proven ance
information using the domain-specific visual language paradigm , which integrates
such information alongside experimental specifications and designs.
The application of domain-specific visual languages to the scientific software
field was justified based on the results of an initial survey, which investigated
the current state of scientific software development.

In particular , the use of

software engineering techniques , the lack of which was thought to be the cause
of m any issues in scientific software development , was investigated. The results
identified that although the situation had improved from that reported in previous
liter ature, there rem ained areas for potential improvement. The proven benefits
of domain-sp ecific visual languages, demonstrated in other areas of software use ,
matched up well with the areas of potential improvement in scientific software.
Although the benefits of domain-specific visual languages has been studied in
detail , there has been litt le attention paid to the acceptance of the approach by
users, particularly in the scient ific software area. Therefore this research focused
on the acceptability of the domain-sp ecific visual language approach by users in
the scientific software area. A study was performed comparing t he acceptance of a
domain-specific visual langu age based tool and an existing form based tool , both
of which are used to sp ecify an environment al sciences experiment as a software
simulation. The two tools were found to not differ significantly in acceptance,
although the domain-sp ecific visual langu age tool was perceived to be significantly
lX
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b etter for understanding, exploring, and communicating t he exp erirnent itself.
Addit ion al information collect ed in the study revealed t hat environn1ental scient ists focused on context information , which explains what is being tested and
why it is of interest , when explaining an exp erimental scen ario. Ap art fr om its
commonplace inclusion in scientific pap ers, t here h as b een little research into how
context information is recorded by scientist s, although t here exist some tools for
t he related area of proven ance information recording. A second study was p erfonned to measure the acceptance of an extended dom ain-sp ecific visual language
tool, which allowed scientist s to record context and provenance information in an
integrated environment alongside the exp eriment al setup.
This new method of recording context and provenance information , integrated
wit h exp erimental setup within a domain-sp ecific visu al language, received p osit ive feedback fro111 p ot ent ial users. Potential b enefits of t his approach are t h at it
forces exp eriment develop ers t o explicit ly consider and capture context and proven ance information while creating t heir exp eriments , and allows t hem to directly
link such information with comp onents of the exp erimental design.
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Chapter 1
Overview
1.1

Introduction

This t hesis describ es exploratory research of software engineering 1n scientific
areas, leading to the investigation of t he acceptability of Domain-Sp ecific Visu al
Languages (D SVLs) by scientists and t he effect of tailoring D SVLs for scientists.
This ch apter provides an overvie~r of t he research , first wit h t he motivation for
conducting t he research presented in t his t hesis. Second , t he background context
of t he research is describ ed. Third , t he research aims are listed. Fourth , t he
scope of this t hesis is defined. Finally, t he structure and contents of t his t hesis
vrill be sun1marised.

1.2

Mot ivation

The init ial motivation of t his research was to determine how software engineering
could be of aid to scient ists . This n1otivation was based up on previous literature detailed in section 1. 3 which indicated t h at one of the significant issues
facing cientific oftware development was t he lack of use of software engineering
practice .
The

O-\

erarching ai1n of t hi research i to in1prove the scientific productivity

of cienti t

through improvement in scientific soft~rare develop1nent.

From thi init ial motivation and based on t he literature summarised in section
1.3, preliminary re earch wa conducted into t h e area of , cientific development.
Thi preliminary research which i reported in Chapter 2 investigated the current
u age of oftware engineering practice in cientific oftware development. The
re ult of thi research indicated that basic software engineering practices are

1

?
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n1ore vvidel) u ed in cientific oftv, are development than previou ly expected.
The pre, iously held notion of a lack of software engineering in cientific oftv\ are de, elopn1ent was no longer such a ignifican i sue although orne gap still
remain.
Follov\rin g the result

of t he preliminary re earch i it wa

determined that

DS L could be of u e in the cien ific oftware community; and more pecifically con1putational environmental science. There exist evidence regarding the
usefulne s of D on1a.in-Sp ecific Langu age (DSLs) and DSVL in non-scientific area. . Nla.ny of the general benefit of DSL and DSVL would al o be u eful in
the scientific don1ain. Additionally, there h ave been DSL and DSVLs developed
for u e in con1pu ationa.l en,rironmental cience. Thu far re earch ha focu ed
on producing new DSVLs and DSL with little analy i of the acceptability of
such a pproache in t h e cientific oftware area. From thi

i

the following re earch

question were posed:
1. _ re DSVL accepted by cientist ?

2. vV1iy are DSVLs accepted or not accepted by scienti ts?
3. How can the acceptability of DS -L by cienti t be increa ed?

Context

1.3
Thi

ection explore vvhy cientific oftware in particular i of intere t to the oft-

\\·ar e engineering con1munity. The factor which differentiate cientific oftware
developn1ent fr on1 other area of oftware developn1ent will b e explored. a well a
pre,iou ly prop o ed and trialled improvement to cientific oftware development.
Th e developn1ent of ofhvar e for cientific purpo e ha been paid increa ing
attention by the oft\\·are re earch comn1unity. for example in the p ecial i ue
of IEEE

oft\"\·are [35) on de, elopinu cientific oftware. and the International

"\York hop on

oft\"\·are En oineerinu for Computational

cience and Engineering

15).

1. 3 .1

vVh

_--\ de ribed b..-

scientific software ·d evelopment is different
eual and ~Iorri . [113) ·developing cientific oftware i funda-

n1entally different fron1 deYelopinu commercial oft\\·are ·. There are t\"\·o main
rea-..on for thi

·fference: that non- oft\\·are peciali t are often the deYeloper

1. 3. CON TEXT
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for t he software, and t h at t here is often incomplete understanding of t he domain
which leads to an inability t o specify requirements up-front and difficult ies in
validating t he result ing software. E ach of t hese reasons will b e explored in t urn.

Scientific software developers
Scient ific soft ware is often develop ed by non-software sp ecialist s, or 'profession al
end user develop ers' as denoted by Segal [111]. Professional end user develop ers
are 'p eople such as research scientists who work in highly technical, knowledgerich dom ains and who develop software in order to further their profession al goals'
and 'h ave no formal t r aining in soft ware engineering' . In comp arison , software
profession als h ave form al training in software development , and do not develop
software in order t o further their own goals as professional end user developers
do, but instead develop software in accordance wit h requirements provided by ( or
elicited from ) other p eople such as scientist s.
Professional end user develop ers pose a challenge in the improvement of scient ific software development due to their lack of formal training, instead h aving
gained t heir knowledge of progr amming in the early st ages 0£ their research careers t hrough 'prototyp e or throw- away code' [90].

To ex acerbate t his issue,

Segal [111] notes that often professional end user develop ers were students or
short-term researchers, and their involvement in soft ware development ended as
t hey gained permanent p ositions. This lack of focus and supp ort for software
development wit hin t heir dom ains leads to an unstable community. In addit ion ,
profession al end user developers are m ore dep endent up on co-located communit ies, unlike software engineers who h ave a wide network of fellow practit ioners to
dr aw knowledge from.
The primary focus of scientists - including profession al end user develop ers - is
to p erform science, not develop code. Therefore, when looking to improve the way
in which scient ific software is develop ed , improving t he way in which scientists
p erform science must be t he primary goal, and care must be taken to not be
sidetr acked into improving scient ific software merely for t he sake of improving
scient ific software . As describ ed by B asili [7] in t he case of scient ists developing
for high p erformance computing systems , t he focus of scient ific researchers is on
producing publish able results and maximising scientific out put . However , Segal
[112] indicates t h at t his focus on t he scient ific outcomes presents a barrier to
t he adoption of software engineering practices , due to t he low im p ortance that
profession al end user develop ers place on software development knowledge and

.

.
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skills . Section 1.3.2 presents the asserted b enefits of applying software engineering
practices to t he area of scient ific software development .
The interaction b etween the afor ement ioned profession al end user develop ers
and software profession als, as well as scientist s who do not p erform development
t hemselves but are users of the software, has also received limited attent ion . Segal
[112) explores t he clashes which occur when software engineers and scient ists
at tempt t o impose their software development practices up on each other.

In

p art icular , differing exp ectations in requirem ents collection and sp ecification were
ident ified in a numb er of case studies [110 , 111).
Incomplete domain understanding
A common purpose of scientific software is to improve dom ain or scient ific understanding. Incomplete dom ain underst anding often t r anslates to exploration and
exp erimentation in science. However , due to this incomplete domain understanding, when software for scientific purposes is first created , t here is often only a
vague idea of wh at is required , and the requirem ents of t he software b eing develop ed are not full y known. This incomplet e understanding of t he domain h as two
m ain effects : firstly t hat requirem ents are unable to b e fully sp ecified up-front
and secondly t h at verification is difficult [113].
As t he requirem ents of t he software are unable to be fully sp ecified up-front
[113] 1 an iterative development process is oft en adopted , where co de is develop ed ,
refl ected up on , and t hen redevelop ed , taking into account t he new knowledge
gained [1 12]. Sanders and K elly [105) determined t h at t his cycle allows developers to update both t he co de and t he underlying t heory as t heir understanding
improves . In cases where t he t heory is well understood t he iterative approach
allow the gradual introduction of m ore features . This iterative software development cycle reflects the iterative nature of scient ific research [104] .
Incomplete domain under tanding also leads to a lack of known correct data
to compare re ult with [7 71 105 111] . This problem i particularly apparent
in imulation oftware where the cience is too complex too large, too mall
too dangerou . or too expensive to explore in the real world ' [113].

1.3.2
The anal

Software engineering and scientific software
i of how cien ific oftware i currentl

developed has re ulted in a

number of propo ed impro ement . Some of the e have been trialled , with varying
degree of ucce .

1.3. CON T EXT
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Many of t he improvements focus on t he t r ansfer of software engineering practices to t he scientific software development community. Some recommend a general approach of tailoring existing practices , t rialling t hem , and t hen spreading
t hose practices which are successfully adopted by scientific software developers
[7].

Ot hers advocat e t hat scient ific software develop ers should adopt sp ecific

practices and sp ecific typ es of development t ools [10 , 57, 111]. A common t hem e
is t hat tools should require minimal ch anges to existing work practices [29, 111].
Ot her general advice is t hat tools should supp ort t he iterative development cycle which is common in scientific software development [111] , b e increm ental in
development and provide immediat e return for time and effort [29].
As ident ified previously in Section 1.3.1, differing exp ectations in requirements
is one of t he problems faced by t he intersection of software engineering and scient ific software development . Alt hough imp osing up-front design and determining
verification methods ahead of time has b een proposed [10] , other solut ions m ay
b e more acceptable to scientist s such as recording requirem ents via test cases , as
advocated by Heroux and Willenburg [57] and demonstrated by Macaulay et al.

[83].
The nature of t he documentation for scient ific software is also explored , wit h
differing opinions. B axter prop oses sufficient documentation for anyone to be
able to easily read and follow the software [10] , whereas Heroux and Willenburg
prop oses barely-sufficient , source-cent ric documentation [5 7]. Wilson et al. [126]
.

advises documentation of t he design and purp ose of t he software, rather t h an t he
mechanics . Generation of source code documentation has successfully b een used
[80], however issues wit h document storage h ave also b een encountered [2].
A more formalised approach towards testing and verification is also recommended [10, 57 , 111], and successful use of regression and integr ation testing has
been shown by E asterbrook et al. [31]. The use of issue-tracking tools has been
ident ified as a best practice by a numb er of sources [10, 57, 126]. Issue-tracking
software has been successfully used by Ackroyd et al. [2] , alt hough some problems
wit h testing and cont inuous integr ation still exist in t hat project .
The use of other tools to supp ort development activities is also recommended .
Version control is commonly advocated [10, 57 , 126] and successfully used [2 , 85].
Build tools have also been advocated [57 , 126] and successfully used [2 , 80 , 85 ,
106] .
Mo deling and computer- aided software engineering ( CASE ) tools h as received
mixed success . Unified modeling has successfully been used by Easterbrook et
al. [31]. Li [80] found t h at requirements modeling was found to improve commu-

6
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nication between stakeholders. However , Li also found existing CASE tools to
require a significant amount of software engineering knowledge, which presented
a barrier to scientific softwar e develop ers.
Software lifecycle and development methodologies h ave successfully been used
in a numb er of instances in scientific software development. Practices similar to
those of agile software development have found acceptance in scientific software
proj ects [31, 106]. Some extreme programming (XP) [11] practices , such as srnall
releases , simple design , and co ding standards , h ave been successfully used [2] ,
although other XP practices such as p air programming and collective code ownership have only been partially b een irnplemented in that proj ect. User-centred
design , where development and software use is driven by user testing and collaborative design workshops between scientists and develop ers , has successfully been
applied [83].
Finally, there exist scientific workflow managem ent systems such as Chimera

[40], K epler [4], PASOA [88], Taverna [62], and Velo [46]. These systen1s aim
to improve the productivity of scientists by allow them to build , automate , and
record their scientific computing workflows, including data management. The
sharing and distribution of these workflows has also received some attention ,
with t he myExperiment Virtual R esearch Environment [30] aiming to enable the
sharing of workflows via techniques adopted from online social networking and
Web 2.0 [95].
Further literature regarding current practices and potential areas of improven1ent in scientific software development is summarised in Chapter 2 as a prelude
to the survey of current scientific software development practices describ ed in
that chapter .

1.4

Research aim

The overall aim of the research presented in this thesis is to investigat e the use
and acceptance of oftware engineering in the fi eld of environment al cientific
co111put ing.
Thi ai111 will be advanced by:
• Investigating t he current use of soft ware engineering practice in scientific
of ware development and ident ify potential areas of improvement ( Chapter

2).
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• Investigating one such potential area of improvement in greater detail , and
identify how software engineering can be of use in this area ( Chapter 3).
• Identifying and testing ways in which the previously identified application
of software engineering to the field of scientific software development can
be improved (Chapters 4 and 5).

1. 5

Thesis scope

The scope of this thesis is the investigation of scientific software development , the
acceptance of DSVLs by computational environmental scientists, and the analysis of one method for improving the acceptability of DSVLs by computational
environmental scientists. The broader implications and applicability of this work
to areas other than environmental scientific computing are also discussed. However, experimentation to evaluate the broader implications and applicability of
this work is outside of the scope of this thesis.

1.6

Thesis structure

Each chapter of this thesis covers one aspect of the overall research presented.
The diagram presented in Figure 1.1 depicts the structure and flow of ideas in
this thesis.
Note that the discussion of related work to this thesis is spread across Chapters
2, 3, and 5, as this thesis covers a number of different but related areas within
the broad field of scientific computing. Instead of presenting all of the literature
related to the entirety of the thesis in a single chapter or section, the relevant
literature is instead described in the individual chapters where the literature is
directly related to the work presented.
Chapters 2, 3, and 5 each present a study of one specific aspect of scientific
software. Each of these chapters presents a review of the most relevant literature
to the study, along with the aims , hypotheses, methodology, and results of the
study. A brief discussion is also included in each chapter regarding the results of
each individual study.
Chapter 4 presents a discussion regarding the broader implications of the
combined results from the previously presented studies.
The flow of ideas and results throughout this thesis is described in greater
detail below, with each chapter explored in turn.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
This is t he current chapter , which presents the motivation and aim for
t he research reported in this thesis. This ch apter also presents relevant
background literature which explores why scientific software is of p art icular
interest.

Chapter 2 - Scientists Developing Software
This chapter presents initial research into the practices currently used in
t he development of scientific software. This investigation was conducted for
three reasons:
1. To gain great er underst anding of the current sit u ation of scient ific

software development
2. To identify any changes following previously reported research
3. To identify areas where software engineering could b e of b enefit
As mentioned previously, the most relevant literature to t he study is also
presented within this chapter. In this case, this literature covers the current
practices used in scientific software development , along with the ident ification of possible areas of improvement.
The results of this study shows that m any of the issues considered to b e
affecting scientific software development are not as significant as previously
thought. Although there rem ains room for further improvem ent , these improvements indicat e that some b asic software engineering practices have
b een successfully adopted by the scientific software development community. Therefore, t he focus of software engineering in scient ific software develop1nent can b e t urned to t he int roduction , development , and ad aptation
of other software engineering methodologies and techniques which could
improve scient ific soft ware development .
Areas in which furt her improvements are possible are tool use , documentation , testing, and verification . Ot her results of interest include t hat the
most common reason for using tools is to improve ease of co ding , and t h at
t he most imp ortant non-functional requirements for scient ific software develop ers are reliability and functionality, closely followed by usability, maintainability, and availability.
This study resulted in t he ident ification of DSVLs as an appropriate technology to investigate for a numb er of reasons. The benefits of DSVLs have
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been shown to mirror those of DSLs [70] , and these benefits include improved validation [8 , 14] , documentation [56 , 77] , reliability [56, 73] , and
maintainability [120 , 73 , 86]. All of these areas of improvernent would_be
of particular benefit to the field of scientific software, as identified in t his
study.

Chapter 3 - Scientists and DSVLs
Although DSVLs would be of benefit in the scientific software field , these
benefits are of no value if users do not accept DSVLs. This ch apter de. scribes a study of the acceptance of DSVLs by environmental scientists .
This study not only aimed to determine whether DSVLs would be accepted
by environment al scientists for the purpose of environment al modeling, but
also aimed to detern1ine what factors affect this acceptability.
Included in this chapter is a summary of recent literature, which covers t he
benefits of DSVLs as well as current uses of DSVLs and DSLs in scientific
areas.
In addition to the benefits of DSVLs describ ed previously, DSVLs also improve productivity [120 , 56 , 73 , 77, 86] and reduce the a1nount of programming knowledge required by users [86].

The intellectu al effort required

between conceptualisation and realisation is also reduced [76]. All of t hese
would be of addition al benefit to scientists, by reducing the t ime required to
produce scientific software and therefore increasing t he t ime and resources
available for scientific research .
Environmental modeling was chosen as the area of focus for this study
for several reasons.

A clearly defined subset of scientists was chosen in

order to n arrow the focus of the study, rather than attempting to cover the
wide variety of scientific areas and uses of software for scientific purposes.
Environn1ental modeling was chosen as this subset as DSLs have previously
been developed for use in this field. Modeling is used in many scientific
areas and is a significant cornponent of scientific research [43].
The study described in this chapter compares the acceptance of two tools
used to specify environmental simulations. These two tools are an existing
non-DSVL tool, the LAndscape MOdeling Shell (LAMOS ) developed by
Lavorel et al. [78] , which was used as a baseline and a DSVL tool which
was developed specifically for this research implemented within the Generic
Eclipse Modeling System (GEMS) [124] on the Eclipse ID E [33]. Both of
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he e t ool are fur her describ ed in Section 3.4.4.
The resul

show ha al hough t he DSVL to ol was not significant ly m ore

accep ed b environmen al cient ists as compared t o t he b aseline non-DSVL
ool for environmen al modeling t he DSVL was significant ly b etter for
under anding exploring) and communica ing an exp eriment . Additional
inforn1a ion collec ed from part icip ants ) in t he form of drawings t o explain
an environmen al cenario. indicate hat environmental scien ists focus on
I

t he context infonna ion of an exp erimen
in ere

i

p ecificall

i

he p ar ame ers of

inpu data) and exp ected resul s .

urren . DSL. and DSVL in he area of environmental science concent rate
on he p ecifica .ion of exp erimental scen arios [12; 36 ) 91]. The lack of
upp ort for re ording con ext and pro en ance information was ident ified as
a p o ible impro em ent to t h e DSVL tool.

Chapter 4 - Scientists Software , and Systems
Th. ch ap er pr ent a wider view fr om a
t he re ear h pre ented t hu far in t he t hesi

tern t hinking p ersp ecti e of
i

in order to ident ify and justify

a n " appli ation of oftware engineering wit hin cientific r e earch. Brief
e:x.--planations of .he concept of y terns ; softwares rstems; s tern engineering . oftware engineering: and
approach · applied to bo h

ience ar e provided. The
ient ifi

stem t hinking

re earch and oftware engin eering;

and t he cliff ren e in focus comp ar ed and contr a ted. The

tern of cien-

tifi r earch · defined ; and used to identify existing roles which oftware
and oftware ngineering pla - within this y tern. Finall

j

new role w-hich

could be played by oftv\-are and oftw-are engineering within the

tern of

cientifi re earch are e:x.-plored: re ulting in the identification of one uch
role "-hich warrant furth r in, e igation ba ed on the re ult of the tudy
pr ented in

hapter 3: recording of context information; upported b} the

e of D

Chap er 5 - DSVLs , Scien is s , Context , and Provenance
B a ed on the re ult of the tudy pre ented in Chapter 3i the DS 1L tool
\\-a eAl)anded to al.lo\\-

er to also record context and provenance infor-

mation a.loner ide the pecification of an environmental ofrn-are imulation.
T · chapter d t ·

a tudy of the acceptability of this extended DS 1L

approach. In order to pro, ·de back£Tound information ; the current praci e of environmental cienf t regardincr the treatment and recording of
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context and proven ance information was also investigated. Details regarding the extended DSVL to ol , which was purpose-built for t his study, are
included in Section 5.4.4.
Similar to the previous ch apters, t his ch apter also includes a summary of
t he most relevant literature for this study. Although context information
is commonly presented in scientific pap ers, t here has b een little research
regarding how this information is m an aged outside of publications. However , the related area of provenance information h as b een researched and
existing methods of recording such information is explored.
Environment al modeling was once again used as the area of focus for t his
study. This was t o en able comparison of t he results from t his study wit h
those from the previous study presented in Chapter 3. The reasons provided
for t his choice for the previous study also apply, n amely t o n arrow t he focus
to a sp ecific subset of scientist s, and environment al modeling already having
some exp osure to DSLs.
The results of this study show that environment al scient ists are willing to
use a DSVL for recording context and proven ance information . However ,
t here was no significant difference in acceptability b etween t he DSVL which
allowed users t o record context and proven ance information , and t he DSVL
which did not.
It was also determined t h at t he current practices of computational environmental scient ists rarely involve t he system atic or formal recording of
context and proven ance information. Software supp ort fo r t he recording of
eit her type of information was limited to databases of dataset metadata.
Chapter 6 - Conclusion

The final ch apter summarises t he work presented in this t hesis. T hi chapter also describes the main contributions of t his research and discusses its
li1nitations. P ossible future work and potential implications are also presented.

Chapter 2
Scientists Developing Software
2.1

Introduction

The p eople involved in the development of software for scientific research purposes differ fr om those normally considered by m ainstream software engineering.
Dom ain specialist s - scientist s - t end to lack form al information technology or
software engineering education , yet are involved in the development of software
regardless of this lack of knowledge [l09]. The development of software for scient ific research purposes h as been previously asserted to suffer from a lack of b asic
software engineering tools, t echniques , and methodologies .
-

This ch apter presents a survey of scient ific soft ware develop ers, which was
conducted in order to achieve two m ain research goals. The first research goal
was to improve understanding of t he current stat e of development of software
for scientific research purp oses , and in p articular investigate m ore broadly t he
lack of software engineering in t he development of soft ware for scient ific research
purp oses which is implied by existing liter ature. The second research goal was
to identify areas where software engineering can reason ably be applied to t he
development of software for scient ific research purp oses , in order to improve t he
m anner in which such soft ware is produced.
First , t his ch apter provides an overview of t he liter ature regarding t he development of software for scient ific research purp oses , which was published at t he
t ime t his survey was p erformed . Second , t he purp ose and goals of t his survey
are detailed. Third , t he exp erimental setup is describ ed. Fourt h , t he results of
t he survey are presented and discussed , including a comp arison of t he results
wit h t hose in subsequent liter ature. Finally, t he implications of t his survey are
explored.
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2.2

Existing literature

The development of software for scientific purposes received increased attention in
the software engineering research community in the period of 2007-2009. Studies have identified particular problem areas in scientific software development
through the use of case studies.
As a task in isolation , software development is not considered in1portant by
scientists. Instead , the focus of scientists on performing scientific research , and
development of software is seen as just another supporting activity [7, 68 , 109 ,
111]. This focus on scientific research , rather than software development , leads

to software attributes such as performance being important but only to a limited
extent [72]. In extreme cases , software development within scientific communities
is not considered to be 'real work' [lll]. This difference in focus impacts upon
many areas of scientific software development.
Software development methodologies which find greater acceptance by scientific software developers are those which more closely match the incremental ,
cyclic nature of scientific research [72]. Incremental development and content
delivery find greater acceptance an1ongst scientists [29]. Agile approaches and
extreme programming (XP) [11] have been successfully used [2]. In other studies,
most of the development teams utilised some kind of agile or iterative pro cess
[16 , 104, 105 , 111], although it was not always recognised by develop ers that the

development process was of an agile or iterative nature [16].
Scientific software tends to b e developed using lower-level programming langu ages . Programming language choice is driven by how easy languages are to
learn , st ability, and how confident develop ers are in the translation from progr amming code to the resulting 1nachine instructions [16] .

P erformance and

p ortability are considered , with the import ance of these asp ect s varying from
secondary [16] t o critical [37]. Legacy code and long proj ect lifespans mean that
older programrning languages still b eing in use [72 , 104, 105]. Due to this exp erience , programming langu ages such as Fortran 77 and C ++ which have a long
and well-known hist ory of use are still chosen for new projects [37, 104, 105].
However , t here has b een som e exp erience ,;vit h using higher-level programming
langu ages for prototyping or visual interface supp ort [105] .
The use of tools to supp ort scient ific software developn1ent varies between
projects. Som e studies rep ort litt le use of tools, and esp ecially Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) and fr ameworks finding little acceptance due t o
lack of trust in t heir fun ctions and what t he tool is doing [7, 16 , 127]. A lack of
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use of version control has also b een ident ified [127]. However , other proj ects indicate widespread use of tools [2 , 85]. A common theme across studies regardless
of t he level of to ol use identified is a scept icism of new t echnologies, primarily
due to unclear b enefits of adoption [7 , 16, 127], and uncertainty regarding t heir
future longevity [7]. Successful adoption of tools has been attributed to support
from both users and m an agement , strong development communities for the tools,
sh allow learning curves which allow users to see immediat e benefits, effort m ade
to supp ort migr ation , and ongoing in-house support [85] .
Documentation of scientific software programs is rarely produced. Documentation of programming code t ends to b e lacking , with great er emphasis placed on
t he scient ific t heories underpinning the software rather than the software itself
[31, 105]. The production of do cument ation has b een mostly driven by outside
forces such as m anagem ent , and there is a p ercept ion that do cumentation in
gener al is useless [109] , with asking a develop er directly regarding the software
b eing viewed as more effective than using documents [111 J. Document ation has
b een shown to b e insufficient for constructing and communicating understanding
b etween software engineers and research scientist s [11 OJ.
Testing and verification is considered difficult in scientific software for a numb er of reasons. There is often a lack of previously known correct d ata to compare
results against [7, 16, 71 J. Even in cases where such d at a exist s finding the source
of any problems is difficult as t here are m any possible sources of error , ranging
from t he scientific theory itself, t he m athem atics of the t heory, t hrough to t he
implementation of the t heory in t he software code [16, 68]. Furt her asp ects of
scient ific software which confound testing and verification are t he software's complexity and complex dyn amic interactions, as well as an inability of scient ists to
view t he software as a separate ent ity which requires sp ecific attention comp ared
to t he science b ehind t he software. [68]. Finally, t ime pressures and not specifically setting aside t ime and effort result in testing and verification often being
neglected [105, 110, 111]. All of t hese factors result in a general lack of testing
and verification of scient ific software [68, 90, 104, 105, 110 , 111].
The software qualit ies which are considered imp ortant in scientific software
are part icularly interesting considering all of t he previously explored practices
which are used or not used in scient ific software development . Alt hough the
software itself is considered of secondary imp ortance to scient ific research , t he
p erformance of scient ific software has b een ident ified as an imp ortant quality
[7 , 16 , 37 72]. P erhaps as a result of t he lack of testing and verification , as well
as considerations of fut ure use and applicability, m aintenance is also ident ified as
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an important quality [7, 16]. Similarly for reasons of longevity, portability is also
considered important [7, 16 , 37]. However , in line with the fo cus of scientists being
on scientific research , and supported by the use of lower-level languages due to
developer confidence and little use of tools due to lack of confidence , correctness

[16, 68 , 104], reliability [29], and traceability [104] are also considered important
by scientific software developers.

2.2.1

Subsequent literature

Literature which was published after the study presented in this chapter is surnmarised and explored in Section 2. 7.

2.3

Goals and hypotheses

A common theme throughout the research literature regarding scientific softwar e
development is the limited use of software engineering methodologies and techniques. However, much of the literature only relates experiences fron1 a single
project or from a small number of case studies . The wider applicability of the
conclusions presented in the research literature are unknown. This survey was
designed to gain some insight into .the current overall status of scientific software development and how widespread the challenges and issues identified in the
existing research are.
This survey has two overall goals:
1. Understand the current situation of software engineering in scientific soft-

ware develop111ent
2. Identify areas where software engineering could benefit scientific software
development
In order to address these goals, the following research questions and hypotheses were posed:
1. What programming languages are used and why?

Hypothesis 2 .1. Th e most common programming languag es in scientific
software development are low er-level programming languag es such as FORT RA

and C. Higher-leve l languag es; such as Java and C+ were not ex-

pected to be commonly used.
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Hypothesis 2.2. History of use 7 legacy code) and trust are the reasons why
programming languages are chosen.

2. What tools are used to support development activities and why?

Hypothesis 2.3. Software engineering tools are not commonly used in scientific software development.

Hypothesis 2.4. Tools are not used due to lack of trust and unclear benefits
of adoption.

3. Does development tend to be a team or individual activity?

Hypothesis 2.5. Scientific software is more commonly produced by individuals or small groups.

4. How large are the intended user bases and are the users programmers?

Hypothesis 2.6. Smaller user bases of less than 10 people are more common for scientific software.

Hypothesis 2. 7. Users of scientific software are more likely to not have
.

.

programming experience.

5. What documentation is produced and why?

Hypothesis 2.8. Documentation is not commonly produced in scientific
software development.

Hypothesis 2.9. Documentation is not produced in scientific software development as the time and effort required is considered prohibitive when
· compared with benefits which are indirect and not immediately obvious.

6. What testing/verification is performed and why?

Hypothesis 2.10. Testing and verification is not commonly performed in
scientific software development.

Hypothesis 2 .11. Testing and verification is not perfarmed in scientific
software development due to the time and effort required7 as well as a lack
of available test data to conclusively demonstrate correctness.

,.-

.
--·.

.
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7. What are considered to be the most imp ortant non-functional requirements
from a developer 's point of view?

Hypothesis 2.12. Th e most important non-functional requirements for
scientific software developers are performance ) maintenance) portability) reliability) functionality ) and traceability.

2.4

Methodology

The methodology used to conduct this survey is described here, along with details
regarding the participants and survey contents.
The ethics approval form for this study is included in Appendix A.

2.4.1

Survey conduct

The survey was conducted on line through the Austr alian National University
P olling Online (APOLLO ) system*. The survey was run from August to September in 2009.
Subsequent to the survey being conducted, further literature has been published regarding t he practices used for scientific software development. The results
of this survey are supp orted by the subsequent research , and Section 2. 7 summarises the subsequent literature and compares the results of this survey to those
of this subsequent research.
Disclosure of all personal information was optional, and respondents' answers
were only saved once the entire survey was completed .
Prior to the full survey, a limited initial survey was run. This was done to
test and streamline the survey, to make it as easy to complete for respondents
as possible. As a result of this pilot study, one change was made to the content
of the survey.

In the questions relating to the import ance of non-functional

requirements (Section 2.5.8) , performance and traceability were added to the list
of non-functional requirements to be rated.

2.4. 2

Participants

Participants were elicited from various scientific research communities. Scientists
/

from the Australian National University in Canberra, Australia and Ecole Normale Superieure in P aris France , were contacted directly via email and 111any
*htt p ://apollo .anu .edu.au , accessed 1st February 2014
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indicated t hey forwarded the survey on t hrough their own contacts and mailing
lists . The survey was also distributed on a number of scientific computing email
mailing lists .
P articip ants were required to h ave been directly involved in the developn1ent
of scientific software applications. Sixty responses were received.

2.4.3

Survey contents

Seven areas were covered in this survey: demographics, programming langu ages ,
tools, development teams and user bases, docurnentation , testing and verification , and fin ally non-functional requirements. The full survey used is included in
Appendix B.
Basic respondent demographics were collected to determine the spread of respondents to the survey.
The popularity of different programming languages , and the reasons that drive
t he selection of program1ning languages , was investigated as this selection affects
·which software engineering techniques would be of use to scientific software developers .
Current use of tools by scientific software develop ers to support their activities
'Was covered.

P ast papers have presented differing views on the use of tools,

ranging fro1n a lack of tool use in the scientific software develop1nent community
[127] to specific case studies where 1nany tools h ave been used [2 , 85]. Determining

the popularity of tools and the reasons why they are used will help us determine
if and where tool usage should be increased , and what kinds of tools may be
applicable to scientific software development.
An overall impression of development team sizes , user base sizes , and user base
program1ning experience was collected. These questions were included to see if
there are any trends for these characteristics in scientific software vvhich again
affects the software engineering techniques which 1nay be applicable to scientific
software development.
The negative opinion of docun1entation in scientific software has been remarked upon previously by Segal [109 , 111], and as such the production of documentation is investigated in this survey. Identifying reasons why scientific software developers do or do not produce docu1nentation will help us identify more
appropriate docun1entation types and methods for scientific co1nputing.
Testing and verification have been identified as areas where scientific software developers and users perceived imp ortance is greater than their perceived
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understanding [5 1]. In this survey, t esting and verification activit ies p erformed
by scientific software developers was also investigat ed , along wit h reasons for
and against p erforming such activities . This information can b e used to ident ify areas where t esting and verification of scientific software development could
b e improved.

Also, strat egies t o encourage upt ake of testing and verification

activities amongst scientific software develop ers can b e ident ified.
Finally, the importance of various non-functional requirements such as functionality, p erformance, and usability was investigat ed. This information would
again help identify the most appropriat e software engineering methodologies for
scientific software. It may also identify areas which scientific software developers currently do not , but p erhaps should , consider imp ortant . The b enefits of
improving these areas m ay benefit scientific activities as a whole.

2.5

Results and discussion

The results of each of the topics covered in this survey will b e rep orted and
discussed in turn. These topics, describ ed in great er det ail in 2.4.3 , are:
1. Demogr aphics
2. Progr amming langu ages
3. Development tools
4. Development teams and user b ase characteristics
5. Documentation
6. Testing and verification
7. Non-function al requirements
This section also discusses t hreats to t he validity of this survey, along wit h a
summary comparing t he results of t his study to previous research.

2.5.1

Demographics

A total of 60 survey responses were received . T he survey respondents were spread
worldwide. Of the 4 7 survey respondents who chose to disclose t heir country
there were roughly even contributions from

orth America (17) Australia and

Asia ( 14) , and Europe ( 16) . A more detailed breakdown is shown in Figure 2 .1.
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Figure 2.1 : R espondent location by country

R espondents were also asked optionally t he organisation that they worked
for and 46 respondents provided this information. A summary of t he types of
organisation which they work for is shown in Figure 2.2. -The types of organisat ion are universities including all education al and teaching instit utions, industry
and o her comp anies resear ch organisations , and government dep art ments and
ervices .
Figur e 2.3 and 2.4 show t he highest level of education attained and the
area in which t h at education was completed for t he surve resp ondents . All 60
respondents provided information for t h e highest level of education ; however onl1
56 responden s provided usable information regarding t heir field of study. Some
respondents listed more t h an one area of educational stud .
Of in erest is t h at onl 13 or 23 o/c completed studies in software engineering
or cornput ing-related fi elds. The majorit of those who completed education in
oftware engineering or computing h ad masters degrees. In comparison mo t of
t hose in cientific areas ha e doc orates.
Se en of t h e re p ondents who con1pleted studies in software engineering or
con1pu ing provided heir position within the organisation ha the worked for.
Of t hose seven t hree stated h eir roles as being a software programmer develj
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oper, or engineer. In comparison , of the 38 respondents who did not complete
studies in software engineering or computing who also provided their posit ion ,
only four stated similar roles . This larger proportion of r.espondents in software
programming , development , or engineering roles may explain the comparative
lack of doctorates amongst the respondents who completed studies in software
engineering or computing, as these p eople fo cus more on software development
rather than scientific research.
The amount of progr amming exp erience of t he survey respondents ranges
from two to forty years of programming exp erience. There is a wide spread in
the numb er of years of programming exp erience , with a median of 11. Figure 2.5
shows a breakdown of years of programming exp erience.

2.5.2

Programming languages

As shown in Figure 2.6 , t he most commonly used programming languages are C
and C++ , with 31 and 29 out of 60 respondents respectively. P erl (23) , J ava
(20) , P ython (16) , Fortran (10) , and R (7) are also well represented.

Other

programming langu ages were mentioned by a couple of respondents , including
C# , PHP and Matlab. The numb er of respondents indicating t hey used Fortran
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was lower than expected, alt hough t he reasons for t his discrepancy co1npared
to other studies [37, 99] are not clear.

Overall , t hese results do not support

Hypothesis 2.1 , with no type of programming language dominant.
Figure 2. 7 shows the reasons why respondents choose to use certain programming languages . The four most common reasons provided by respondents were
cross-platform compatibility, developer experience, features, and ease of use. Develop er exp erience includes elem ents of the hypothesised reasons of history of use
and trust , however neither of these were explicitly mentioned by respondents.
Legacy co de was the fifth most common reason. Overall , although Hypothesis
2.2 is not entirely supported by these results as the exp ected reasons of history
of use , legacy code, and trust were not the most com1non reasons why programming langu ages are chosen , these reasons do app ear within the five most common
reasons for choosing programming languages .
In other studies , legacy code, trust exp erience, and familiarity [72 , 105] have
been identified as influences on t he choice of programn1ing languages for scientific
software. In t his urvey, similar reasons of developer exp erience, ease of use, and
legacy co de were each chosen by approximately 50% of respondents.
Overall , the qualities of t he language (cross-platform comp atibility, features
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ease of use , performance) were more common reasons for the choice of programming language than outside factors (developer experience , favourit e language,
required , only language known).

2.5.3

Development tools

When asked whether any tools or programs were used to aid in development , 50
out of 60 survey respondents indicat ed that there were tools or programs used .
Figure 2. 8 shows a breakdown of what kinds of tools were n1entioned by the
survey resp ondents. These t ool typ es were det ermined from the sp ecific tools
which survey respondents list ed when asked to list tools which they used.
These results do not support Hyp othesis 2.3, t h at software engineering tools
are not commonly used in scient ific software develop1nent , as the 1najority of respondents indicated tools or programs were used to supp ort development . However , when t he typ es of tools which are actually used are investigated , it can b e
seen t hat m any tool typ es are not com1nonly used. Only version cont rol and Int egrated Development Environments (IDEs) are co111monly used by part icip ants.
The lack of use of tools by scient ists has been ident ified previously by Wilson
[127] , and is still an issue in more recent -publications[ l26]. The results of t his
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survey appear to indicate that the situation is not as dire as implied by other
literature both prior and subsequent to this survey. However , with only 29 out of
60 respondents respondents indicating they use version control tools , it is clear
that further progress could still be made. Use of tools to assist in bug/ change
tracking and testing is also very low.
The high number of respondents indicating they commonly use an IDE appears to be at odds with observations made by Carver et al. [16], where there
was a lack of IDE usage and 'experienced developers tended to dislike the rigidity
they felt most IDEs imposed on their development activities ' . However, four of
the five projects which they studied targeted parallel super computer hardware
platforms which leads to different requirements amongst developers.
The lack of use of bug/ change tracking tools and build tools may be explained
by Morris [90] , as these types of tools are not needed for prototype or throwaway
code v\rhich is commonplace in scientific software. Scientists often start programming ·with these types of code [90] , and low usage of the aforementioned tools
carries over when scientists move on to develop larger and more complex codes.
The survey also asked why the tools were used. A summary of the reasons
given by the 46 respondents who answered this question and had indicated that
tools or programs were used is shown in Figure 2.9. It should be noted that the
reasons provided are a mixture of reasons for using a tool at all , and reasons for
using a particular tool over another. Of special interest are the 12 respondents
who described the use of version control as 'required ' or 'mandatory ' for largescale, multi-developer , and/ or distributed development projects. It is unknown
whether these comments mean that the use of version control is enforced ( and that
these respondents would not otherwise use version control) , or whether version
control is considered essential for such projects ( and that it would be impossible
to run such large-scale, multi-developer and/ or distributed development proj ects
without version control). As tools were commonly used by participants , these
reasons for using tools do not provide much insight in regard to Hypothesis 2.4.

2.5.4

Development teams and user base characteristics

As can be seen in Figure 2.10 most of the survey respondents develop software
either alone or in a small team of developers.

Few of the respondents often

or always develop software in teams comprising seven or n1ore members. This
supports Hypothesis 2.5. Due to limitations in the survey software used the
rating for each category of developn1ent team size was indep endent of the others .

..:

.
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produced type of documentation with only 18 respondents indicating that they
commonly produce such artefacts. In general, the results do not supp ort the
hypothesis that do cument ation is not commonly produced in scientific software
development (Hypothesis 2.8).
The comparative lack of do cument ation for requirements and design matches
the exp eriences describ ed by Heaton et al. [54], P awlik et al. [98], and Sanders and
Kelly [104] . In the study performed by Sanders and I{elly [104] 'none of [the]
interviewees created an up-front formal requirements sp ecification ' , and ' Only
one interviewee .. . demonstr ated his design do cument ation'. This lack of explicit
requirements and design do cument ation matches those of agile approaches [13].
In agile approaches , working software is emphasised over do cument ation [87],
although the documents that are produced should b e both necessary and sufficient
[96] . In non-scientific software application develop1nent , agile approaches have
become more widely used , but have not entirely replaced more traditional software
development 1nethodologies [123].
In this survey, 42 out of 60 resp ondents indicated t hey con1monly produced
u er manuals and/ or guides. However as seen in Section 2.5.4 , only 25 respondents indicated they often or always produced software for larger groups of up to
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100 p eople and/ or an internation al community of users. Ther efore, at least 17

resp ondents are commonly producing user m anuals and/ or guides for t h emselves
or users in t heir local area. This is at odds wit h Sanders and Kelly [104] , who
noted t h at non e of t heir interviewees 'produced user do cumentation unless t h eir
software was intended for use outside t h eir resear ch group ' .
Only t hree respondents in t his survey ment ioned documentation b eing required by or compulsory for users or custom ers. All of t he types of documentat ion t h at were defined in t he survey were commonly produced by at least 18 of
t he 60 r esp ondents . Therefore scient ific software develop ers produce documentation even t hough it is not required or compulsory. This contrasts to Segal [111]
who ident ified t h at profession al end user develop ers (non-software domain specialists wh o produce software for sp ecific purp oses) did not voluntarily produce
docu1nentation , ap art fr on1 t he occasion al user guide' .
The surve resp ondents were also asked why documentation is or is not common!

produced for scient ific software applications which t hey have worked on .

From t he 50 resp onses to t his op en-ended question a r ange of reasons both for
an against t he production of documentation were ident ified using t he qualitative
data an al sis technique of co ding [108] .
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The most common reasons for and against the production of document ation
and their popularity are shown in Figure 2. 14. The reasons provided for why
do cumentation is not produced supports Hypothesis 2.9 , with the time and effort
required b eing the most common reason provided. Note that these reasons are
not mutually exclusive and are not complete. Many respondents provided both
reasons for and against the production of do cument ation. Some reasons were
only provided by a single respondent and are not included above.

2.5.6

Te sting and verification

Figure 2.15 shows the numb er of respondents who st at ed they commonly p erform t he listed t yp es of t esting and verification. Contrary to exp ect ations , all
resp ondents indicated t hey p erformed at least one testing or verification t echnique, wit h rnost testing and verification activities being p erformed by at least a
t hird of resp ondents , disproving Hyp othesis 2.10.
As can b e exp ected fr on1 the low numb ers of resp ondents commonly producing requirem ents and design documentation , as shown previously in Figure 2.13 ,
verifi cation against sp ecified requirements and design are t he least common typ es
of t est ing.
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Interestingly 38 out of 60 respondents st ated t hey commonly p erformed unit
tests but only 23 stat ed they commonly p erformed integr ation testing.

This

result agrees wit h Heaton et al. [54] which reported that -unit testing was more
comn1only p erformed t h an integrat ion and regression t est ing.
The results also indicate that software require1nents m ay be capt ured using
1nethods other t h an a requirements sp ecification do cument as 12 of t h e resp ondents who stated t h ey co1nmonly p erformed verification against requirements ,
did not state t h at t hey co1nmonly produced requirements sp ecifications (Section
2.5.5) . This indicates t h at requirements are eit h er not capt ured , or are capt ured
in a format oth er t h an a sp ecific and distinct require1nent sp ecification . Test
cases and con1p arisons wit h other m odels and empirical data m ay be viewed as
t h e software requirements , and matching known or prior data m ay be considered
as requiren1ents .
This survey agrees wit h Kelly and Sanders [71], wh o identified t h at 'testing
ren1ains t he 1nost con11nonl used quality assessment activity for software of any
kind ' . In t hese results t h e four m ost common activit ies involve comp arisons with
known t rusted or prior data. Verification and p eer review were t hree of t he four
least co1nn1only perfonned activit ies .
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Also describ ed by Kelly and Sanders [71 , 104] is the problem of determining
the success of a test in scientific software. This problem stems from the difficulty
of finding appropriate oracle data, or data to which test results can be compared ,
and then b eing able to identify the cause of pro blems if differences to t he test
data are found. However , in this survey two of the three most common testing
and verification activities were comparison with empirical data and comparison
with other models. This indicates that , regardless of the problerns with this type
of testing activity, it is still widely used by scientific software developers .
Segal [111] identified t h at a characteristic of professional end user development
practice 'is t he lack of any disciplined testing procedure' . These results support
t his claim , as although a large numb er of respondents indicated t hey commonly
p erform testing and verification activities, t here was a low numb er of respondents
using bug/ change tracking or testing tools (Section 2.5 .3).
As was t he case for documentation , respondents were asked why testing is
or is not performed for scientific software applications which they have worked
on. This question was answered by 49 respondents, and the rnain reasons were
extracted from t he answers using the qualitative data analysis technique of coding
[10 ] . Figure 2.16 shows t hese result .
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5. very important
This scale was chosen so that the relative importance of non-functional requirements could b e determined from respondents ' answers . A straight ranking of
non-functional requirements would only indicate how important respondents considered each non-functional requirement in comparison to others , but would not
provide any information regarding how in1portant a non-functional requirement
was overall. The neutral response of 'neither ' was included as so1ne respondents
may not consider a non-functional requirement or are unaware of it .
Non-functional requirements from the Software R equirements Specification
D ata Item describ ed in MIL-STD-498 [119] were used and are as follows:
1. Availability (t he ability to be accessed and operated when needed )

2. Flexibility (t he ability to be easily adapted to changing requirements)
3. Functionality (t he ability to perform all required functions)
4. I'v1aintainability (the ability to be easily corrected)
5. Portability (the ability to be easily modified for a new software/ comput ing
environment)
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6. Reliability (t he ability to p erform with correct, consistent results)
7. R eusability (the ability to be used in multiple applications )
8. Testability (the ability to be easily and thoroughly tested)
9. Usability (the ability to b e easily learned and used )

The MIL-STD-498 was chosen as it provides a clearly sp ecified definiti on of
non-functional requirements. To this list, two more non-functional requirements
were added:
10. P erformance (the ability to run using a minimum of t ime and/or m emory)
11. Tr aceability (the ability to link the knowledge used to create the application
t hrough to t he co de and the output)
These two additional non-function al requirements were added based on t he
resp onses fron1 the initial pilot survey identified in section 2.4. The descriptions
of each non-functional requirement were provided in t he survey.
Figure 2.18 shows t he rated importance of t he non-functi6n al requirements
as a p ercentage of total responses, sorted by numb er of very important r atings .
Table 2.1 lists t he non-functional require1nents in descending order of combined

important and very important ratings .
Ot her studies have used various definit ions for non-functional requirements
which differ slight ly fron1 t he

IL-STD-498 [119]:

• Correctness [16 71] co1nbines functionality and reliability fron1 t he MILSTD-498.
• P ortabilit has b een defined 1nore specifically t han in the MIL-STD-498 ; as
The abilit

o easil por a proj ect to new 1nachines [16] and Codes must

run efficient l on n1ult iple n1achines [7] .
R eliabili

was considered o be t he 1nost in1portant non-functional require-

n1ent o erall wi h 83o/c of respondents r ating it as very important and the remainder all r a ing i as important. Functionalit al o rated ver highly, with 65 %
ra ing i as very important and 30o/c ra ing i as important. These two results
corroborate previous re ult fron1 Kell
i1npor ance of correctne
[16]

and Sanders [71] in which 'the singular

for scien ific soft are was identified and Carver et al.

here he mos highl ranked proj ec goal

as correctness.
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Figure 2.18: Importance of non-functional requirements as rated by respondents

Table 2.1: Combined important and very important ratings for non-functional
requirements
R anking

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
10
11

Requirement

Reliability
Functionality
Maintainability
Availability
P erformance
Flexibility
Testability
Usability
Reusabili ty
Traceability
P or ability

Combined important
and very important
r atings (%)
100
95
90
87
79
77
75
63
62
54
52
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P ortability received the highest number of unimportant ratings for any nonfunctional requirement ( 11 ), and the lowest combined proportion of important and

very important ratings (52%). This result differs from a previous study by Carver
et al. [16] where portability r anked third below correctness and performance but
was 'the only one that was ranked as h aving 'high ' import ance by all of the
teams studied'. This difference may b e explained by the fact t hat four of the
five projects studied by Carver et al. targeted parallel sup er computer h ardware
platforms, whereas this study takes a much broader spread of scientific software
applications .
Traceability received the second lowest combined proportion of important and

very important ratings (54%). Previous studies have identified t he importance
to users of scientific software applications of transparency and traceability, part icularly in regard to commercial and open source scientific software [105 , 104].
In comparison , this survey shows it is less of a consideration for developers of
scientific software.
Reusability received the lowest proport ion of very important ratings (20%),
and the t hird lowest combined proportion of important and very important ratings
(62%) . This helps explain t he lack of do cumentation which was_noted in Section
2.5.5. Develop ers do not anticipate coming back to the system to reuse part or all
of it in the future, so the p erceived need to document and record decisions made
during t he development pro cess is low. According to Segal [109 , 111] code reuse
-

is rare and code is not generally designed for reuse , which agrees wit h the low
importance t hat scientific software developers place on reusability in t his survey.
An interesting result are the ratings for usability. When ranked in order of
proportion of very important ratings , it is the third highest with 43%. However ,
when ranked in order of proportion of important and very important ratings
combined , it is the 4th lowest wit h 63%. Therefore , alt hough a comparatively
large proportion of respondents consider it to be very important, there is also a
large proportion of respondents who do not consider it important (in other words ,
consider it very unimportant, unimportant, or neutral) . This indicates that the
importance of usability is more split t h an other non-functional requirements - it
is eit her very important or not imp ortant to scientific software developers , with a
smaller proportion of developers considering it moderately important compared
to other non-functional requirements.
Figure 2.19 shows how often respondents developed for particular user base
sizes , wit h respondents broken down according to how important they rated usability. As an example, the left-most set of four columns shows that 26 respon-

- -

-. -

.
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dents rated usability as very important. The columns in t his set of four each
correspond to a different intended user base size - from left to right , a single
user , less than 10 users, less than 100 users, or more t han 100 users. Finally,
each column is broken down into how often the respondents develop ed for that
particular user base size - never , r arely, sometimes, often , or always. In t he case
of t he 26 respondents who rated usability as very important (the left-most set of
four columns), two respondents always, six often , seven sometimes, seven rarely
and four never develop ed for an intended user base of single user (the left-most
column in the left-most set of four columns). Figure 2.20 similarly shows how
often respondents develop ed for particular user base programming experiences ,
with t he intended user base programming experience replacing t he intended user
base size.
Figure 2.19 shows that for important r atings of usability there is a tendency
towards larger user base sizes, and for neutral and unimp ort ant ratings of usability there is a tendency towards smaller user base sizes . However , for very

important r atings of usability t here is no tendency towards either large or small
user base sizes. Figure 2.20 shows that respondents who rated usability as im-

portant or very important are more likely to develop for users who do not have
programming exp erience, whereas those respondents who rated usability as neu-

tral or unimportant are more likely to develop for .users who h ave programming
exp erience. These results agree with Sanders and Kelly [104], where usability
was identified as being given priority when t he developers 'were concerned about
their user interface and understood t h at t heir users' knowledge didn 't overlap
their own '.
The result for maintainability is opposite that of usability - when ranked in
order of proportion of very important ratings it is the third lowest (25%) but
for important and very important r atings combined it is the t hird highest (90%) .
This indicates t h at , although maintainability is viewed to be important or very

important by nine out of ten respondents , t his imp ortance is secondary to other
non-functional requiren1ents. This may be as maintainability affects future use
and development of t he software , but does not immediately impact the use of
the software for scientific purposes. This result 1natche that of Carver et al.

[16] where maintainability wa the fourth highest ranked project goal behind
correctnes , performance and portabilit .
The remaining four non-functional require1nents availabilit

flexibility per-

formance and testabilit all had important as their most co1nmon re ponse and
ranked in the 1niddle when ordered both for very important re pon e alone or
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How often intended user base
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Figure 2.19: How often respondents developed for particular user base sizes,
respondents categorised by usability rating

important and very important responses combined.
Performance has been identified as important in scientific software [37, 63],
although other studies have described it as not the singular be-all and end-all
requirement [72]. As mentioned previously, performance is balanced with portability, maintainability, and ease of programming [7]. The results of this survey
broadly agree with Carver et al. [16] who identified performance as the second
most highly ranked project goal behind correctness and ahead of portability and
maintainability, however this disagrees with the importance placed on performance by Faulk et al. [37] and Jones and Scaffidi[63].
Overall, Hypothesis 2.12 is only partially supported by these results.

As

expected , reliability and functionality were the most important non-functional
requirements for scientific software developers.

However, although they were

considered to be important , performance and maintainability were secondary to
other non-functional requirements such as availability. Finally, contrary to the
hypothesis , portability and traceability were not considered as important as other
non-functional requirements.
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How often intended user programming
experience was developed for:
Always - Often - Sometimes - Rarely - Never
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Figure 2.20: How often respondents developed for users with , without and both
with and without programming experience, respondents categorised by usability
rating

2.5.9

Threats to validity

The sample size of this survey, 60 respondents , compares favourably against other
recent studies [16 , 90 , 104].
There is a larger nu1nber of respondents who completed their education in
Bioinformatics and Biology-related fields compared to other fields, which skews
the results towards the practices and views of developers in those fields. This
skew affects the external validity of this study, which could explain the difference
between the results of this study and other previous studies which used samples of
software developers from other scientific fields. The lack of infonnation regarding
the level of software engineering and computing education of scientific software
develop ers also means that it is unknown whether the proportion of respondents
with formal education in software engineering or computing is representative or
not.
A m entioned in Section 2.5.3 the examples listed in the que tion 'Were any
tool or progr an1 such as IDEs, auto1nated test environn1ents or version control
oftware used to aid in the development of the application? ma have influenced
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respondents to more readily list those types of tools in their answer, leading to
the much greater number of respondents listing IDEs, version control, and to a
lesser extent testing software tools.
The reasons for using tools (Section 2.5.3) are not directly associated with
particular tools or types of tools. A similar problem occurs for reasons for and
against producing documentation (Section 2.5.5) as well as for reasons for performing testing and verification activities (Section 2.5.6). Although this could
be avoided by asking for reasons for each type of tool, documentation, or testing
and verification activity, this would increase the length of the survey considerably.
These areas could be addressed in greater detail in separate surveys focussed on
each activity, or by conducting interviews. This would avoid having a single,
overly lengthy survey.
As described in Section 2.5.4, the ratings for each of the categories provided for
development team sizes, user base sizes, and user base programming experience,
were independent - a single respondent could possibly answer always for all four
of the development team size categories.

This inability for an answer to one

question to constrain the allowable answers to another question are inherent in
the survey software used (see Section 2.4). Results were cht cked manually for
any occurrences of this nature, with one result discarded for development team
sizes and one result discarded for user base programming experience.

2.5.10

--

Comparison with previous research

A summary of the survey results as compared to notable past papers is shown in
Table 2.2. Details of these comparisons have been explored in Sections 2.5.1 to
2.5.8. Those areas where the results of this survey disagree with the results of
previous work are as follows:
1. Carver et al. [16] identified a lack of IDE usage , whereas in this survey 34

out of 60 respondents indicated they commonly used an IDE. Carver et al.
also identified that portability ranked third below correctness and performance but was 'the only one that was ranked as having 'high ' importance
by all of the teams studied', whereas in this survey portability received the
lowest combined proportion of important and very important ratings (52 %).
These differences may be due to four of the five projects which Carver et al.
studied targeting parallel super computer hardware platforms , which have
a different set of requirements and priorities than other scientific software
applications targeting smaller hardware platforms.
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Table 2.2: Survey results compared to past p ap ers
Survey Area
Tool Use
Documentation
Testing and Verification
Reliability
Functionality
Maintainability
Performance
Usability
Reusability
Traceability
Portability

Carver
et al. [16]

Kelly
et al. [71]

Sanders
et al. [104]

X

./
./
./
./
./

./
./
./

Segal

[111]
./
X
./

./
./
X
X

./Sui~vey agrees with past paper
XSurvey disagrees with past paper
(blank) Past paper does not address this area
Note that availability and testability are not included as these have
not been mentioned in previous papers.
Flexibility is also not included as this has only b een mentioned in
conjunction with maintainability in previous pap ers.

2. Sanders et al. [104] identified the high importance of traceability, compared to the relatively low importance of traceability in these results. However , this result is for scientific software development , whereas the result
of Sanders et al. is for scientific software use. This indicat es a difference
b etween the attitudes of those who develop and those who use scient ific
soft ware - users want t o see and underst and how the results are generated ,
whereas developers already know the process as t hey creat ed t he software.
3. Segal [111] ident ified that scient ific software develop ers 'did not voluntarily
produce documentation , apart fr om t he occasional user guide'.

In t his

survey most typ es of docu111entation were produced by 20 to 40 of t he 60
resp ondents , and only t hree resp ondents indicated t hat docu111entation was
required . Documentation is now produced for reasons other t han it b eing
'required ', such as for fut ure m aintenance purp oses.
The results of t his survey have not b een co111pared to t hose of t he survey
Hannay et al. [5 1] conducted. Unlike t his survey Hannay et al. does not cover
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specifics such as wh at typ es of tools, documentation , and testing and verification
activities are used , instead covering how scientists learn about and the tirne spent
working on developing and using software , and t he perceived imp ortance and
understanding of software engineering concepts .

Summary of results compared to hypotheses

2.5.11

The results of this study compared to t he hyp otheses, ·which were originally presented in Section 2.3 , are presented here. Each hypothesis will be restated and
the relevant results briefly sun1marised .

Hypothesis 2.1. The most common programming languages in scientific software development are lower-level programming languages ) such as FORTRAN
and C. Higher-level languages ) such as Java and C+ ) were not expected to be
commonly used.

Hypothesis 2.1 was not supported by t he results of t his study, as no type of
prograrnming language ·was don1inant over t he others.

Hypothesis 2.2. History of usei legacy code ) and trust are the reasons why
programming languages are chosen.

Hypothesis 2.2 v. as partiall} supp orted h owever the additional reasons of
cross-platforn1 cornpatibility features , and ease of use wBre not expected.

Hypothesis 2.3. Software engineering tools are not commonly used in scientific
software development.

Hypothesis 2.3

as not supported with the rnajority of respondents indicating

h a tools or progra1ns v. ere used to support software developn1ent.

However ,

onl ID Es and version con rol wer e co1nn1only used , v.rith other types of tools not
co1n1nonl used b respondents.

Hypothesis 2.4. Tools are not used due to lack of trust and unclear benefits of
adoption.

The resul
2.4 a

of t his

ud} do not provide much insight regarding Hypothesis

he 1najorit of par icip ants indicated the} used tools and provided reasons

for the use of ools r a her than lack t hereof.

Hypothesis 2.5. Scientific software is more commonly produced by individuals
or small groups.
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Hypothesis 2.5 is supp orted by t he results of t his study, ·with n1ost respondents

developing software eit her alone or in a small team of developers.
Hypothesis 2.6. Smaller user bases of less than 10 people are more common for
scientific software.

Hyp othesis 2. 6 is p artially supp orted by t he results of t his study. There is a
slight tendency towards individual and sm all group user bases , rather t han larger
use bases .
Hypothesis 2. 7. Users of scientific software are more likely to not have pro.

.

gramming experience.

Hyp othesis 2. 7 was not supp orted , as t here is a slight tendency towards user
bases being comprised eit her of only users wit h progr amming experience, or both
users wit h and wit h out progr amming exp erience.
Hypothesis 2.8. D ocumentation is not commonly produced in scientific software
development .

Hypothesis 2.8 was not supp orted , as most respondents commonly produced
at least one type of documentation.
H y pothesis 2.9. D ocumentation is not produced in scientific software de velopment as the time and effort required is considered prohibitive when compared with
benefits which are indirect and not ·i mmediately obvious.

Hypothesis 2.9 was supported, with the time and effort required being the
most common reason provided for the documentation not being produced.
H y pot h esis 2.10. Testing and verification is not commonly performed in scientific software development.

Hypothesi 2.10 was not supported by the results of this study as every respondent indicated t hey p erformed at least one testing or verification technique
and nearly all technique being p erformed b at least one third of respondents.
H y p othesis 2 .11. T esting and verification is not performed in scientific software
development due to the time and effort required as well as a lack of available test
data to conclu ively demonstrate correctness.

2.6. IMPLICATIONS
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Hypothesis 2.11 was not supported , as the few respondents who provided
reasons why testing is not performed gave the reasons of lack of management
support , not being warranted due to the small size or simplicity of the program ,
or asserting that it is usually clear if the software is working as intended.

Hypothesis 2.12. The most important non-functional requirements for scientific
software developers are performance, maintenance, portability, reliability, functionality, and traceability.

Hypothesis 2.12 is partially supported by the results of this study, with reliability and functionality being the two most important non-functional requirements. However, performance and maintainability were of secondary importance
compared to other non-functional requirements, and portability and traceability
were considered the least important overall.

2.6

Implications

This survey shows that the situation in scientific software development may have
improved in recent years , and at least in certain areas is not as dire as presented
in the existing literature.
• Although tool use is by no means widespread , version control and IDEs are
used by around 50% of developers. This indicates--that at least some tools
have made some progress in being more widely used to support scientific
software development.
• Likewise , particular types of documentation are produced by an average of
50% of developers , with some (user manuals and/ or guides and comments in
the code) more common and others (requirements specifications and design
documentation) less so. Although the time and effort required for documentation is still seen as a hurdle , documentation is more widespread in
scientific software development than suggested by previous literature.
• Testing and verification activities are also performed inconsistently, with
most types of testing being performed by just under 50% of developers.
Comparisons with empirical data or data from other models , unit testing ,
and regression testing are the exceptions to this.
Although there remains much room for improvement , the introduction of basic
software engineering methodologies and techniques is no longer the primary or
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most widespread issue in at least some areas of scient ific software development .
Given t h at scient ific software development is, at least in p art , now fan1iliar with
t hese aspects of software engineering , increased attention can now be paid to the
introduction , development , and adaptation of other software engineering methodologies and techniques in order to improve scientific software development.
There are certain consider ations to b e m ade when exploring how software
engineering can improve scientific software development:
• No one programming language dominates scientific software development ,
. and newer programming languages such as C++ and J ava coexist with
older languages such as Fortran , with cross-platform comp atibility, features ,
develop er exp erience and ease of use b eing the most common reasons for
selecting a progr amn1ing language.
• The most commonly stated reason for using tools is to improve ease of
coding.
• R eliability and functionality are the most imp ortant non-functional requirements for scient ific software develop ers, with usability, maintainability, and
availability also considered to be import ant.
• Scientific software is most often developed by a single person or a small
tean1 (2-6 ) of people , but can be intended to b e used by any number of
users with or without programming experience.

2. 7

Subsequent literature

Alt hough the area of scientific software developinent received much attention from
2007-2009 , there h as also b een a numb er of studies in this field p a t that d at e.
The following literature was published aft er the survey was performed.
Heaton [53] ident ifies four m ajor probleins which were self-reported b con1putation al cience and engineering develop er : rework p erformance issues , regresion errors, and forgetting to fix bugs t h at were not tr acked. A follow-up urvey
[54] ident ified t hat an1ongst research develop ers (develop ers who p ent 30o/c or
le

of t heir t ime on oftware for external u er ) , creation and u e of requirement

docun1entation was luw. h owever other documen ation was u ed fr equent ! . A
lov. to m ediuin level of u e wa repor ed for de ign ac ivitie . Uni te ing was
highly u ed. however a wide ariet of u age level

as reported for integration

and regre ion te t ing. Finall . i ue/bug t r acking oftware v. as not u ed often.
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J ones and Scaffidi[63] purp ort to investigate t he obstacles and opp ort unit ies
wit h 'visual and dom ain-sp ecific languages in scient ific progr amming', however
t heir results include a significant amount of discussion regarding t he problems
faced by scient ific software develop ers. Procedural constructs were often used
rather t han obj ect-oriented construct s if possible. Four out of t he nine p art icip ants describ ed p erformance as a m ajor concern. Mainten ance problems were
ident ified as b eing caused by a lack of version cont rol in two projects , and a lack
of documentation in five projects.
P awlik et al. [98] investigates do cumentation practices in scientific software
development , finding that the practices used differ from those formally recommended in software engineering. R equirements and sp ecifications are usu ally not
produced , and design and architectural documentation are created ad-ho c if t hey
are created at all. Implement ation det ails are m ainly captured in co de comments.
Documentation for users, such as tutorials and examples of usage, is produced
when request ed. One p articular reason provided for the lack of documentation
was t hat for t he scientist s developing software, the activity of producing documentation was not valued and considered ' a mundane and b oring task '.
Prabhu et al. [99] surveyed 114 scientist s from various disciplines at Princeton
University regarding their 'use of computation in research '. This survey found
t hat Matlab , Fortran , C , C++ , and python were the dominant programming
languages. The 'debugging and testing methods employed were primit ive ', wit h
more t han half of t he researchers not using any debugger.

2. 7.1

Summary of subsequent literature

The subsequent literature shows som e similarit ies as well as differences wit h t he
previous literature. Similarit ies occur in t he following areas :
• Lower-level programming langu ages rem ains more popular t h an higherlevel, more abstract languages [99] , wit h procedural constructs preferred
over object-oriented constructs [63].
• The use of tools varies , wit h issue and bug t racking software rarely used
[53] and limited use of debuggers [99].
• The production and use of documentation varies . R equirements documents
are consistent ly rarely created or used [54 , 98] , as is design and architectural
documentation [98].
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• Performance rernains an imp ortant factor for some, but not all, scientific
software developers [63].
However, there are a number of differences:
• Although version control is still lacking in some projects , it is used in a
111ajority of projects [54].
• Some types of documentation are produced. Documentation for users is
produced when requested [98] , and documentation other t han requirements
·are used frequent ly [54].
• Testing practices remain an issue [54 , 99] , h owever unit testing was found
to be highly used [54]. In co111parison , the use of integration and regression
testing varies widely [53] .

2. 7.2

Comparison of results with subsequent research

The more recent research published after t he survey was conducted collaborates
many of the results. In p articular , t he following findings are supported by more
recent literature:
• Son1e types of tools are more commonly used than previously expected
such as version control [54].
• Although requirem ents and design documentation remains rarely created ,
other types such as user do cumentation are relatively common [54, 98].
• Certain types of testing are commonly performed , such as unit tests . Although regression te ts are commonly performed , integration t e ts are not
which agrees with the wide variation in use of these two types of te ting
found by Heaton et al. [53] .

2.8

Conclusion

In un1n1ary. the e re ult indicate hat man of the i ue of the de elopment of
oft\\'are for cientific re earch purpo e are no longer as ignifican as previou 1
thought.

The u e of main ream oftware engineering technique

in oftware

development for cien ific re earch purpo e ha in1proved grea 1 and thu the
challenge identified in the exi ting literature are on their

a to being addre ed.
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Therefore, in t he field of scient ific software development , it is appropriate to move
on from t he int roduction of basic software engineering techniques , and investigate
t he applicability of more advanced software engineering methodologies. Software
for scient ific research purp oses should be as reliable and as functional as p ossible,
while also being easy to use by scientist s with varying levels of programming
exp erience. The application of software engineering into t he scient ific software
field must take t hese fact ors into account.
The results of t his study and other literature indicat e t here still are some areas
where software engineering could be of use in scientific soft ware development .
Documentation , t esting, and verification could b e m ade m ore easily accessible
to scient ific software develop ers. Tools and t echniques which m ake it easier to
p erform co ding tasks are more widely used . Scient ific software develop ers are
most interested in the reliability, functionality, usability, m aintainability, and
availability of t heir software programs.
Based on t his factors, DSVLs were identified as an approach which would
be of benefit to scientific soft ware programming. DSVLs improve validation [8,
14] and documentation [56 , 77] , areas where furt her improvement of scient ific
software development is p ossible. DSVLs also improve reliapility [55, 56 , 73] ,
m aintainability [9 , 120, 73 , 74, 75 , 86], and usability [9 , 55 , 74, 75], all of which are
imp ortant for scient ific soft ware develop ers. Finally, DSVLs increase productivity
[120 , 56, 73 , 77, 86] which would result in increased scientific out put .

•
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Chapter 3

Scientists and DSVLs
3.1

Introduction

As explored in previous literature, scientific software provides a unique challenge in that the people involved tend not to have formal software engineering
training. The study presented in Chapter 2, along with other literature, shows
that although some software engineering techniques are bec~ming more widely
used in scientific software development , there remain some gaps. Documentation
[31 , 93 , 98 , 105 , 109] and validation [68 , 90 , 93 , 99 , 104, 105 , 110 , 111] are two areas
of ongoing concern. In addition , reliability, maintainability, and correctness were
considered to be important by scientific software develop'ers [16 , 71 , 93 , 104, 111].
Based on these needs , DSVLs were identified as an approach which would be
of benefit to scientific software development. DSVLs have been shown to improve
all of the above areas - documentation [56 , 77], validation [8 , 14], reliability [55 ,
56 , 73], maintainability [9 , 120, 73 , 74 , 75 , 86], and correctness [8 , 14] - when
applied to the development of software outside the area of scientific research. In
addition , the productivity benefits of DSVLs [120 , 55 , 56 , 73 , 77, 86] , and in
particular the reduction in programming knowledge [86] and intellectual effort
required between the conceptualisation and realisation (in a software system) of
an idea [76] , would also result in greater scientific output.
However , the benefits of DSVLs will remain unrealised if they are not accepted
and used within the scientific software area. Thus far , research has focussed on
producing new DSVLs and DSLs [12 , 36 , 91], with little analysis of the acceptability of the approach in the area of scientific software.

It should be noted that DSVLs would not be appropriate across all aspects of
scientific software development. Although the benefits of DSVLs generally match
53
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the previously identified areas of issue and imp ortance in scientific software development, in some areas of scientific software development the costs involved
with implementing DSVLs could outweigh the benefits. In particular , the development of a DSVL gener ally involves a higher start-up cost than developing a
system from scr atch with a General Purp ose Language (G PL) [61], but results
in less effort sp ent on repeated similar tasks and maintenance [86]. Therefore ,
DSVLs would not be the most appropriate tool for developing smaller, one-off
scientific software programs.

In order to address this lack of understanding, this chapter presents an empirical study which compares the acceptance of a DSVL tool with an existing
non-visual software program for the purposes of environmental scientific computational modeling. Additional information was collected to identify reasons for
the acceptance or rejection of the DSVL tool within the environmental scientific
modeling community.

The scope of this study was limited to computational environmental scientific
modeling for three reasons. First, the choice was made in order to narrow the
focus of the study to a clearly defined subset of scientists, rather than attempting
to cover the wide variety of different scientific fields and varying uses of software
in the scientific community. Second , modeling in general is used in many scientific areas and forms a significant part of scientific research [43] , and therefore
generalisation of the results from this study to the wider field of scientific modeling would be valuable to multiple areas of scientific research. Third , analysis in
comput ational environmental scientific modeling can involve the use of a single
software model multiple times , each rime with varied inputs of p arameters , data,
and other settings, and as previously discussed DSVLs would be of greater benefit in this type of software use compared to smaller , one-off scientific software
programs.

First , existing literature covering the known benefits of DSLs and DSVLs and
the current use of DSLs and DSVLs in environmental scientific computing are
summarised.

Second the research questions and hypothesis of this study are

detailed. Third , the methodology used in this study is described. Fourth , the
results of the study are presented and discussed. Finally, the implications of the
results from this tudy are explored.
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Existing literature

A Domain-Sp ecific Language (DSL) is a language designed to be relevant to a
single problem domain or area [42 , 71]. DSLs are used to describe and represent
situations, problems, or solutions within their specific domain. In order to do
t his, a DSL uses ideas, concepts, and terms which are particular to t he targeted
domain. Two examples of DSLs are · HTML (which describes web pages) , SQL
(which describes relational database queries).
This limited domain application is distinct from General Purpose Languages
(GPLs), which can be programming languages, such as C and J ava, or modeling
languages , such as the Unified Modeling Langu age (UML) [102] . A GPL can be
used to describe many different solutions and implement ations through the use
of generic langu age.
A Domain-Sp ecific Visual Language (DSVL) is a DSL which uses a visual
diagramming interface. A DSVL retains the same features of a DSL - namely,
using ideas , concepts , and terms particular to the targeted domain. Instead of
using a textural representation , a DSVL uses a graphical representation , usually
consisting of a variety of symbols with corresponding text labels.
The existing literature surrounding DSLs and DSVLs is explored from three
aspects - firstly, the benefits which DSLs and DSVLs bring to software development , secondly the acceptance of DSLs and DSVLs, and fin ally current use of
DSLs and DSVLs in scientific fields.

3.2.1

Benefits of DSLs and DSVLs

DSLs and DSVLs have been created and used for many different purposes. Much
of the published literature concentrates on the development , functionality, and
use of said DSLs and DSVLs. Although much of the research refers to nonvisual DSLs, it has been shown that the benefits of DSVLs mirror those of DSLs
[70]. DSLs have been shown to improve productivity, reliability, docu1nentation ,
usability, and correctness. Each of these benefits will be explored in turn.
Projects which have used DSLs have demonstrated improved productivity.
Although DSLs involve an up-front cost in design and development of the DSL
itself [61], once the DSL is built there are benefits in development [55 , 56 , 73 , 86]
and maintenance [120 , 56 , 73 , 86] productivity which outweigh the initial cost .
Two of the features of DSLs which leads to improved software development productivity are a reduction in the amount of programming knowledge required and

'
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a reduction in the intellectual effort required to progress from conceptualisation
to production of a software system. Once a DSL is constructed , non-software
specialists are able to use t he language of the domain to build t he desired system
using t he DSL. This means that non-software specialists are not required to learn
the intricacies of a software programming langu age [86] in order to build systems
using DSLs. Due to being able to express themselves using the language of the
domain , DSLs reduce the effort required to translate concepts within t he domain
to corresponding concepts within software programming [76].
Maintenance productivity is improved through the use of DSLs. DSLs improve
correctness and reliability by reducing the numb er of software bugs introduced in
the coding stage , as common or similar code components are managed through
the DSL rather than by develop ers directly. The reliability improvements of DSLs
h ave been demonstrated in sever al proj ects [55 , 56 , 73]. DSLs enable improved
validation and optimisation techniques , including applying these at t he do1nain
and conceptual level rather than just at the programming code level [8 , 14] , and
t hese techniques also improve correctness and reliability. Maintenance activit ies
have also been shown to be easier and quicker with DSLs [9 , 120, 73 , 74 , 75 , 86].
DSLs have also been shown to improve the quality of documentation for software projects [56 , 77]. Much of this benefit is due to DSLs being self-documenting
to a large degree , as t he specification of the program is primarily written in the
language of t he domain rather than in programming code. This reduces the
need to produce separate docu1nentation which explains the link between the
progra1nming code and the domain it is written for. As another effect of using
the language of the don1ain rather than programming code, programs produced
using DSLs are easier to underst and [75 , 74]. Generation of progr amming code
means that the resultant program is more consistent , shorter , and clearer [9].

3.2.2

Acceptance of DSLs and DSVLs

Little research h as been p erformed into the acceptance of DSLs and DSVLs, as
evidenced by Gabriei et al. [44] in their syst en1atic literature review. Only t hree
out of 36 papers reported using domain exp erts in the as essment of a DSL. Over
80% of pap ers provided no evaluation of usability, and only one of the 36 papers
reported a formal usability analysis.
Alt hough t he imp ortance of usability evaluation h as been argued and justified
[6] t his has not yet been p erforn1ed. The use of interactive user-cent red design
and en1pirical evaluation and creation of metrics and methodologies for usability
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evaluation has been proposed [6]. Others have claimed to have used some sort
of user-centred design with a continuous evaluation process at each iteration of
the design and development process , but the details and results of these evaluations have not been presented [60]. Similarly, other DSVLs have reportedly
been subject to usability trials , however these trials are not explained nor are the
results presented [50]. Finally, a framework for characterising languages and a
questionnaire to assess languages has been developed , however no evidence has
been found to support whether it has been used for evaluation [52].

3.2.3

DSLs and DSVLs for scientific modeling

There are many instances of DSLs and a few DSVLs for use in scientific modeling.
Research in this area concentrates on the applicability and ability of the DSL or
DSVL to model aspects of the target domain.

DSLs and DSVLs have been

asserted to provide many improvements for scientific programming , but little
analysis of the acceptability of DSLs or DSVLs by scientists has been performed.
Asserted benefits of DSLs and DVSLs within scientific fields include improved
correctness, documentation , ease of use [12] , simplicity, flexibility, capability,
-

modularity, transparency, efficiency, re-usability, adaptability, and communicability [36]. Simile [91] and Stella [21] are both visual modeling tools and have
both been used to implement ecological simulation models , however neither place
particular constraints on what the elements and links within the language are
allowed to represent. Simile is asserted to improve documentation and have an
intuitive user interface. Stella is asserted to reduce the time required for development.
Finally, there has been some investigation of the obstacles and opportunities
regarding visual languages and DSLs in scientific programming [63]. Although
DSLs have been used for scripting and generating data visualisations , the use of
a DSVL is not explored.
In summary, although the benefits of DSLs and DSVLs in scientific fields
have been asserted, little evidence has been shown regarding either the

benefits or acceptability of DSLs and DSVLs in scientific fields.

3.3

Goals and hypotheses

In order to improve the current understanding of the acceptability of the DSVL
approach in the field of computational environmental scientific modeling, the
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following research questions were p osed:
1. Are DSVLs perceived differently from non-visual software interfaces by envi-

ronmental scient ific modelers , for t he purpose of sp ecifying an experimental
scenario?
2. What factors affect why environmental scientific modelers do or do not
accept t he DSVL approach ?
The hyp otheses for these research questions were as follows:

Hypothesis 3.1. Th e DSVL tool is more acceptable than a baseline tool.
Hypothesis 3.2. Th e diagrams drawn by environmental scientific modelers to
explain their experimental scenarios are similar to those of software engin eers.

It was expected t h at t hese diagrams would be roughly equivalent to static
model diagrams drawn by software engineers , such as UML class diagrams and
UML dataflow diagrams[l02]. The diagrams drawn by environmental scientist s
would contain elements and links in a manner similar to the software engineering
static model diagrams , and t herefore could b e used as the basis for a D SVL in
order to sp ecify software simulations of t heir experimental scenarios.

Hypothesis 3.3. Environm ental scientific modelers more easily understand and
communicate th e specifi ed experim ental scenario using th e DSVL tool) compared
with a baselin e tool.

3.4

Methodology

The methodology used t o conduct this study is explored in this section including
details regarding particip ants, t he conduct of the exp eriment and t he activit ie
which t he p art icipants p erformed a descript ion of the t ools which were comp ared
and t he approach used to p erform t he st atistical analysis of t he collected data.
The ethics approval form for t hi study is included in App endix C.

3.4.1

Experimental conduct

The experin1ent consisted of one-on-one sessions, each of which last ed approximately one hour . In each session part icip ants were asked to p erforn1 a numb er
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of tasks, which are describ ed in Section 3.4.3. Sessions were conducted during
June and July in 2011.
The study was advertised in an em ail mailing list with a two week response
time limit. A reminder em ail was sent two d ays b efore responses closed.

3.4.2

Participants

P articip ants were elicited from postgraduate students and academic staff at the
Australian National University (ANU). Particip ants were required to have a background or currently be involved in environmental sciences.
Nine environmental scientific modelers particip ated in this study. Five participants were postgraduate students , three were academics , and one was a research
scientist.
Six particip ants had first-h and experience developing software for environmental models, with four of those p articipants h aving up to five years of modelling
exp erience and the other two having between 16 and 20 years of exp erience. The
remaining three p articip ants used and participated in the conceptual and t heoretical stages of producing environmental models , but were not directly involved
in producing software code aft er their university-level education. DSVLs help
en able non-software specialists to develop systems [86] , and t his study compares
the acceptance of two differing approaches for scientist s to sp ecify a scientific software simulation. Therefore, these participants who currently relied upon or were
involved with environment al models develop ed by others were also t he intended
target audience for the tools compared and thus also appropriate participants in
t his study.
Three particip ants indicated they had used visual or diagram-based tools for
environmental modeling before , namely Stella [21], N etica *, Music t , and Vensim
[32]. None h ad used either of the tools (described in Section 3.4.4) t hat were
tested in this study.
The information sheet used for this t udy is included in App endix D. The consent form , which all participants were required to complete prior to particip ation ,
is included in Appendix E.
*http: / / www.norsys.com/netica.html, accessed 1st February 2014
t http :/ /www.ewater.corn .au / products/ ewater-toolkit/ urban-tools/ music/,
February 2014

accessed

1st
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3.4.3

Sessions and activities

Each session consisted of the following five activities:
1. Reading a one page scenario summary

2. Drawing a diagram t hat described the participant js view of the scenario
3. Guided walkthrough of the two ecological simulation tools
4. ·Survey of acceptability of the two tools
5. Semi-structured interview

Activity 1
The participant was asked to read a one page scenario summary. Participants
were allowed to ask questions to clarify t heir understanding of the scenario.
The scenario used was extracted from 'Land-use change and subalpine tree
dynamics : colonization of Larix decidua in French subalpine grasslands ' (3]. This
scen ario was originally simulated using the Functional Attributes in Terrestrial
Ecosystems (FATE) vegetation stand dynamics model (89]. P ertinent information
was condensed into a single one page summary with the assistance of one of the
scenario js original authors. The summary provided to participants is included in
Appendix F .

Activity 2
The econd activity investigated research question 2 (Section 3.3 ). In this activity
participants were in tructed to draw a diagram that described their view of the
cenario ; a if the

were recording or explaining the cenario. A part from this

instruction ; participants were given no guidance as to what their diagram could
or should con ain.
P articipant were provided with four pen of differing colour (black; blue ; red ;
and green ) and an A3 heet of paper o draw on.
The e diagra1n were anal

ed regarding their form (how the information was

pre ented) and fun ction (wh at information was pre ented).

This activit

was

performed before the p articip ant were exposed to the tvvo tools o avoid biasing
their diagram toward tho e element repre en ed in the tool .
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Activity 3
The third activity consisted of a guided walkthrough of the two ecological simulation tools , which are describ ed in Section 3.4.4. To minimise the effect of bias due
to ordering , the order in which the two tools were used was randomly allocated
for each p articip ant.
The participant was given control of the computer during this activity, and
set up a software simulation of the previously described scenario using both of t he
tools. The guided walkthrough for each tool began with the p articipant being presented with the tool's interface as seen on program start-up. The experimenter,
who was exp erienced in setting up the scenario using both tools, provided verbal
instructions to the participant , describing each step involved in setting up the
scen ario and how to perform those steps.
No time limit was placed on this activity, with participants proceeding until
they had p erformed all of the required steps to set up the scenario using the
current tool and had no questions with regard to using the tool. Generally, this
activity lasted between 15 and 20 minutes total.

Activity 4
In the fourth activity the p articipant was asked to rate both tool interfaces. In
order to measure acceptance of the tools to answer research question 1 (Section
3.3) , the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [24] was used , with updated measurement scale items [25]. In the TAM , users rate their p erceived usefulness and
perceived ease of use of a subj ect technology. Such ratings h ave been shown to
have a strong correlation with the user 's intention to use or acceptance of the
subj ect technology [25]. The statements presented to the participants , or 'measurement scale items' as described by the TAM , were used without modification.
P articip ants were asked to rate each of the statements considering environmental
modeling as the 'job' referred to in the statements. The DSVL tool was describ ed
as the 'diagram-based tool ', and the Baseline tool described as the 'form-based
tool ' .
The measurement scale items for p erceived usefuln ess are:
1. Using the [Tool] in my job would en able me to accomplish tasks more quickly

2. Using the [Tool] would i1nprove my job performance
3. Using the [Tool] in my job would increase my productivity
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4. Using the [Tool] would enhance my effectiveness on the job
5. Using the [Tool] would make it easier to do my job
6. I would find [Tool] useful in my job
The measurement scale items for perceived ease of use are:
1. Learning to operate the [Tool] would be easy for me

2. I would find it easy to get the [Tool] to do what I want it to do
3. My interaction with the [Tool] would be clear and understandable
4. I would find the [Tool] to be flexible to interact with
5. It would be easy for me to become skillful at using the [Tool]
6. I would find the [Tool] easy to use
As used by the TAM i each of the statements were rated on a seven point Likert
scale [81]. For data analysis , the seven point scale was coded to the r atings 1-7
with Extremely Unlikely being 1 and Extremely Likely being 7.
Although there exist other more recent models which explain user acceptance,
the original TAM was chosen as both of its scales measure aspect s (p erceived usefulness and perceived ease of use) of the system being analysed. The TAM do es
not include scales which measure external factors such as management and organisation al support ( as the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology
(UTA UT ) [122] do es), nor the opinion of people who influence the user 's behaviour or are important to the user (as both UTAUT and the TAM2 [121] b oth
do) . As t his study investigat es the differences in acceptance due to differences in
t he tools r ather than differences due t o societ al impacts , the original TAM was
deemed to be t he most appropriate measurement instrument.
In addit ion to perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use perceived modeling utility was also measured t o furt her investigate research question 2 (Section
3.3) . The measurement scale items used were develop ed by t he aut hor . Mo deling
utility was defin ed as understanding exploring, and communicating an experirnental model. These measurement scale items are distinct fr om t hose used in t he
TA

. which rneasure perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use in general.
The six mea uren1ent cale items for perceived modeling ut ility are as follows

where [Tool] is replaced with t he description of t he appropriate tool:
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1. I would easily understand the scenario when using the [Tool]
2. The [Tool] would give me a clear view of the scenario
3. The [Tool] would allow me to explore the scenario easily
4. I would be able to grasp the scenario structure easily using the [Tool]
5. Using the [Tool] would make it easy to communicate the scenario with
others
6. I would easily understand a different scenario if it were presented to me
using the [Tool]
The questionnaire presented to participants is included in Appendix H.

Activity 5
The fifth activity, the semi-structured interview, was used to check, clarify, and
expand upon the results of the other activities. Participants were asked to provide
a verbal summary of their drawn diagram, queried about spe-cific answers from
the questionnaire in Activity 4, and asked for overall impressions of the tools.

3.4.4

Tools

The two tools compared in this study both provide an interface for users to specify
a ecological simulation using the FATE model [89], in which the scenario provided
was originally simulated. Although differing in the specific interface characteristics, both tools provide users with the ability to specify the required plant species
groups (known as Plant Functional Types (PFTs)) and their characteristics such
as lifespan , seed production , and seed distribution.

Baseline tool
The tool chosen for the baseline was LAJ\1[08 , developed by Lavorel et al. [78].
LAMOS is an existing tool used by environmental scientific modelers world-wide
for various ecological simulations , including to simulate the effects of land-use
change and tree dynamics [3] , compare the sensitivity of landscape, fire , succession
models [17] , simulate feedback between fire and grass expansion [4 7] , and simulate
the effects of grazing regimes [22].
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LAMOS is a modeling shell , and provides a form- based interface for sp ecifying

software simulations of ecological landscape models. This form-based interface
oper ates in a similar m anner to m any commonly used programs, and involves
users navigating t hrough different drop-down rnenus to open different form windows, where the various paramet ers for the ecological software simulation can be
specified.
Figure 3.1 shows a screen shot of the baseline t ool. The current window open
is t he 'Life history and seedpools' menu for the PFTs present in t he simulation .
The LAMOS interface can be divided into three areas: on t he t op are t he
menus and tool bars, on the bottom is the current exp eriment run information ,
and the remainder is the working window.

In Fig.

3.1 , t he current working

window is for the PFTs , with four t abs for different groups of t he PFT parameters.
There are addit ional windows for simulation paramet ers, m ap parameters, PFT
dispersal, and disturbances . Each of these windows includes the appropriate tabs
and paramet ers for the given cat egory.

DSVL tool
The DSVL tool was develop ed and creat ed specifically for t his study, and provides
an interface wit h function ality similar to others of its typ e, such as MetaEdit+

[69], metaCase [70], Mar am a [49], and P ounamu [129].
The GEMS fr amework developed by White et al. [124] was used to develop
t he DSVL. GEMS is built wit hin t he Eclipse IDE [33]. GEMS was chosen as it
provides a visual editor to specify t he metamodel for a modeling language, and
then is able to generate t he GEF , EMF , and Eclipse code required to implement a
graphical editor for t he specified modeling language. In t his way, GEMS reduces
the t ime and effort required to implement t he desired graphical modeling tool.
F igure 3.2 shows a screenshot of t he DSVL tool, depicted with a complete
specification of the European Larch scenario used in t his study.
As GEMS is implemented as an Eclipse plugin , the interface is similar to the
standard Eclipse interface. T he program window , as shown in Fig. 3.2, is split
into four main areas. Each of these areas has t he following functions:
• The Menu and Toolbars on the top are the same as the standard Eclipse
n1enus and toolbars. In addition to these , as GEMS uses a graphic diagram
view rather than the more usual text-based code view, there is an additional toolbar for diagram options including aligning and resizing diagram
elements , zooming the diagram and grid and ruler options.
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• The Propert ies P ane on t he botto1n lists all t he attributes of t he currently
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The screenshot in Figure 3.2 shows t he prop ert ies for t he entire n1odel,
listing a summary overview of all of t he elements within t he model.
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• The P alette on the right lists all of t he possible elements that can be placed
inside the model, along with a connection tool to allow users to sp ecify relationships between elements. The groupings or 'drawers ' of t hese elements
within the p alette are defined when t he metamodel is constructed. A new
element can be added to the n1odel by dragging the desired element from
t he palette onto the canvas. The connection tool can b e used to join two
elem ents together according to · a set of pre-defin ed rules . These rules restrict which elen1ents can be joined , and what the nature of those joins or
relationships can be.
• The Canvas , taking up the rem ainder of the window , is the working area,
where the elements present in the currently opened model are displayed.
Elen1ents and connections on t he canvas can be rearranged at will.

3.4.5

Statistical analysis approach

The Wilcoxon signed-r ank test [125] was used to comp are the TAM measurernent scale ite1ns. This test is a p aired difference test that assesses whether the
population mean ranks of two san1ple sets differs. This test --was chosen as t he
d ata from the Likert scale [81] used for each of the measurement scale items is
non-continuous and therefore non-p arametric. The R software environment [100]
was used to p erforn1 the statistical an alysis.
A two-tailed test was p erformed in order to test whether the r atings for t he
DSVL tool differed significantly from t hose for t he B aseline tool. The null hypot hesis for each comp arison was t h at t he DSVL tool did not receive significantly
different ratings compared to t he Baseline tool. The results were considered significant for p<0.05.
In all cases t he difference between ratings was calculated by subtracting the
rating for t he B aseline tool from t he san1e participant s rating for the DSVL tool.
The median of t hese differences is rep orted in Tables 3.1 3.2 , and 3.3.

3.5

Results and discussion

The results of the two sections of this stud
section. Firstl

are reported and discussed in this

t he diagra1ns produced b participants in Activity 2 (3.4.3 ) are

an al sed. NeA't the acceptance of the DSVL is compared to the acceptance of
t he B aseline tool using t he survey which participants completed in Activity 4
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and the semi-structured interview in Activity 5 (Section 3.4.3). Finally, threats
to the validity of this study are discussed.

3.5.1

Diagrams

To analyse the diagrams produced in the second activity of this study, the qualitative data analysis technique of coding was used [108]. The contents of the
diagrams produced by participants was categorised into having or not having
certain qualities and conveying or not conveying particular pieces of information. · These categories were identified by analysis of the diagrams produced by
participants.
The categories that cover qualities of the diagrams are:
1. Drawing or other sketch, representing the physical landscape layout of the

region of interest
2. Landscape plots indicating spatial distribution of species and/ or treatments
for conceptualisation of the current state or representation of a physical
experimental setup
3. Tables , for parameters , results , or any other data
4. Graphs , where elements and relationships between them are represented
5. Links , including arrows , b etween any pieces of information in the diagram
( any graph means that the diagram also includes this feature)
6. Multicoloured , or more than one single colour was used
The categories that cover information are:
1. Param eters of interest , which are varied in the experiment

2. Treatm ents or °land use cases that will b e t ested
3. Exp ected results of the experiment
4. Specie Elem ent

representing the plant species as distinct items in the

drawing
5. Species R elation hips representing the. interactions between the plant species
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_ _ _ _

Larch

Theoretical Tree Line

Area wh ich is currently grasslands
Test to see if Larch can

Current area of
Larch trees

Figure 3.3: P art of a diagr am drawn by a particip ant
6. Input data, either as spaces left for unknown input d ata ( as it was not
provided in the scen ario ) or postulated input d ata
The original di agr ams drawn by p articipants are reproduced in Appendix G.
Figure 3.3 shows a diagram that h as b een extracted from p art of a p articip ant s drawing. This example depicts the 'drawing or other sketch ' as describ ed
above and was drawn with some variations by four of t h e p articip ants. The diagr am sh ows a cross section of t he physical ar ea of interest in__the environmental
scen ario and describes ·wh at is being tested - the r e-establishment of the Larch
sp ecies into the region t h at is t heoretically suitable for Larch but is current ly
only grasslands. This kind of diagr am was used by particip ants to h elp describe
and explain the real-world situation describ ed in the scenario.
Another partial diagram is shown in Fig. 3.4. This diagram shows a decision
tree for one of t he land use cases (early mowing) , and explores t h e effect of the
paran1eters of interest (whether t h e Larch sp ecies h as long distance dispersal ,
whether t he Larch species is shade tolerant or intolerant and whether there
are con1peting grass species present or not) on t he fin al result.

This type of

diagram in con1parison to t hose showing a representation of the physical area of
interest (Fig. 3.3) shows more abstract concepts and the expected outcomes of
the scenario.
Figure 3.5 shov\ s the number of participants diagrams that contained each
type of qualit . Se en of the nine participants included links of some type on their
diagran1. None of the remaining diagran1 qualitie were comn1onl included. As
mentioned previousl

the presence of graphs implie the presence of links of some

description.
Figure 3.6 hows the nu1nber of participant ' diagra1ns that con eyed each
type of information . As can be seen , all nine participants included the different
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Early Mowing

Larch with
long distance
dispersal

Shade tolerant
Larch

Competitive
grasses prese nt

Shade intolerant
Larch

Competitive
grasses present

Some Larch
establishment

Larch without
long distance
dispersal

No Larch
establishment

Competitive
grasses absent

No Larch
establish ment

Figure 3.4: Example decision t ree graph dr awn by a part icipant
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Drawing
Landscape Plots
Tables
Other Graph
Links
Multicolour
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Number of respondents (9 total)
Figure 3.5: Qualities of diagrams drawn

treatments that were describ ed in the scen ario. The p ar amet ers of interest , input
data, and exp ected results were each included by at least 60% of particip ants.
Species elements were included by h alf of t he particip ants , but t he relationships
between the sp ecies were only explicitly included in two of the drawings .
The diagr ams drawn by particip ants differed from expectations. The hypothesis was that environment al scientific modelers would draw diagrams that were
similar in n ature to t he diagr ams produced by DSVL tools [69 , 70 , 49 , 129], which
consist of elements and links in a similar way to the class and dataflow diagrams
from t h e Unified Modeling Langu age (UML) [102]. However , only four particip ants drew gr aphs of some description , which were the closest t h at any drawing
ca1ne to the exp ected diagr ams. Only four p articip ants included t he plant species
as distinct elements in t heir drawings, and only two of those included some kind of
relationship between those plant sp ecies indicating that those elements interacted
1n some way.
R ather than drawing diagrams to explain the co1nponents of the environmental scenario and their internal relationships , the diagrams produced by t he particip ants explain the role of the environment al scen ario in relation to other scientific
knowledge and hypotheses . What is commonly contained within the diagrams
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Parameters
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Expected Results

Species Elements

Species Relationships

Input Data
0
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Number of respondents (9 total)

Figure 3.6: Information in diagrams drawn

produced by the participants are the treatments to be trialled , the parameters of
interest that are to b e varied , expected results or the hypotheses to test , and the
known input d ata for the scenario. E ach of these categories of information were
included by over half of the participants. Collectively, this type of information
can be broadly summarised as t he context information of the exp eriment - the
information that describ es what will b e tested and why it is of interest.
Therefore, environmental scientific modelers tend to create diagrams in a different manner and for different purposes to software engineers. When t hinking about an exp eriment environmental scientific model rs
focus on t he context information , rather than the sp ecification of the exp eriment.
These results do not upp ort Hypothesis 3.2.
There is no ingle cornmon m anner in which the infonnation is conveyed with
the exception that links or arrows were used to relate parts of a diagram to on
another in even out of nine case. .
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Figure 3.7: P erceived usefuln ess of DSVL tool

3.5.2

Acceptance of DSVL

Perceived usefulness
The distribu ion of re ults for each of t h e measurem ent scale items for p er ceived
u efuln ess ar e shown in Figure 3. 7 and 3. 8 for t he DSVL t ool and t h e Baseline
tool resp ecti el .
Both tool were p ercei ed to be useful as t h e r ating median for all of t he
mea urem en scale i em were above 4 (Neit h er ) , howe er t he r atings for t he
DS L tool

ere light l high er t h an t ho e for h e Baseline tool.

The comp ari on of h e m easuren1ent cale item r atings b e ween t h e two tool
are hown in Table 3 .1.
The DS L ool

as ignifican 1 (p < .05 ) p er ceived o m ake i easier o p er-

forn1 ( 1ake Job E a ier) and o b e m ore useful ( Useful) for environmental m odeling con1p ared o h e Ba eline ool. _Alt hough t he DSVL tool also received higher
r ating t han t he Ba eline ool for t h e ren1aining four measuremen
n one of t he e were s a i ica.11

ignifican . The e r e ul

cale item ,

indica e t h at t he DSVL

tool i p erce1 ed o be ome h at m or e u eful h an he Ba eline tool, bu not
deci i el

o.
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Figure 3.8: P erceived usefulness of B aseline tool
Table 3.1: P erceived usefulness - difference between DSVL and Baseline tools
p

median of differences

Scale Items

(two-tailed)

(DSVL-B aseline)

Work More Quickly

0.12

1.5

J ob P erformance

0.089

1.0

Increase Productivity

0.10

1.0

Effectiveness

0.058

1.5

0.031

2.5

0.031

1.5

1akes J ob E asier
Useful

Perceived ease of use

The di tribution of results for each of t he measure1nent cale items for perceived
u efulness are hown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10 for the DS L tool and t he Baseline
tool respectively.
Both tools were p erceived to be ea y to use as the rating m dian for all of
the measurement scale items were above 4 ( either) however the rating for t he
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Figure 3.9: P erceived ease of use of DSVL tool
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Figure 3.10: P erceived ease of use of Baseline tool
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Table 3.2: P erceived ease of use - difference b etween DSVL and B aseline tool
p

median of differences

Scale Items

(two-tailed)

(DSVL-B aseline)

Easy to Learn

0.60

0.5

Controllable

0.14

2.0

Clear & Underst andable

0.18

2.0

Flexible

0.066

1.0

E asy to Become Skillful

0.058

1.5

E asy to Use

0.11

1.0

DSVL tool were slightly higher than those for the Baseline tool.
The comparison of the measurement scale item ratings b etween the two tools
are shown in Table 3.2.
None of the measurement scale items demonstrated a significant difference in
p erceived ease of use b etween the DSVL and the Baseline tools , although t he
DSVL tool received higher results overall.
Overall acceptance
Only two of the six measurement scale items for p erceived usefuln ess show any
statistically significant difference b etween the DSVL and Baseline tools, and none
of t he six m easurement scale items for p erceived ease of use show such difference.
As p erceived usefulness and p erceived ease of use are strongly correlat d with
intention to use and overall acceptance [24] , there is little evidence to support the
DSVL tool b eing more acceptable than the B aseline tool (Hypothesis 3.1).
Perceived modeling utility
The distribution of results for each of t he measuren1ent scale items for perceived
n1odeling ut ility are shown in Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.12 for the DSVL tool and
Baseline tool resp ectively.
Both tools were p erceived to have modeling utility as t he rating median for
all of t he n1easure1nent scale ite1ns were above 4 (Neit her ) however t he ratings
for the DSVL tool were higher than those for the Baseline tool.
The comparison of t he measurement scale item ratings between th two tools
are hown in Table 3.3.
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Figure 3.11: P erceived modeling utility of DSVL tool
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Figure 3.12: P erceived modeling ut ility of Baseline tool
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Table 3.3 : P erceived modeling utility - difference b etween DSVL and Baseline
tools
p

median of differences

Scale Items

(two-tailed)

(DSVL-B aseline)

Easily Understand Scenario

0.020

2.0

Clear View of Scenario

0.014

2.4

Explore Scenario Easily

0.013

2.0

Grasp Scenario Structure Easily

0.0083

2.0

Easy to Communicate Scenario

0.0084

2.5

Understand Different Scen ario

0.0088

2.5

All of the six m easurem ent scale items for p erceived modeling utility showed
a significant (p<.05) difference in the ratings b etween the DSVL and the Baseline tools , with the DSVL tool consistently rated higher than the Baseline tool.
Therefore, the DSVL tool is perceived to b e more useful for modeling t han t he
Baseline tool, which supports Hypothesis 3.3.

Qualitative comments
The qualitative comments collected during the structured interview stage of t his
study supp ort t he results of the survey questionnaire. In general, comments
regarding t he DSVL were mostly p ositive, with all nine particip ants m aking at
least one positive comment and only four making one or more negative comments
regarding t he DSVL tool. For t he Baseline tool, positive comments were recorded
from six particip ants, and negative comments also were recorded from ( a different
but overlapping set of) six p articip ants. All of t he comments for each of the tools
are summarised below , with the numb er in parentheses indicating how many
participants made the comment.
The DSVL tool received the following p ositive comn1ents:
• Better overall view of the exp eriment , making elements and relation. hips
clear rather t h an having to h ave an internal mental image of the exp erim nt

()
• Clear and vi ible options with more irnmediate feedback (4)
• Easi r to explain the scenario to others (5)
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• Easy to use (2)
• Easy to learn (2)
• Easy to find particular p arts of t h e model or particular parameters (1)
The DSVL tool received the following negative comments:
• Difficult to learn the new style of interface t h at differs from most computer
software programs ( 3)
• P ar ameter input is clunky, having to switch b etween elements and parameters rather than just h aving a list/table t h at can be easily filled out (1)
The Baseline tool received the following positive comments:
• Quicker for just inputting d ata and parameters (3)
• E asier to learn / use as it is in the same style as most computer software
programs (3)
The Baseline tool received the following negative comments:
• Difficult to know at any one time where the section that is currently being
worked on fits into t he big picture (2)
• Difficult to learn and non-intuitive (2)
• More difficult to find particular elements or parameters (2)
• Does not assist in t hinking about hypotheses or experimental design ( 1)
These comments supp ort the quantitative survey results. In particular , in the
area of viewing and exploring the scenario and experimental setup , the DSVL
tool received positive comments , whereas the Baseline tool received negative comments. In regard to ease of use and usefulness , both tools received mixed positive
and negative comn1ents.

3.5.3

Threats to validity

The sn1all sample size of t his study limits its external validity. In addition , there
is some geographical selection bias , as all participants were solicited from a single
university, t he ANU. However , as the ANU is a world-class institution , and its

.
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environmental sciences area has ties to ot her universit ies b oth nationally and
internation ally. Environmental scientist s at the ANU could b e considered to be
representative of environmental science researchers overall.
Three of the nine p articipants in this study h ad not b een involved wit h producing soft ware co de aft er their university-level education.

However , all were

involved in t he development and use of environment al n1odels. These t asks involve t he setup and sp ecification of environment al models, which was the focus
of t he DSVL and Form to ols t est ed in this study.
P articular quirks or other elements of each individual t ool m ay have had an
imp act up on the results, particularly for p erceived ease of use. To mitigate this,
p articip ants were walked through the usage of both tools, in order t o ensure
t hat b oth to ols were provided equal treatment and particip ants did not get stuck
at any p oint . Both tools had their own problems and neither was a complete,
p olished product.
The walkthrough of both tools was provided by a single researcher , introducing
an element of exp erimenter bias into the study. Care was t aken to explain t he
two tools in a dispassion at e m anner , with instructions restricted to t he order of
tasks and t he location of the relevant interface elem ents.

3.5.4

Summary of results compared to hypotheses

A summary of t he results relevant t o the hyp otheses of t his study (Section 3.3)
are presented b elow:
Hypothesis 3.1. Th e DS VL tool is more acceptable than a baseline tool.
Hyp othesis 3.1 is not supp orted by t his study, as t here was no significant
difference t he perceived usefulness or p erceived ease of use between t he DSVL
and Baseline tools, and t herefore according to t he TAM [24] no differ nee in t heir
acceptance .
H y pothesis 3.2. T he diagrams drawn by environmental scientific modelers to
exp lain th eir experimental scenarios are similar to those of software engineers.

Hypothesis 3.2 is also not sup ported by t his study as the diagrams drawn
environn1ental scientific n1odelers differ in both form and function from diagrams
co111n1only drawn by software engineers.
H y p othesis 3.3. Environmental scientific modelers more easily understand and
communicate the pecified experimental scenario using the DSVL tool compared
with a ba eline tool.
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Hypothesis 3.3 is supported by t he results of t his study. Environmental scientific modelers rated the DSVL tool significantly better in regard to perceived
modeling ut ility compared to the B aseline tool, and the qualitative comments
gathered also support this result.

3.6

Implications

Based on t he diagrams that were drawn by participants , the elements t h at are
considered by environment al scientific modelers when describing an environmental scen ario differ from t hose that were hypothesised. The diagrams created did
not focus on the specification and setup of the scen ario and t he relationships
between elements within the scen ario. Instead , the diagrams contained in-

formation on the treatments, parameters, expected results, and input
data - the context information for the experiment that explains what
will be tested and why it is of interest. These types of information were not
able to be represented in either of the tools tested in this study. No other DSVLs
in environmental science fields capture this information , instead concentrating on
describing and modeling the scen ario details required for simulation [12 , 36 , 91].

It can be hypothesised that a tool that supp orted recording of such contextu al
information would h ave improved usefulness compared to existing tools lacking
t his ability.
The survey results , backed up by the qualitative comments, show t h at there
is no significant difference b etween the DSVL and Baseline tools in regard to
p erceived usefulness or perceived ease of use. Therefore, t heir acceptability by
environmental scientific modelers does not differ significantly. Although DSVLs
have b een shown to provide m any benefits relevant to environmental scientific
modelers , these benefit s are not reflected in improved p erceived usefulness . Similarly, alt hough DSVLs have been postulated to provide accessibility and usability
b enefits for domain experts , these are not refl ected in improved perceived ease of
use. This lack of difference in acceptability implies that environmental scientific
modelers would not be more likely to use either tool over the other. One potential reason for this could be because scientists are more concerned about the
science and context behind their exp eriment and , barring significant problems ,
the specific tool which is used does not m ake a difference.
The DSVL tool was perceived to be significantly more useful for understanding, exploring, and communicating a scenario.

.

.

That these results differ from
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p erceived usefulness n1ay in1ply that environmental scientific modelers consider
understanding, exploring , and communicating scenarios as different activities to
performing environmental modeling in general.

3. 7

Conclusion

In summary, the important conclusions that can be drawn from this study are as
follows:
1. Environmental scientific modelers do not perceive the DSVL to be signifi-

cantly n1ore or less acceptable compared to the Baseline, non-DSVL tool.
2. Environmental scientific modelers focus on the context information of an
experiment, and specifically the parameters of interest, input data, and
expected results , when explaining an environmental scenario.
3. Environmental scientific modelers perceived the DSVL to be significantly
better compared to the Baseline, non-DSVL tools for the purposes of understanding , exploring, and communicating an experiment.
4. Environmental scientific modelers consider understanding , exploring, and
communicating an experiment as distinct from environmental modeling in
general.
The potential usefulness of DSVLs in scientific software development is not
mirrored by an improved acceptance of DSVLs by scientists. The DSVL trialled
in this study was not perceived by environmental scientific modelers to be any
more (or less) useful or easier to use compared to another existing non-DSVL tool ,
and therefore , according to the TAM , the DSVL is not 1nore (or less) acceptable
to environn1ent al scientific 1nodelers. This m ay be as scientists concentrate on
the context behind the experiment , and little import ance is placed on the pecific
tool u ed to specify and implement a software simulation of the exp eriment.
However, the DSVL is considered significantly better for understanding, exploring, and communicating an experiment.

This indicates that DSVL have

perceptible b enefits to environmental scientific modelers for purposes other than
specifying and implementing an experiment . This use of DSVLs for purpo s
other t han sp ecification and irnplementation in the area of scientific research
pre ents an opp ortunity to apply DSVL for reasons and purposes not previously
explored in software engineering.
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A broader view of the roles which software engineering current ly does and
p otent ially could play in scientific research can b e t aken. This syst ems view of
scient ific research and software engineering allows analysis of the current interaction b etween the two fields, and allows ident ification of other areas where software
engineering t ools , t echniques, and m ethodologies could b e applied to b enefit scient ific research. In this way, a new application of a specific software engineering
tool , such as DSVLs, within the field of scientific research can b e both clearly
ident ified and justified .

.
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Chapter 4
Scientists, Software, and Systems
4.1

Introduction

This chapter explores the broader implications of the research presented in this
thesis thus far. The results are discussed from a systems viewpoint , and how
systems thinking and systems engineering can be applied to scientific research
and scientific software. This exploration culminates in a number of insights into
-the development and use of software in scientific fields.
First , the major concepts of systems, software systems, systems engineering,
software engineering, and science are explored. Second , the systems approach
is applied to scientific research and software engineering, and the holistic view
of scientists towards scientific research and the more focused view of software
engineers towards software development are compared and contrasted. Third , a
systems approach to scientific software development is discussed , and an argument
made for software engineers to broaden their p erspective and look for ways in
which software engineering can aid scientific research as a whole, rather than
simply improving scientific software development in isolation. Finally, the use of
DSVLs to aid scientists in managing the context information of experiments is
proposed, as one potential application of software engineering to aid the system
of scientific research.

4.2

Background

This section explores the meaning of the terms 'system', 'software system', 'systems engineering', 'software engineering ', and 'science', in order to provide a basis
for the subsequent discussion.
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4.2.1

Systems

There are many different definitions of systems. At the broadest level, Jordan [65]
defines the only requirements of a system to be a set of identifiable entities with
identifiable connnections between them. A more specific definition is provided
by Kleiner [114], where a 'system is a perceived whole whose elements "hang
together" because they continually affect each other over time and operate toward
a con1mon purpose '.
Ackoff [1] provides a more detailed description , which is claimed to capture
the core of agreement between various definitions. Ackoff 's description defines a
system as a whole that consists of at least two component parts , which satisfies
the following five condit ions:
l. The system as a whole must h ave a defining property or function . This

is the purpose of t he system, as referred to by Kleiner [114]. The defining properties , functions, or purposes of the system are the reasons for the
system's existence. For example, .a school is a system which provides education for children, an air plane is a system which provides transportation
of people and/ or goods .
2. Each con1ponent part of the system can affect the behaviour or properties
of the systen1 as a whole. Changing the behaviour of an individual part of
the system can change the behaviour or properties of the system as a whole.
3. There are essential parts of a system - namely a subset of the component
parts of a syste1n where the removal of any one of those parts results in the
syste1n being unable to satisfy its defining properties, functions , or purposes.
4. No essential part of a system works independently, and the effect of each
essential part of a system depends on at least one other essential part of the
ystem. This means that essential parts must interact with other e en ial
part in the yste1n.
5. No ubset of essential part of as
of any subset of e sential part of a

tern works independentl

and he effec

sten1 depend on at leas one e en ial

part of the syste1n not in the sub et. Thi means that all of the e en ial
part of a sy tern are connected and cannot be split in o two independent
ub ets of e ential parts.
Thi can be un11nari ed and over. in1plified to the following:
,vhole that cannot be divided into independen part

A

tern i a

, ithou lo . of it e ential
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prop erties or functions' [1]. This definiti on of a system encomp asses m any situations, organisations, and constructions in the world. The classic example of a
system is a car. The primary purpose of a car is to transport p eople across land.
Without any one of its essential components - the engine, wheels , steering , and
brakes - a car cannot operate for its primary purpose. Each of those components
is dep endent upon at least one of the others .
Attempting to change and optimise a single part of a syste1n in isolation may
result in unintended and detrimental consequences on the system as a whole , due
to the dep endencies and relationships b etween the parts. Using the car example,
one way the engine may be improved may b e to improve its power. However ,
without more robust wheels, the wheels may slide instead of provide traction , or
fail structurally due to the increased forces. With a more powerful engine and a
higher top speed or cargo capacity, stronger brakes may be required to stop the
car in an acceptable space. Without considering the car from a systems perspective , a naive optimisation of one particular part can have detrimental effects on
the whole. Another example of naive optimisations resulting in unintended consequences within a system may be improvements in software engineering within
science, which will explored in Section 4.4.
The two important aspects of a system from this definition are that systems
exist for a particular purpose, and a system's component parts cannot be separated without imp acting the system 's purpose. The purpose of a system m ay
vary depending upon the perspective b eing considered , and changes in p erspective and purpose m ay r esult in changes to what is considered part of the system
and what the essential components of the system are.

4.2.2

Software systems

Software systems h ave traditionally been defined as not only the source code of
a computer program , but also include other outputs of the software development
life cycle such as require1nents , design , specification, tests , test results , and documentation [48]. This definition describes a software system from a persp ective of
software construction - namely, what components are involved in the development
and creation of a co1nputer progra1n.
However an alternative view from a systems perspective would be that a software system is a system that includes computer software or computer programs.
This systems view of a software system revolves around the overall system that
the computer program operates within. The overall system - the software system

.
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- includes both the computer program and all of the other required components
to perform the system 's primary purpose. This m ay also include the electronic
hardware , any n1echanical h ardware, users , and administrators. As an exarnple
the software system of an automatic teller machine (ATM) includes the computer
progran1 which runs on the ATM , as well as the computer hardware, the mechanisms in the ATM, the banking systen1 which the ATM is linked to, and the users
of the ATM. This entire system of banking access can b e viewed as a software
system - a system which involves the computer program of an ATM.
This alternative view of software systems is not commonly considered by software engineers, and this issue will be explored further in Section 4.3.2.

4.2.3

Systems e ngineering

Systems engineering applies the systems and systems thinking approaches to the
design and management of engineering projects. Systems engineering has evolved
to becorne a discipline in and of itself, used to 1nanage co1nplex proj ects with m any
interacting components across multiple disciplines .
Systems thinking [19] is an approach to understanding how things work by
considering them as parts of an interrelated whole, or in other words as part of
a system ( as defined previously; . Instead of viewing situations as sin1ple causeand-effect relationships, or reducing situations to unrelated co1nponents which
are analysed and explained in isolation , the syste1ns thinking appro ach embrace
the nature of systems as being co1nprised of m any interrelated components. Syste1ns thinking looks at the wider environment of a situ ation and analyse how
components of a syste1n are related to both one another as well as other systems.
In essence, systems thinking focuses on the role of an ob ject within it wider
sy tern. This is contrasted to reductionist t hinking [64] where the focu i on
detennining how an object works , and t hat t he functions of the object can be
explained by breaking it down into s1naller parts. R eductioni t thinking explain
how an object works by understanding the e s1naller con1ponents individuall
and in isolation fro1n one another and that the individual behaviours of the e
component are added together o explain the entiret

of the original object

behaviour.
Thi s ten1 approach retains and focu e on he rela ion hip and beha iour
which occur in the relation hip between the cornponen
thinking allow the anal i of how the
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nent and others within the system. Systems thinking also takes into account the
overall purpose of the system, which m ay vary depending on what perspective
the system is viewed from.

4.2.4

Software engineering

Software engineering is the application of engineering principles to software products.

In theory, this means the application of knowledge of various types to

the design , development , and m aintenance of software products. This revolves
around systematic approaches to software development. Software engineering has
resulted in numerous tools and methodologies to support various stages and activities of the software development process. Software engineering has traditionally
fo cused on the development of software as an isolated product [117]. This m atches
with the traditional definition of a software system as describ ed in Section 4.2.2 ,
which focus es on how the software system works.
When a systems perspective is taken of software, it can be seen that software
forms a single component of larger syst ems. This viewpoint focus es on the role
of the software system ( as defined in Section 4.2.2) within the larger system.
-Therefore , traditional software engineering is p erformed on an isolated component
of larger systems.

As explored in Section 4.2.1 , due to the relationships and

dep endencies b etween parts of systems , optimisation and improvements of a single
p art may h ave unintended consequences and be detrimental to the system as a
whole.
There has been some discussion of the role of software within the context of a
broader system [116] , bringing a systems approach to software engineering as p er
the alternative view of software systems (Section 4.2.2). The ANU in particular
b egan to offer a course in systems engineering for software engineers in 2012 [38].
However, software engineering tools , techniques , and methodologies have not yet
caught up with this systems approach.

4.2.5

Science

Science is the discipline of improving understanding about t he world . Many
scientists are aware of and seek to understand the complex systems which exist
in the world. Systems science is a particular scientific field which covers complex
systems of all types , particularly those which cover multiple disciplines.
The scientific method forms t he basis for scientific research. The scientific
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method involves a number of activities , which are described below. Although
t hese activities can be describ ed in a sequential fashion , scientific research i
much more complex than a simple sequence of activities. The scientific method
involves the following activities [45]:
Develop Questions is the process of determining gaps or unknowns in existing
scientific knowledge and framing research questions to address those gaps
and unknowns.
Develop Hypotheses involves coming up with potential answers to the previously posed research questions.
Test Hypotheses is the process of determining whether the world b ehaves as
predicted by the hypotheses , through observations and experiments.
Analyse Results involves determining what the results or output of the experiments p erformed actually mean , particularly in terms of the hypotheses
posited and the questions posed.
Although systems approaches have been used in scientific research since at
least the 1950s [34] , there has b een little or no analysis of scientific research itself
from a systems perspective. If a systems view is taken of scientific research itself,
the overall goal of t he system of scientific research is to increase underst anding of
the world. If the above activities in scientific research are organised into a ystem
which includes the 1nain relationships between t he activit ies, it may app ear as
shown in Figure 4.1.

In this diagram , the collections of scientific knowledge

and engineering exp ertise have been added , and t he Test Hypotheses' activity
h as been expanded into the separate stages of designing, building and running
experin1ents. These additions and expansions are defined as follows:
Scientific Knowledge is the body of existing scientific knowledge.
Engineering Expertise is t he technical knowledge required to build the required equipment for an exp eriment.
Design Experiments is t he concept ion of scient ific experin1ents which are activi ie which test whether observations of he world support or fal if prediction made b

the hypothese . The de ign of uch exp eriment

take into account potential ri k

error

and biase .

hould
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Build Experiments is the process of setting up the designed experiments . Dep ending on the exact n ature of the activity, the an1ount of effort done in this
stage varies , and can include gathering subjects , acquiring or constructing
111easurement equipment , and/ or building software to run a simulation.
Run Experiments is the execution of the exp eriments.
Although Figure 4.1 shows scientific research as a mostly linear pro cess from
developing questions through to analysis of results in reality there are many
interactions between successive steps. An example can b e that building or running
an experiment may indicate flaws in the design , which result in changes to the
design of t he exp eriment even before results h ave been collected or analysed .
These feedback loops have b een omitted from Figure 4.1 as they do not play a
significant role in the subsequent discussion regarding the application of software
engineering within the system of scientific research (Sections 4.3 and 4.4) .
Along with the above pro cess, there is increasing attention being paid to datafirst or data-intensive science a process which h as also been labelled t he 'fourth
paradigm ' [59] (as opposed to the first three p aradig111s of experimental science
theoretical science , and comput ational science [58]) . In data-intensive science
rather than designing , building , and running new exp eriments existing set of
d ata are an alysed in order to gain new insights. This approach is enabled by new
technologies which allow scientists to collect m anage , analyse and display data
and relationships b etween data in new ways .

4 .3
Thi

From a systems thinking point of view
ection pre ents thought about the activit ie of cientific re earch
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p eriments are a solut ion t o a problem - t he 'problem ' b eing insufficient knowledge
about a scientific domain. This 'problem ' m ay arise due to increased scient ific
understanding being required to create or improve something, or due to simple
curiosity and a desire t o better understand t he world. The scient ific experiment
is performed within the syst em of scient ific knowledge - a large , interconnect ed
collection of individual pieces of understanding and knowledge.
Context information relates the scientific exp eriment to the syst em of scient ific knowledge. This relationship defin es the purpose and meaning of t he environmental exp eriment . It also provides t he b ackground or previously existing
information which is fed into the exp eriment , and also defines t he exp eriment's
scope and applicability. Without t he context information , t he role of t he scient ific
exp eriment within the system of scientific knowledge is unknown.
The fact that scient ist s focus on context information when describing a scient ific exp eriment (shown by the exp eriment presented in Chapter 3) indicates that
they are aware of the import ance of the relationships b etween the experiment
and t he system of scientific knowledge. The fo cus on this relationship is evidence
that scientist s consider scientific research from a syst ems p ersp ective. Scientist s
acknowledge t hat wit hout context information , much of t he_meaning b ehind t he
exp eriment is lost . Without t he parameters of interest , what is b eing tested by
the exp eriment is unknown. Without the input data , t he previous knowledge
used as a basis for t he experiment is unknown. Wit hout t he hyp otheses , t he
anticipat ed results and t he reasons for t hose ant icip at ed results are unknown.

4.3.2

Thinking about software engineering

Scient ists focus on t he relationships between t he scient ific exp eriment and t he
system of scient ific knowledge. In comparison , software engineers often focus on
t he software b eing produced as an indep endent entity to t he system in which t he
software will be deployed .
Soft ware engineering tools, techniques , and methodologies focus on improving t he process of software construction . Examples of such rnethodologies include DSVLs, requirements engineering [118] , agile software development [84] ,
and Mo del-Driven Engineering (MDE) [107] . In t he scientific software field , numerous fr ameworks, workflow man agement systems , and simulation platforms
h ave b een produced. All of t hese software tools and software engineering methodologies address t he solut ion space - t h at is, aiding t he development of a software
system once t he problem h as been ident ified and a solut ion decided upon. Agile

.
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development processes and principles such as those developed by De Roure and
Goble [29] focus on faster iterations through the software development process,
producing increment al and iterative changes quickly, with the intent that these
smaller changes more closely address the requirements of users and provide solutions or improvements in a more timely manner. Sometimes , these tools and
methodologies are less widely used than otherwise hop ed or exp ected.
In general, it appears as if software engineering tends not to take a systems
thinking approach. Instead , software engineering tools , techniques , and methodologies fo cus on how the software works - improving the manner in which software
is constructed or the quality of the end result of the softwar e alone. These goals
are rarely placed in context of the overall system in which the software will oper ate - instead , the efficient production of high-quality software is viewed as end
result of software engineering.

4.3.3

Differences between scientific research and software
.
.
eng1neer1ng

Scientists develop and use software regularly [51], and produce large programs
which are successfully used for scientific research purposes . However , that there
remains a lack of use of methodologies commonly considered basic by the software
engineering community, although the situation has much improved in recent years ,
as shown by the survey in Chapter 2.
The study in Chapter 3 shows that environment al scientists focus on the context infonnation of an environment al scenario , rather than the details of implementation or what tool is used to implen1ent it. This supports previous literature ,
which has described the fo cus of scientists as p erforming science , not developing
code [7, 112]. This focus on the science rather than the software is at odds with
the focus of software engineering in t he scientific field so far , and more widely the
overall fo cus of software engineering in general.
This difference in focus may be the reason why there remains a lack of adoption of software engineering practices and 111ethodologies in scientific software
engin ering.

Research and literature from software engineering persist in de-

scribing b est practices for scientific co111puting [126]. Software engin ering can
improve scientific research via improvements in scientific software. Direct education of cientific software develop ers has led to the uccessful adoption of software
engineering t ools, t echniques and methodologies [5] . However there r mains an
overall lack of adoption of uch practices in cientific software develop111ent (S c-
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t ion 2).

4.4

A systems thinking approach to scientific
software

Scient ific software development, in a similar m anner to software engineering in
gener al, h as focussed on the int roduction of practices and methodologies which
improve t he process of software construction . More sp ecifically, t he use of tools
to supp ort development, improved testing procedures, and documentation h ave
b een ident ified as areas to improve [126]. The arguments for improving t he use
of software engineering in scient ific software development are t he same as t h e
arguments for improving software development in gener al - improved develop er
productivity and improved quality of t he resultant software.
However , scientific software forms only a p art of t he system of scientific research . The goal of t he system of scient ific research is not improved scient ific
software developer productivity, nor improved quality of scient ific software. The
goal of t he system of scient ific research is to increase under~_tanding of t he world ,
as ident ified in Section 4. 2. 5. As explored in Section 4.2.1 , attempt ing to change
or opt imise a single comp onent p art of a system m ay h ave detrimental effects
on t he whole. Therefore, software engineers should not t ry to improve scient ific
software development for t he sake of improved scienf1fic software develop er productivity and quality of scient ific software. The goal of software engineering in
scientifi c research should be to increase scient ific research pro ductivity in order
to increase understanding of t he world.
An influence diagram showing t he relationships between scient ific research
activit ies and software engineering tools, techniques and methodologies is shown
in Figure 4.2. Alt hough t he activit ies of scient ific research are generally applicable to all types of scientific research , t he infl uence of software engineering tools ,
techniques , and methodologies is m ostly lim ited to scientific research activities
in the area of scient ific comput ing. The diagram shows a selection of software
engineering tools, techniques , and n1ethodologies which h ave been and are used
to supp ort scientific research , however as indicated by the ellipsis there are many
m ore tools , techniques , and methodologies available.
It can be seen from Figure 4.2 t h at t he existing applications of software engineering tools, techniques and methodologies in support of scientific computing are
focused on t he latter h alf of scientific research activities - namely, experimental

.
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construction , exp erimental conduct , and results an alysis.
Instead of software engineers attempt ing to solely improve t he process and
outputs of scient ific software development in isolation , p erhaps a broader approach could b e more appropriate and have greater imp act . The focus in systems
t hinking is on t he relationships and inter actions b etween comp onent , and t he
relationships and inter actions are what defines a system. Therefore, instead of
looking at how to improve individual comp onents of t he scient ific research system , t he focus should b e on investigating how t he relationships and interactions
wit hin t he scient ific research system can be improved. R ather t h an simply applying soft ware engineering tools, techniques , and methodologies t o improve scient ific soft ware development in isolation , inst ead investigate ways in which software
engineering tools, t echniques, and methodologies could imp act t he relationships
b etween scientific software and other parts of the scientific research system.

If the wider system can b e improved t hrough t he use of software engineering
tools , t echniques , and methodologies , then t hese asp ect s of software engineering
m ay find great er acceptance by people interest ed in those syst ems.
With these t houghts in mind , t he following question is p osed: 'Can software

engineering be of aid to scientists in activities of scjentific research in
roles other than through improving scientific software? '.
Based on Figure 4. 2, t he development of scient ific questions, scient ific hyp otheses , and exp erimental design are scient ific research activit ies where t he use
of software engineering ideas could be investigated .
However , t he exp eriment describ ed in Ch apter 3 found t h at alt hough a part icular software engineering tool m ay h ave dem onstr ated benefits over another ,
t his does not mean t h at scient ists are m ore willing to use t he m ore benefi cial tool.
Therefore, instead of asking if software engineering can b e of aid , t he following
question is p osed instead: 'Are scientists willing to use software enginee r-

ing ideas to support scientific research activities other than developing
scientific software? '.

4.5

DSVLs and context for scientific experiments

In Ch apter 3, it was ident ified t h at t he demonstrated benefits of DSVLs m at ch
well wit h t he ongoing issues and areas considered imp ortant in scientific software
development. However , t he DSVL tool investigated was not found to be more
accepted by scient ists , compared to an existing baseline tool. As explored above,

.
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extending t he DSVL tool to allow its application to other activities of scientific
research n1ay increase its acceptance by scientists .
The context information of a scientific exp erin1ent describ es the relationship
that experiment h as with the broader system of scientific knowledge. As also
identified in the exp eri1nent presented in Chapter 3, this information is of importance to scientists when explaining scientific exp eriments. Software engineering
n1ay be able to provide ways in which the treatment context information can b e
in1proved.
If context information recording could b e supported with a tool or methodology, t hen potentially it would be 1nore valuable and more accepted by scientists
as it m atches their area of focus. If scientists use the tool or methodology b ecause
it aids t hem in the capture and recording of context information then it would b e
easier to convince them to also use t he same tool for building scientific software
( assuming it also provides this functionality) .
A DSVL could b e used to record context infonnation by providing a graphical
1nanagement interface, allowing such information to b e emb edded alongside t he
software system being sp ecified. This would allow scientists to record the relat ionships between particular items of contextual information and sp ecific parts
of t he associated scient ific software program.
Current approaches for recording .context information by cient ists are explored in greater detail in t he next chapter (Section 5.2).

4.6

Conclusion

A ystem thinking approach reveals t he n arrow focus of soft~ are engineering on
tools and methodologies which directly supp ort software construction. Software
engineering does not fo cus on t he roles which software play within the s stem
of ·which oftware i a part. An example of this is the interaction of oftware
engineering and cientific oftware develop1nent . In light of thi difference, o her
,vays in w·hich software engineering tools technique
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all acceptability and also encourage the scientists to also use it to specify their
software.

.
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Chapter 5
DSVLs, Scientists, Context , and
Provenance
5.1

Introduction

Software engineering has thus far fo cused mostly on tools, methodologies, and
pro cesses for directly supporting software construction , rath_er than on the role of
software to support and improve systems. The discussion of scientists, software,
and systems presented in Chapter 4 culminated with the following question: 'Are
scientists willing to use software engineering ideas to support scientific research
activities other than developing scientific software? ' ~- In order to address this
question , a study of one such example of using a software engineering idea for
supp orting a non-scientific software development activity was performed.
Based on the study presented in Chapter 3, the use of DSVLs to support
the recording of context information was identified as an area of further interest.
This use of DSVLs would b e a new role of a software engineering idea in the
system of scientific research , outside of developing scientific software. The study
detern1ined t h at scientists fo cused on t he context information ·w hen explaining a
scientific experiment . Context information explains what is being tested in t he
scient ific exp eriment , and also why it is of interest and therefore why the scientific
exp eriment is b eing p erformed . Current DSLs and DSVLs for environmental
science fo cus on the specification of an exp erimental scenario[12 , 36 , 91].
Little research h as been p erformed regarding t he capture and use of context
information , although there h as been some attempt to merge record context or
sem antics alongside proven ance information [103]. Alt hough t he exact nature of
proven ance varies b etween communities, proven ance is used for assessing t he au101
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thenticity and integrity of experiments [20]. In this way, provenance information
encon1passes the source of any data, such as who produced the data when it was
produced, where the data is relevant to , and how it was collected or generated.
Several systerns have b een developed and published to record this type of information in scientific research [4 , 40 , 46 , 62 , 88, 97, 128]. However, there has been
little analysis of the acceptability of such systems.
The terms curation and metadata often are mentioned in conjunction with
provenance. Curation is the activity of managing data and promoting its use
by ensuring it accessible and fit for purpose [82].

Curation can also involve

n1aintaining links between the data and other materials. In this way the act
of curation involves the production , maintenance , and distribution of provenance
inforrnation.

Iv1etadata has been defined as data which supports discovering

understanding , and managing other data [28]. However, others define metadata
n1ore broadly, using the terms metadata and provenance interchangeably [115].
In order to avoid confusion, the use of the term metadata will be avoided.
This chapter presents an empirical ·study of an extended DSVL tool for environmental modeling , which allows users to also record context and provenance
information about the environmental experiment being specified. The acceptance
of the extended DSVL tool was measured , to determine whether this extended
DSVL tool showed any differences compared to the original DSVL or the Ba eline tools which were analysed in Chapter 3. As little was known regarding the
current practices of scientists for recording context and provenance information
sen1i-structured interviews were conducted to gain additional understanding.
The scop e of this study was limited to environmental 1nodeling for a nun1ber
of reason . Primarily, in order to be able to co1npare the results of t hi stud
with those fron1 Chapter 3 sin1ilar sample characteristics were required. In addition , the nature of the DSVL being tested would remain con tan

with onl

the addit ion of the ability to record context and provenance informa ion. The
reason presented in Chapter 3 also remain t hose being to narrow the focu to
a clearly defined ubset of scientist rather t h an attempting to cover he wide
variety of cientific re earch field · t he existence of previou 1 -developed DSL ·
and that modeling in general forms a significant part of cientific re earch[43].
Fir t , exi ting literature regarding he capture of con ex and pro enance infon11ation
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Existing literature

Although most, if not all , scientific pap ers present the relevant background inform ation and reasons for the research being published , little research has been
p erformed regarding how this type of information is recorded. The labor atory
notebook is a traditional recording tool for all scientists [66], however there h as
b een little study of its actual use and usefulness.
Dealing with and recording data provenance information in scientific research
h as received a significant amount of attention. Literature exists regarding the n ature of proven ance information as well as for systems to support the recording of
this information , which will be explored below. However , there is little research
into the current practices for provenance recording , or adoption of proven ance
recording techniques.

It has been asserted that there are few p eople actu ally

producing provenance information [18] , and that a number of b asic problems
with provenance in today's systems exist [20].

These basic problems are in-

complete, unreliable, and insecure provenance data, which is heterogeneous and
non-portable. However , there is little evidence provided to support these claims.
A taxonomy of data provenance characteristics has been develop ed by Simmhan
et al. [115]. This taxonomy covers the use, subject (data or process oriented and
granularity), representation , storage, and dissemination of provenance information.

This taxonomy is applied to seven current proj ects in d ata proven ance

research and two historical proj ects , and some of these proj ects are presented
later in this section. Although this research represents a comprehensive survey of
techniques being used in resp ect to the functions of a proven ance system , there is
no an alysis of the acceptance of any of the proven ance systems that were analysed.
There exist rnany systems and architectures for recording provenance inform ation in scientific fields , some of which are covered by Simmhan et al. [115].
The liter ature regarding these individual systems concentrates on t he construction and the features of each system being covered , with t he benefits that the use
of these systems would bring b eing of secondary import ance. Similar to Simmhan
et al. [115] , little to no an alysis is p erformed on the acceptability of such systems
to potential users . Some of the systems which h ave been developed for recording
proven ance information are summ arised here.
Chimera [40] is a prototype system which records data and provenance inform ation in an integrated community environment. Chimera was developed for
scientists in areas of physical sciences , such as t he fields of high energy physics
and astronomy. Chimera is asserted to be able to improve the capture, discovery,

•
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use and 111anage1nent of data and derivative d ata. Init ial results fron1 successive
work suggest that at least some of t he benefits claimed for virtual data systems
can be realised in practice[41]. No analysis of the acceptability of Chin1era is
perfonned.
The Collaboratory for the Multi-scale Chemical Sciences ( CMCS) [97] is a
toolkit for collabor ation and d ata management , which also manages provenance
and workflow information. The tool is intended to enable the sh aring of such
information between differing scientific domains which are involved in Chemical
Sciences. The usefulness of the proj ect in en abling users to share data libraries
and assess the quality of said d ata using provenance information is briefly mentioned.
The Kepler scientific workflow system [4] allows scientists to design and execut e workflows in a workflow environment. Kepler is designed to supp ort multidisciplinary and multi-proj ect workflows, and records the context of the experiment , the input d ata, metad ata, and workflow information.. Importance was
placed on the ease of use and efficiency of the Kepler system during its development, minimising the p erformance overhead which Kepler imposes. Kepler is
asserted to be useful and easy to use, however no an alysis of this is p erformed.
The Provenance-Aware Service-Oriented Architecture (PASOA) [88] is a prototype tool for recording provenance. The requirements for the architecture was
developed from a series of use cases from a diverse range of scientific fields , however it was concluded there was litt le which is common across all of t he use cases.
The approach used to develop PASOA is comp ared to other provenance recording
approaches, which were seen as more specific and t herefore did not cover all of
the use cases which were have identified. No analysis of t he acceptability of the
P ASOA prototype is performed.
Taverna [62], one of the software products produced by the

my Grid

proj ect

[128], is a workflow 1nanagement workbench, allowing users to write , auto1nate
and sh are bioinformatics analyses . It has reportedly had initial success , with
scientists spending less time performing such analyses.

Although there is no

formal analysis of acceptability of the system , the issue is raised through the
questions of how provenance data could be best presented to users the usability
of the system , and the calability of the handling and presentation of provenance
information.
Velo is a knowledge-management platfonn for 1nodeling and si1nulation [46]
providing a coll aboration environment and content management yste1n. Velo
al o provides a tool integration framework to allow users to invoke and record the
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use of tools. Velo is used in a number of areas , all of which involve the developers
in some way. The features, extensibility, and applicability in various domains of
Velo is described. However, the acceptability of the system is not analysed.
Finally, a system for automatically capturing 'the detailed context of experiments ' is presented by Davison [27]. The use of the term context in this paper is
more specific compared to its usage within this thesis. In this paper , context information refers to the metadata required to replicate the computational results
- namely, the hardware platform , operating system , source code , compilation
process and compiler version, input data, and output data. The sample implementation, Sumatra, provides a command-line interface to run a computation
and collect input , output, software, and hardware information. A web browser
interface is also mentioned, but not described in detail nor is available at present.
The potential benefits of improved reproducibility of experiments by automating
the capture of metadata information are explored , however no analysis of the
acceptability of the proposed system is performed.

5.3

Goals and hypothesis

Qualitative data from the previous study ( Chapter 3) shows that when asked to
describe a scenario, environmental scientific modelers concentrate on the context
information for the environmental scenario - in other words, the known data ,
decision points or parameter variations , and expected outcomes. In comparison ,
DSVLs currently used in environmental modelling [12 , 36 , 91] concentrate on
describing and modeling the scenario details required for simulation. The DSVL
presented in the previous study also concentrates on this area.
Based on the results of the previous study, it was hypothesised that adding the
ability to record context information to the DSVL would improve the DSVL 's acceptance by environmental scientific modelers. Therefore , the following research
questions were posed:
1. Would environmental scientific modelers be willing to use a DSVL for
recording context and provenance information?
2. Would a DSVL which allowed environmental scientific modelers to record
context and provenance information be more acceptable to environmental
scientific modelers than a DSVL which did not allow recording of such
information?

.

~
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However , as little was known about how environmental scientific modelers
currently capture .context and provenance information , further investigation into
how these types of information are currently recorded was also required. In order
to address this , the following research question was added:
3. How do environment al scientific modelers currently think about and record
context and provenance information?
The hypotheses for each of research questions are as follows:

Hypothesis 5.1. A DSVL which allows recording of context and pro venance
information would be accepted by environmental scientific modelers.

Hypothesis 5.2. A DSVL which allows recording of context and provenance
information would be more acceptable to environmental scientific modelers than
a DSVL which does not.

Hypothesis 5.3. Environmental scientific modelers currently consider and record
context and provenance information in an informal and ad-hoc manner, and syst ematic recording of context and provenance information is not perform ed.

5.4

Methodology

This section describes the experimental conduct, details regarding participants,
the activities which the participants performed , the tools compared , and the
approach used to p erform statistical analysis on the data collected.
This study was perforn1ed under a variation of the ethics approval for the
study presented in Chapter 3. The ethics approval form for the original study is
included in App endix C.

5.4.1

Experimental conduct

The experiment consisted of one-on-one sessions, each of which was scheduled to
last approxim ately thirty minutes . Sorne sessions took longer a1nounts of time due
to extended discussions or se1ni-structured interview segments. In each s ssion
particip ants were asked to p erfonn a nu1nb er of task

which are de crib ed 1n

Section 5.4.3 . Se sions were conducted during February to April in 2012.
P otential particip ants were cont acted by e1nail directly and t hrough
mailing li ts.

m ail
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Figure 5 .1: Modeling Experience

5.4.2

Participants

Participants were elicited across various Australian universities. Participants were
required to be involved in environmental modeling. No specific requirements were
m ade regarding the exact nature of that involvement , such as the field of work
(for example: hydrology, ecology, atmospheric) or type of modeling (for example:
statistical, computational simulation) .
Seventeen environmental scientific modelers particip ated in this study. These
participants were different from those who particip ated in t he study presented in
Chapter 3, in order to avoid bias in the result due to previous experience with
the DSVL tool. Fourteen of these were academics , with t he remainder consisting
of two postgradu ate students and one other researcher. The participants had
varying levels of previous modeling experience as shown in Figure 5.1 , with the
m ajority (ten) h aving 11-20 years of experience.
The information sheet used for this study is included in Appendix I. The consent form , which all participants were required to complete prior to participation ,
is included in App endix J.

.
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5.4.3

Sessions .and activities

Each session consisted of the following five activities:
1. First semi-structured interview, regarding the participant 's work, context,

and provenance
2. Guided walkthrough of the extended DSVL tool
3. Survey of acceptability of the extended DSVL tool
4. Second semi-structured interview, regarding the particip ant 's opinions and
comments regarding the extended DSVL tool.

Activity 1
In order to answer research question 3 (Section 5.3) , the first semi-structured
interview covered the following initial topics:
1. A short one or two sentence summary of the environmental modeling work

the participant is involved in
2. Whether t he terms context and provenance were used by or meant anything
to the p articip ant in relation to their work in environmental modeling, and
if those terms were used then what they meant to the particip ant
3. A short description of the definition of context and proven ance as used in
this research , followed by whether these types of information were considered in the participant 's work and if so how t hese types of information were
recorded

Activity 2
The guided walkthrough of the extended DSVL tool involved a brief demonstration of t he tool using an exan1ple scenario, explaining how the tool can b used
to set up , describe , run, and record additional information about the sin1ulation
experiment. P articipants were encouraged to ask questions and interact with the
tool. The scenario used was the same scenario as for t he previous study (se
Chapter 3 and Appendix F ) extracted from 'Land-use ch ange and ubalpine tree
dynamics: colonization of Larix decidua in French subalpine gras lands

Alb rt

et al. [3]. P ertinent information was conden ed into a single one page urnmary
with the assistance of one of t he original author .
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Activity 3
In order to address research questions 1 and 2 (Section 5.3), particip ants were
asked to rate the tool. The same measurement scale items from the previous study
( Chapter 3) were used. These measurement scale items consisted of those from the
TAM[25], in which users rate their perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use
for each of the tools. These ratings have been shown to have a strong correlation
with the user 's intention to use or acceptance of the subject technology [25].
The measurement scale items were used without modification , with participants
being asked to rate each of the statements considering environmental modeling
as the 'job ' referred to in the statements. As with the previous study, the third
additional scale for perceived modeling utility was used in order to determine
specific views towards understanding and communication. The statements for
perceived modeling utility were developed in conjunction with two experienced
investigators.
Further details of the measurement scale items used and the rationale for their
inclusion can b e found in Section 3.4.3.
The results from this activity were used to compare the extended DSVL tool
with the two tools described in Section 3.4.4, which were the Original DSVL
tool and the Baseline tool. The Extended DSVL tool was compared with the
Original DSVL tool in order to answer research questions 1 and 2 (Section 5. 3).
The comparison with the Baseline tool was perform~d in order to ensure that
the Extended DSVL tool compared favourably with the Baseline tool baseline as
established in the previous study.

Activity 4
The fin al activity, the second semi-structured interview, was used to check , clarify,
and exp and upon the results of the other activities . This covered the following
topics:
1. Clarification and expansion on their questionnaire answers , focusing on

those which stood out (were different from other responses within the same
group)
2. Overall impressions of the tool
3. Usefulness and utility of including context and provenance information in
the same interface as the simulation specification
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4. Possible improvements or fe atures which would increase the usefulness, ease
of use , or modeling utility

5.4.4

Extend e d DSVL tool

The DSVL analysed in this study, referred to as the 'Extended DSVL tool ', was
extended from the DSVL used in the previous study (see Section 3.4.4) . The
original DSVL tool , and therefore also this Extended DSVL tool , 'v\ras developed
in Eclipse using the GEMS[124] framework.

To avoid having to explain the

specific concepts of DSVLs and confusing participants , the Extended DSVL tool
was referred to as the 'Diagram-based Tool ' in all materials presented to them.
Figure 5.2 shows a screenshot of the Extended DSVL tool , depicted with a
complete specification of the European Larch scenario used in this study including
sample annotations for publication references and parameters of interest .
The DSVL which was presented in the previous study only provided a different
way for scientists to int eract and specify the environmental simulation. In order
to improve the DSVL based on the information gained from the previous study,
annotation elements were added to the DSVL. In this prototyp e, these annotation
elements consisted of a textural name , type , and content , although it would be
possible to also have annotations which contain URLs , images, datasets , or other
infonnation. The annotation elements can be linked to any element within the
DSVL , including other annotations.

5.4.5

Statistical analysis appro ach

For comparison of the measurement scale items from the TATvI[25] as well as those
for p erceived modeling utility, the Wilcoxon rank su1n t est[125] was chosen for
statistical comp arison . The Wilcoxon rank sum t est is a difference test which
assesses whether the population mean ranks of two non-paired sa1nple sets differs , even if the sample sizes of the two sets are different. The Wilcoxon rank
su1n test was chosen as the data fro1n the Likert scale[8 1] used for each of the
1neasurement scale ite1ns is non-continuous and therefore non-p arametric. The R
software environment [100] was used to p erform the stati tical analysis.
A two-tailed test was p erfonned in order to test whether the two types of
tool were significant ly different in either direction in order to see if the Extended
DSVL tool differed either positively or negatively in co1nparison to the original
DSVL tool and t he B aseline tool. The null hypothesi for each comp arison wa
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that there was no difference between t he r atings for t he two tools. The results
were considered significant for p < .05.
In all cases, t he difference b etween ratings was calculated by subtracting t he
rating for t he DSVL or B aseline tool from t he rating for t he Extended DSVL
tool. T he median of t hese differences is rep orted in Tables 5.1 , 5. 2, 5.3 5. 4, 5.5,
and 5.6.

5. 5

Results and discussion

In t his section , t he results of t his study are presented and discussed . First , t he
qualitative comments collect ed in the semi-structured interview of Activity 1 (Section 5.4.3) , regarding t he current pract ices of environmental scient ific modelers
in regard to context and proven ance information , are covered. Second , t he acceptance of t he Extended DSVL t ool is an alysed , using t he results of t he survey
in Activity 3 (Section 5. 4.3 ), along with comparing this data to t he results collected in t he previous exp eriment ( Chapter 3). Third , the qualitative comments
collected in t he sen1i-structured interview of Activity 4 (Section 5.4.3), regarding
t he usefulness and ease of use of describing and storing context and provenance
information wit hin t he Extended DSVL tool, are examined. Finally, t hreats to
t he validity of t his study are discussed .

5 .5.1

Qualitative comments - current practices for context
and provenance

The first semi-struct ured interview gathered information about t he current practices of environn1ental scientific modelers in regard to context and provenance
information. In particular , firstly whether t hey considered these t yp e of inform ation t o b e imp ortant and how they currently went about recording it. F igure
5.3 shows a summ ary of t he comments gat hered from the p articip ant

cat egori ed

into t he following bro ad categories:
Cons iders Context - context inforrnation is thought about and con id red t o

be in1p ortant by t he part icip ant .
Considers Prove nance - provenance information is t hought about and con id-

ered to be imp ortan by t he part icipant .
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Figure 5.3: Qualitative Comments regarding Context and Provenance

Regularly Records Context - context information is regularly recorded 1n
some manner by the participant.

Regularly Records Provenance - provenance information is regularly recorded
in some manner by the participant.

Structured Recording - context and/ or provenance information is recorded
in a structured format.

Examples include formal experiment proposals ,

provenance databases, or metadata templates attached to datasets.

Uses Diagrams - some kind of diagram is used by the participant to record
context and/ or provenance information. Examples include flowcharts or
influence graphs .

Included in Publications - context and/ or provenance information is included
in publications by the participant.
It should be noted that the terms context and provenance which are used here
are not widely used by the environmental scientific modelers who participated in
this study. Although the concepts of context and provenance are considered by all
or most of the participants respectively, in general these types of information are

.

.
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not given specific titles or labels . Provenance inforn1ation is so1netimes referred
to as metadata, but amongst the participants this was not a commonplace term.
All 17 participants thought about context information and considered it i1nportant when developing environmental models or simulations. Such context
information included knowing the reason for developing the environmental model
or simulation , the questions it ai1ned to answer , the situation in which the environment al model or simulation is applicable , and relevant information which
affected the choices made during the development of the environmental model or
simulation.
Thirteen participants thought about provenance information , and considered
it import ant. The types of provenance information considered by particip ants
included p ap er refer ences, dataset sources, and dataset metadat a .
Although all 17 participants thought about context information , only seven
described regularly recording such information. Most often , context information
was not recorded and was simply something which was only thought about and
kept inside the scientist 's minds. Of those who recorded context information ,
t hese recordings took the form of informal notes, comments in or attached to the
software co de, work logs, or proj ect proposals.
In contrast to the disp arity between consideration and recording of context
inforn1ation , all of the 13 p articip ants who thought about provenance information
also recorded it. This relationship b etween thinking about and recording provenance information intuitively m akes sense, as it would b e difficult to rememb er
t he details about m any different p ap ers and d atasets at the same time. This
difficulty is particularly evident when the provenance of source material do es
not generally have a direct i1np act on how it is used. Proven ance information
was recorded t hrough infonnal notes, com1nents attached to t he software co de or
source d ata fil es, and 1nore structured methods describ ed b elow.
Only four p articipants describ ed recording either context or provenance infor1nation in a structured manner. These 1nethods included forn1al proj ect proposals archives of the complete proj ect contents including all relevant information
and / or dataset 1netadata databases or form alised documentation. Of note is that
no participant mentioned using any system to record provenance, such as the
examples listed in section 5.2. The only software ystem used to support provenance recording was a database of dataset m etadata, which was used by only one
part icipant .
A number of issues were identified as being caused by a lack of context and
provenance recording. The e issues are summari ed below with the numb er in
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parentheses indicating how m any part icip ants made the comment.
P articipants indicated that a lack of context recording resulted in the following
problems:
• Difficulty in accurately writing up exp erimental reports or publications (2)
• Difficulty in revisiting and understanding p ast exp eriments (2)
• Unclear reasons for particular experimental design choices and ch anges ( 2)
• Unknown applicability of experiment (1)
P articip ants indicated that a lack of proven ance recording resulted 1n t he
following problerns:
• Unknown authenticity and reliability of source d ata (2)
• Unknown authenticity and reliability of third-party co de (1)
• Unclear reasons for particular p ar an1eter value choices ( 1)
• Inability to retrieve original source d ata for further examination (1)
P articip ants were also asked if they used diagrams , such as flowch arts or
other drawings , to describe their experiments or the context and provenance
information. nine (9) participants , or just over 50%, indicated t h at t hey did so at
least sometimes . These diagrams consisted of fl ow ch arts , decision trees , rnaps ,
schematics , or influence networks.
Finally, 15 participants indicated t hat they included context and / or provenance information in t heir publications , including technical reports. Nine of these
participants did not regularly record context , and four did not regularly record
provenance. For t hese participants who did not record context and/ or provenance
information but did include it in their publications the necessary information was
considered 'known ' and able to be reproduced from rnemory and being reminded
by revisiting the code and results of the experin1ent.
Overall , both context and provenance were not generally treated in a formal systematic fashion when they were considered at all. These results support
Hypothesis 5.3.

.
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Figure 5.4: Perceived usefulness of Extended DSVL tool

5.5.2

Acceptance of extended DSVL tool

Perceived usefulness

The distribution of results for each of the measurement scale items for p erceived
usefuln ess is shown in Figure 5.4. The median result for all six measurement scale
items was 'slight ly likely ' , indicating that the Extended DSVL tool was p erceived
to be useful overall.
A comp arison of t he results for p erceived usefulness of t he Extended DSVL
tool and the Original DSVL tool (frorn Ch apter 3) is shown in Table 5.1. Of the
six measurement scale items, two showed a significant (p < 0.05 ) difference with
the Extended DSVL receiving lower ratings for 'Makes J ob E asier and ' Useful'.
Three of the remaining measurement scale items also showed that the Extended
DSVL received lower ratings than the Original DSVL , but these differences w re
not large enough to be considered significant. These results indicate t hat the
Extended DSVL tool may be p erceived to be less u eful than t he Original DSVL
tool for the purpose of environment al modeling. The implications of t his result
are fur t her di cu sed in Section 5.6.2.
A comparison of t he re ults for p erceived usefulness of t he Ext nded DSVL
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Table 5.1: P erceived usefulness - difference between Extended DSVL and Original
DSVL tools
p

median of differences

Scale Items

(two-tailed)

(Extended-Original)

Work More Quickly

0.15

-1.0

Job P erformance

0.10

-1.0

Increase Productivity

0.052

-1.0

Effectiveness

0.46

0.0

Makes Job E asier

0.045

-1.0

Useful

0.0048

-1.0

Table 5.2: P erceived usefulnes s - difference between Extended DSVL and Baseline
tools
p

median of differences

Scale Items

(two-tailed)

(Extended-B aseline)

Work More Quickly

0.96

O~O

Job P erformance

0.29

0.0

Increase Productivity

0.48

0.0

Effectiveness

0.58

Makes Job Easier

0.32

1.0

Useful

0.95

0.0

-

0.0

t ool and the Baseline tool (from Chapter 3) is shown in Table 5. 2. None of t he
six measurement scale items showed a significant (p < 0.05) difference.

Perceived ease of use

The distribution of results for each of t he measurem ent scale items for perceived
ease of use are shown in Figure 5.5. All of t he measurement scale items received
high ratings , with a median r ating of 'quite likely' for all except fo r 'controllable'
(which received a median of 'slightly likely ').
A comparison of the ratings for perceived ease of use b etween t he Extended
DSVL tool and the Original DSVL tool (fr om Chapter 3) is shown in Table 5.3.
None of the measurement scale items showed a statistically significant difference
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Figure 5.5: Perceived ease of use of Extended DSVL tool
Table 5.3: P erceived ease of use - difference between Extended DSVL and Original
DSVL tools
p

median of differences

Scale Items

(two-tailed)

(Extended-Original)

E asy to Learn

0.24

0.0

Controllable

0.19

0.0

Clear & Underst andable

0.51

0.0

Flexible

0.87

0.0

E asy to Beco1ne Skillful

0.96

0.0

E asy to Use

0.73

0.0

between t he two tools.
A comparison of t he r atings for perceived ease of use between t he Extended
DSVL tool and t he Baseline tool (from Chapter 3 is shown in Table 5.4. The
Extended DSVL tool was perceived to be significant ly (p < 0.05 ) better for one
measure1nent scale item

easy to use. The remaining five measurement scale

items howed no significant difference between t he two tools.
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Table 5.4: P erceived ease of use - difference between Extended DSVL and B aseline
tools
p

rnedian of differences

Scale Items

(two-tailed )

(Extended-Baseline)

E asy to Learn

0.28

0.5

Controllable

0.61

0.0

Clear & Underst andable

0.059

1.0

Flexible

0.15

1.0

E asy to Become Skillful

0.978

1.0

E asy to Use

0.017

1.0

Perceived modeling utility
The six measuren1ent scale items for perceived n1odeling utility are as follows:
1. I ,¥ould easily understand the scenario when using the diagran1-b ased tool

2. The diagram-based tool ,¥ould give me a clear view of the scenario
3. The diagram-b ased tool would allow me to explore the scen ario easily
4. I would b e able to grasp the scenario structure_ easily using the diagrarnbased tool
5. Using the diagran1-based tool °Vlould n1ake it easy to comn1unicate t he scenario ,¥it h others
6. I would easily understand a different scen ario if it were presented to rne
using the diagran1-based tool
The di tribut ion of results for each of the n1easuren1ent scale iterns for p erceived rnodeling utility is shown in Figure 5.6. All of the measurement scale ite1ns
were rated positively overall with a median score of 'quite likely ;.
A con1parison of the ratings for perceived n1odeling utility between the Extended DSVL tool and t he Original DSVL tool (from Chapter 3) is shown in
Table 5.5. None of the 1nea urement scale items howed a stati t ically significant
difference between t he two different tools .
A comparison of the ra ings for perceived n1odeling utilit between the Extended DSVL tool and t he B aseline tool (fron1 Chapter 3) is hown in Table 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: P erceived modeling utility of Extended DSVL tool
Table 5.5 : Perceived modeling utility - difference b etween Extended DSVL and
Original DSVL tools
p

median of differences

Scale Items

(two-tailed)

(Extended-Original)

E asily Underst and Scenario

0.20

0.0

Clear View of Scenario

0.60

0.0

Explore Scenario Easily

0.88

0.0

Grasp Scenario Structure E asily

0.91

0.0

Easy to Communicate Scenario

0.91

0.0

Understand Different Scenario

0.95

0.0

The Ext ended DSVL tool was perceived to be significantly (p<0.05) better for
five of the six measurernent scale iten1s.
Overall acceptance

The Ext ended DSVL tool received overall positive scores for all of t he measur ment cale itern for perceived u efulness and. p erceived ea e of use. A perceiv d
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Table 5.6: P erceived modeling utility - difference between Extended DSVL and
Baseline tools
p

median of differences

Scale Items

(two-tailed)

(Extended-B aseline)

Easily Understand Scenario

0.090

1.0

Clear View of Scenario

0.0074

2.0

Explore Scenario Easily

0.010

2.0

Grasp Scenario Structure Easily

0.0017

2.0

Easy to Communicate Scenario

0.00051

2.0

Understand Different Scenario

0.0023

3.0

usefulness and perceived ease of use are strongly correlated with intention to use
and acceptance [24], these results support Hypot hesis 5.1. However, t hese ratings were not statistically significantly different from t he ratings for the Original
DSVL tool, and t herefore do not show that t he Extended DSVL tool is more
accepted than the Original DSVL tool and do not support Hypothesis 5.2.

5.5.3

Qualitative comments - context and provenance in
the extended DSVL tool

The Extended DSVL tool allows users to record context and provenance in the
annotations , which are separate elements on t he experimental specification diagram. Fourteen out of the 17 participants gave positive comments regarding the
use of these annotations. These comments were as follows, with the number of
participants who made the comment shown in parentheses:
• Context information assists the understanding and initial orientation within
an experin1ent (3)
• The annotations allow documentation as the experiment is developed , without changing tools (1)
• Having annotations present in the experimental specification helps remind
people to record the context and provenance information ( 1)
• Annotations force people to consider context and provenance information
and think about what they are doing (1)

.
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• Useful to explain changes or sensitivity of paramet ers (1)
• P eople are reassured by the inclusion of context information (1)
Particip ants were also asked to suggest any possible improvements to the tool ,
with the following comments recorded (likewise, the numb er in parentheses is the
numb er of participants who made the comment):
• Force annotations to b e included (3)
• Include annotations within elements, rather than as separate elements, in
order to improve the connection between the information and the experi1nent (2)
• Add a history of past experiment runs which automatically records the
experimental setup , annotations , and results (1)
• Imposing a defined structure on annotations may be useful for i1nproved
communication , rather than having a generic annotation which can include
any text (1)
No participant responded negatively to the annotations , although three particip ants did not present an opinion either way.

5.5.4

Threats to validity

The comp arison of the Extended DSVL tool and t he two tools from Chapter 3
relies on the characteristics of the two sample groups being comparable. Both
groups were formed of environmental modellers , all were from resp ected universities . However , the sample group of t his study consisted of a larger proportion
of academics with greater modeling exp erience . P articipants for this study were
drawn from multiple Australian universities, including the ANU . All of the universit ies involved are highly reputable and p erform world-class environment al
science research.
The walkthrough of of t he tool was provided by a single researcher int roducing
an element of experimenter bias into t he study. Care was taken to explain the
tools in a dispassionate manner (in the sam e 1nanner as p erformed in the tudy
pre ented in Chapter 3) , with instructions restricted to the order of tasks and the
location of the relevant interface elements.
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Summary of results compared to hypotheses

A summary of the results of this study compared with the hypotheses presented
in Section 5. 3 are presented below:

Hypothesis 5.1. A DSVL which allows recording of context and provenance
information would be accepted by environmental scientific modelers.

Hypothesis 5.1 is supported by the results of this study. All of the measurement scale items for perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use of the
Extended DSVL tool received positive results from respondents, indicating that
the Extended DSVL tool is accepted by environment al scientific modelders.

Hypothesis 5.2. A DSVL which allows recording of context and provenance
information would be more acceptable to environmental scientific modelers than
a DSVL which does not.

Hypothesis 5.2 is not supported by this study, as the results for perceived
usefulness and perceived ease of use (which are strongly correlated with intention
to use and acceptance [24]) are not significantly different between the Extended
DSVL tool and the Original DSVL tool.

Hypothesis 5.3. Environmental scientific modelers currently consider and record
context and provenance information in an informal and ad-hoc manner) and systematic recording of context and provenance information is not performed.

Hypothesis 5.3 is supported, as the qualitative comments from respondents
regarding context and provenance information indicate that if such information
was considered at all , it was generally not treated in a formal , systematic manner.

5.6

Implications

The results of t his study present implications for two particular areas - first , the
current practices of how environmental scientific modelers deal with context and
provenance information, and second the acceptance of the Extended DSVL tool
for recording such information. Each of these areas will be discussed in turn.

5.6.1

Current practices for context and provenance

The qualitative comments gathered regarding current practices for recording and
presenting context and provenance indicate that although the labels of 'context'
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and 'provenance' are not used, these types of information are t hought about by
most or all of the environmental scientific modelers involved in this study. With
context information considered by all of the particip ants, and provenance information considered by 13 out of 17, both types of information are present in t he
work of an environment al scientist . When the concepts of context and provenance
information as used in this thesis were describ ed , all of the environmental scientific modelers were able to understand and - excepting t he four participants who
did not consider provenance information - provide examples of such information
in their own work. The lack of a lab el or term given to context and provenance
information indicates that environment al scientific modelers lack a common and
consistent framework in which to consider and treat such information.
Based on these results , t here is a mism atch in the consideration and the recording of context information . Although all 17 particip ants considered context information, only 7 recorded such information with regularity. Context information
forms part of t he body of scientific knowledge, as it provides the reasons for p erforming a particular exp eriment , the parameters considered imp ortant, and any
background information. The lack of recording of such information presents issues
for futur e use of t he work done , as these elements of the body of scientific knowledge will most likely be lost without any clear records being kept. The context
information is required to accurately place the results of an experiment wit hin
the body of scientific knowledge. According to t he system of scientific research
presented in Chapter 4, t he context information of an experiment within the
body of scientific knowledge is required to understand t he applications, implications, and limitations of t he experiment in regard to future questions , hypotheses,
experiments , and results analysis.
In contrast to context information , provenance information was recorded by
all 13 of t hose environmental scientific modelers who thought about this type of
information. It could be hypothesised that this is because provenance information
is n1uch harder to rernember, as given only a d ataset it is difficult to guess t he
source , limitations , or even when the information was produced.
Structured recording of context and/ or provenance information was only perforn1ed by four participants. For t hose four participants , there were varied reasons
and methods of recording , from self-imp osed developer diaries for personal use
to government mandated database records for dataset provenance information.
Other participants who did not structured record context and/ or provenance inforn1ation u ed ad-hoc notes occasional reports or no records until a paper is
written. when the information is transcribed from n1emory.
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Those p art icip ants who stated t hey used diagr ams to record or com municate
context and proven ance information only used diagr ams occasion ally.

Out of

t he 13 who recorded context and/ or proven ance information , nine p articip ants
stated t hey used diagr ams at least occasion ally ( all 9 part icip ants who recorded
context information also recorded proven ance information ) , but no p art icip ant
indicated t h at t he use of diagr ams was commonplace. P articipants stated t h at
t he diagrams which t hey did draw covered bot h context and proven ance information . For context information , t he construction of an environmental experiment
was someti1nes describ ed using fl ow ch arts , decision t rees , and influence networks
b eing used. For proven ance information , m aps were used to record or convey
spatial d ata. This occasional use of diagr ams indicates t h at environmental scient ific modelers are willing t o use visu al representations when t hey are suitable sit u ations where the information b eing conveyed h as complex relationships or is
location sensitive.
This lack of syst em atic recording of context and/ or proven ance information is
at odds wit h the fact that 15 out of 17 p articip ants commonly included context
and/ or proven ance information in t h eir publications. The m ajority of part icip ants t hought ab out context and proven ance information and included one or
b oth in t heir publications. In comp arison , only a minority regularly record context information and less t h an 1 in 4 p articip ants used some structured m ethod
to recording eit her t yp e of information. Where context and proven ance inform ation was not recorded , its inclusion in publications was gener ated primarily
fron1 m e1nory. The lack of recording sometimes results in rep eated exp eriments
when scientists cannot rememb er t houghts processes , or t he source of data. It
also presents accuracy and completen ess issues , which imp acts negatively on t he
rep eatability of published exp erin1ents .

5.6.2

Acceptance of the extended DSVL tool

This section discusses t he acceptance of t he Extended DSVL tool in comp arison
to t he Original DSVL tool and t he Baseline tool.

The qualitative comments

gath ered fron1 p art icip ants regarding acceptance of t he Extended DSVL tool for
recording context and provenance are also discussed .

Comparison with the original DSVL tool
R egarding t h e qu ant itative results of the 18 measuren1ent scale items for perceived usefulness ease of use and modeling utilit

only two sh owed a statistically
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significant difference (p<0.05) between the Extended DSVL tool and t he Original DSVL tool. The two measurement scale items were for perceived usefulness,
where the Extended DSVL tool received lower ratings compared to t he Original
DSVL tool.
The lower ratings for two of the six measurement scale items for perceived
usefulness may be explained by the choice of task referred to as t he 'job' in the
questionnaire. The 'job ' was defined as environment al modeling , and the two
measurement scale items in question were 'Using [Tool] would make it easier to
do my job ' and 'I would find [Tool] useful in my job'.
Context and provenance information aids in the understanding, exploration ,
and communication of an experiment , and the previous study ( Chapter 3) demonstrated that environmental scientific modelers consider these activities as different
from environmental modeling in general. Therefore, the addition of context and
provenance recording to the DSVL adds features which do not directly aid the
'job ' of environmental modeling as viewed by environment al scientific modelers.
The addit ional, seemingly sup erfluous, features included in the Extended DSVL
tool m ay have caused environment al scientific modelers to consider the Extended
DSVL tool as less useful for and m aking it more difficult to p erform t he 'job' of
environmental modeling. However , although the Extended DSVL tool received
significantly lower ratings than the Original DSVL tool for those two measurement scale items , t he results for perceived usefulness are still overall positive.
This indicates that environmental scientific modelers still perceive t he Extended
DSVL tool as being useful.

It was hypothesised that t he Extended DSVL tool, with its added annotations , would be more accepted t h an t he Original DSVL tool which lacked these
features. Although the quantitative data does not support this hypothesis that
acceptance would be improved , the qualitative comments gathered from the participants indicate that 14 out of the 17 p articip ants indicated they considered the
annotations to be useful. Frorn the results of the previous study, it was seen that
overall usefulness and 1nodeling utility were p erceived differently and indep endently. The qualitative com1nents referred to regarding annotations being u. ed
as an information recording and communication tool , and thus these comments
relate to the p erceived 1nodeling utility of the tool. These qualitative co1nments
indicate that there is a difference in the perceived modeling utility of th two
tools as annot ations were considered to be useful , but thi difference was too
1nall to be detected in this study.
A with the tudy presented in Chapter 3 particular quirks or other elements
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of the Extended DSVL tool may have had an impact upon the results , particularly
for p erceived ease of use. To mitigate this , participants were walked through the
usage of the Extended DSVL tool in the same way as for the Original DSVL
and Baseline tools, in order to ensure that all three tools were provided equal
treatment and participants did not get stuck at any point. The Extended DSVL
tool uses the same interface mechanics and interface design as the Original DSVL
tool (the Extended DSVL tool adds elements to cover recording context and
provenance information , however interaction with those elements is identical to
all other elements).
Comparison with the baseline tool
The Extended DSVL tool was not perceived to be different from the Baseline
tool for the categories of perceived usefulness or perceived ease of use.

None

of the six measurement scale items for perceived usefulness showed a significant
difference between the Extended DSVL tool and the Baseline tool. One of the six
measurement scale items for perceived usefulness , 'I would find the [Tool] easy to
use ', showed a significant difference , where the Extended DSVL tool was rated
higher than the Baseline tool.

--

For perceived modeling utility, the Extended DSVL tool received significantly
higher ratings than the Baseline tool for five of the six measurement scale items ,
with only 'I would easily understand the scenario when using the [Tool] ' not
showing a significantly different result between the two tools. Thus , comparing
these results to those of the previous study ( Chapter 3) , the Extended DSVL tool
retains the benefits of the Original DSVL tool by improving perceived modeling
utility.
Recording context and provenance in the DSVL
Although there were a number of potential improvements which were suggested
by participants , the qualitative comments are overwhelmingly positive regarding the use of the Extended DSVL tool to record context and provenance. The
potential of a tool such as the Extended DSVL tool which supports the specification of an experimental design alongside the recording of pertinent context
and provenance information was easily identified by the participants. By having
such functionality, the act of recording context and provenance information was
clearly and explicitly also part of the exp eriment. This acts as a reminder to
scientists to record such information while creating and modifying their exper-

.

-
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in1ental design. In addit ion , it allows them to record the information wit hout
having to use an addit ional tool. This encourages t he recording of context and
provenance information by scient ists .
By encouraging the recording of context and proven ance and making such
activities more widely performed , the issues ( as identified by environmental scientific rnodelers in Section 5.5.1) caused by a lack of recording such information
can be avoided.

5. 7

Conclusion

In summary, the conclusions which can b e drawn from this study are:
1. For t he purposes of recording context and provenance information , a DSVL

which allows environment al scientific modelers to record such information
receives positive comments.
2. For t he purposes of environmental modeling, a DSVL which provides t he
ability to record context and provenance information is accepted by environmental scientific modelers , but is not more or less acceptable compared
to a DSVL which does not allow the recording of such information.
3. Currently, environmental scientific modelers rarely record context and provenance information in a form al or system atic manner. Ap art fron1 dat abases
of dataset metadata , t here was no use of any software systems to support
the recording of context or provenance information.
The result that environmental scientific modelers do not find a DSVL which
allows the recording of context and provenance information any more or les
acceptable than a DSVL which does not n1ay be explained by the last conclusion ,
where environmental scientific modelers rarely record context and provenanc
information in a formal or system atic m anner. This current lack of fonn al and
systen1atic recording could mean that there is no p erceptible difference between
a tool which lets them record such information and a tool which does not - sine
they do not currently record such information then there may be no perceived
need to have uch feature in a tool.

Thus, the pre ence or absence of uch

features do es not affect the perceived usefulness or ease of u e of the tool a.
tho e features may not be used at all in t he first place.
However. environmental cientific modeler recogni e that a lack of recorded
contex and provenance information cause . a number of problems.

A lack of
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recorded context information causes difficulties in accurately producing publications , revisiting past experiments , and understanding experimental designs and
applicability. A lack of recorded provenance information results in unknown reliability of source data and third-party code , unclear reasons for parameter values ,
and inability to retrieve and examine the source data used. Environmental scientific modelers acknowledge that improving the manner in which context and
provenance is recorded and making such activities more commonplace would reduce such problems.
The Extended DSVL tool received positive ratings overall for perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use , indicating that environmental scientific modelers
would be willing to use it. However , the Extended DSVL tool did not demonstrate increased acceptability in comparison to the Original DSVL tool nor the
Baseline tool. The overall usefulness of the Extended DSVL tool is supported by
the collected qualitative comments , with no negative comments being recorded
regarding context and provenance recording using the Extended DSVL tool.

.

-
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
Summary

6.1

The ini ial m oti ation of t his research was to determine how software engineering
could b e of aid to scient ist s. In order to address t his mot ivation and the aim
of in1proving t he effectiveness of scientific softwar e development (Section 1.4)
he foll owing activi ies were p erformed : an investiga ion of_ current softwar e engineering practices in scien ific software development t he acceptance of DSVLs
b environ1nental scien i s and t h e tailoring of DSVLs for use by environmental
c1en 1
Thi ch apter firs summ arises he cont ribut ion n1ade b t his t h esis. Second
he limita ion of h e re earch presented in his t hesis are de crib ed. Third ; a
um1nar

of he implica ion of t his re earch is presented. Four h avenue for

p o en ial fu ure work are explor ed. Finall ; t he over all conclusions of his t hesis
are pre en ed.

6.2

Contribution

The n1ain cont ribu ion of t he re earch pre en ed in hi
• The mea ure1nen

h esi are as follo

and an al i of t he u e of oftware engineering tool ,

e hnique . and n1ethodologie in cientific oftware de elop1nent . and t he
di o er

t ha

he u e of aid ool

echniques ; and me hodologie in ci-

en ific oft are de elop n1en h as impro ed . Ho e er ; here remains room
for im pro em en .
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• The identification of the relative importance of various non-functional requirements by scientific software developers.
• The demonstration that a DSVL tool h as clear , p erceptible b enefits in modeling utility for environment al scientists .
• The discovery that the established benefits of DSVLs are not evident to
and/ or considered useful by environmental scientists.
• The discovery that there exists a gap between the consideration and the
treatment of context and provenance information by environmental scientists.
• A definition of the system of scientific research
• The discovery that environmental scientists respond positively to a tool that
integrates the recording of context and provenance information alongside
an experiment al setup and specification.
• The demonstration that a software engineering methodology can be applied
and would be accepted in a non-software sp ecific area, namely the use of a
DSVL to record context and provenance information.

6.3

Limitations

Although the limitations of each individual study have b een explored in the relevant chapters, there are some limit ations of the research presented in this thesis as
a whole. The limitations which apply to this research as a whole and in particular
to the contributions of this research are as follows:
• The two studies involving DSVLs (Chapters 3 and 5) only test one particular
non-DSVL tool and one p articular DSVL tool (of which a tailored version is
also tested). This limits the ability to generalise the results of thi. re earch.
However , both tools are broadly represent ative of tools of their type , which
means t hat generalisation is possible to a certain degree. Further research
would be able to confirn1 this generalisation.
• The participant pools for both DSVL studies (Ch apters 3 and 5) were comprised , olely of environment al scientist. . This lirnits t he applicability of the
conclu ion and contribut ions of this research to the environmental sciences
fi eld .
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• No analysis or measurement of the actu al use h as been p erformed for the
tools described and tested in t his thesis. Acceptance ; or intention to use ;
is highly correlated with actu al use [26] , however they are not equivalent .
Therefore although the results r eported in this t h esis are indicative of act u al use of the tools should they be int roduced ; t his should be confirmed
with furt her study.

6.4

Implications

The implications of individual p arts of this research h ave been presented t hroughout t his t hesis. There are a numb er of m ain implications which will be summarised
in t urn.

6.4.1

Problems with scientists ' acceptance of DSVLs

The surve presented in Chapter 2 m easured and analysed t he use of software engineering tools ; techniques ; and m ethodologies in scient ific software development ;
and found h a such use was n1ore widespread t h an previously reported. Howe er gaps still remain ; even though t he use of such software engineering tools;
j

technique

and methodologies would i1nprove software quality particularly in

t he areas considered important by scientific software .developers. These gaps include a lack of consistent tool use; documentation ; and testing and verification
ac ivit ies.
The s ud

presented in Chapter 3 which compar es environmental scientists ;

accep ance of a new DS L tool and an existing Form tool for specifying environmental sin1ulation
of DS L
be

een

cientis

demons rates t h at t here are issues in marketing the use

o environmental scien ists. The e is ues arise because of a mismatch
hat cien i s percei -e to be he benefits of a DSVL tool; and what
require or de ire from software s tern in general. As identified and

di cu ed in
works and ho

hap er 4 soft are engineering has hus far focused on how software
i is buil

hereas cientists are more interested in the role of

oft are within he broader

em of scien ific research. The i ues identified

are:
• Lack of percei, ed u efulne

of he DS\ TL

• Lack of percei ed need for he DS\TL
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• Lack of usability of t he DSVL

• Difficulty integrating t he DSVL into existing workflows
Each of t hese issues will b e ex amined in t urn.

Lack of perceived usefulness of the DSVL
The first issue, t he lack of p erceived usefulness of the DSVL , an ses when t he
idea being introduced is not seen t o provide any b enefits . Where the b enefits of a
idea are unclear or non- obvious, p ot ential users have difficulty finding t he value in
adopting t he idea. DSVLs h ave b een shown to improve reliability, m aintainability,
pro ductivity, and reusability. However , these b enefits are only clearly applicable
and h ave been demonstrat ed within the development and use of software, and are
not seen as immediately wort hwhile b enefits t o the syst em of scient ific research
as a whole. Wit hout t he value b eing app arent to potent ial users, t here is little
reason for them to adopt t he idea. It m ay b e possible to improve t he p erceived
usefulness by h aving actual real-world imple1nent ations of DSVLs, and comp aring
and cont rasting t hese real-world implem entations wit h existing practices. This
could demonstrate t h at, given the current role of software in scientific research ,
software engineering ideas also b enefit scientific software as a whole.

Lack of perceived need for the DSVL
The second issue is a lack of p erceived need for t he DSVL being int roduced. This
is where t he benefits of t he idea are not considered to be useful by t he potent ial user. The DSVL tool received higher ratings for p erceived modeling ut ility
compared to t he baseline Form tool, indicating t hat t here are some benefits to
adopting t he DSVL tool which are evident to environmental scientists. However ,
the acceptability of t he DSVL tool in regard to environ1nental 1nodeling in general was not significant ly different to t hat of t he baseline Form tool wit h t he
ratings for p erceived usefulness and perceived ease of use not significantly different b etween the two tools. According to t hese results , the DSVL tool is s en to
be better for understanding , exploring and com1nunicating the experin1ent being sp ecified , yet these improvements are not reflect ed in the tool's acceptability
for environment al modeling by environmental scientists. T hus , the DSVL does
provide a benefit but this b enefit is not perceived as being needed or being useful.
This lack of p erceived need n1ay be due to scienti ts ' focus on scientific research rat her than the tools used to produce t he research . From the point of
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view of a scient ist , the sp ecific tool t hat is used for a task n1ay not matter what matters is t he role which t h at tool p erforms within the system of scient ific
research. Provided that t he tool provides the required functionality and p erforms
it correctly, the tool is suitable for t he job. This can be seen by t he DSVL tool,
as for t he purposes of setting up and sp ecifying an exp erimental setup it provides
t he same functionality - although with a different interface - as the Baseline tool.
Therefore for t he purposes of scientific modeling bot h tools p erform t he same
role and both tools are equally acceptable to scientists.

Lack of usability of the DSVL
The t hird issue is a lack of usability of the DSVL. A system which h as high
usability is easy to learn , efficient to use, easy to rememb er has few errors, and
is subj ectivel

pleasing[94]. If the difficulty of adopting the system outweighs

the p erceived benefits then p otential users will be - rightfully so - reluctant to
adopt said system . Although the TAM [25] do es not directly measure usability,
all of t he elem ents of usability, with the exception of efficiency, are reflected in
t he 1neasurement scale items for perceived ease of use. There was no significant
difference in the p erceived ease of use of t he DSVL tool and the Baseline tool. The
qualitative con1ments indicated that both tools h ave particular advantages and
disadvantages in terms of usability, indicating that a system with high usability
would take part icular elements from both the B aseline and DSVL tools.

Difficulty integrating the DSVL into existing workflows
The final issue is t he abilit
ential users will alread
example

to integrate DSVLs with existing workflows. P o-

have ways in which t hey p erform t heir activit ies , for

cien ific research for environ1nental n1odellers. The DSVL replaces or

augments existing processes , but t he capabilit ies of the DSVL may not match
ha

he poten ial u ers expect it to be able o do. Even if the capabili ies and

expec a ion 1natch in egrating the DSVL into the old processes 1nay be hampered b a n1is1na ch between old and components of the workflow - for example,
the DS L n1a replace onl a part of an exi t ing

stem resulting in the need to

u e both he new and old

stems o retain the required functionalit1 . As an example of thi i ue , when u ing the DSVL tool inputting the parameters for each

elen1ent in the cenario being 1nodeled was seen as clw1k

and time-consuming

1n compan on o he Form ool. Therefore both ool would need o be used in
order o fir l de crib e he cenario (u ing the DS\TL tool) and secondl specify
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parameters (using t he Form tool) in the easiest m anner possible for each activity. However , this use of two different tools for different parts of the workflow
requires users to know how to use both tools , as well as how to transfer data
between them. The cost and effort involved in implem enting this system is much
less likely to be considered economical when compared against simply retaining
the Form tool for both activities , even if its use is less than ideal for describing
the scenario.

6.4.2

Thinking about software engineering within systems

This t hesis has shown that software engineering can play a much larger role in the
system of scientific research. This idea also applies to other systems as well. As
explored in Chapter 4, software engineering has generally fo cussed on the 'how
it works ' asp ects of software - how software is built , how software can b e built
more efficiently, and how the software itself can b e m ade rnore efficient. When a
systems thinking approach is applied to the systems in which software operates ,
new roles which software engineering tools, t echniques, and methodologies can
play within the target system can be identified.
Although software engineering has proven b enefits in software development
productivity and software quality, these b enefits have not b een realised in many
fi elds in which software development is a part . As seen in scientific software
development and explored in Chapter 2, the accept ance and use of software engineering tools, techniques, and methodologies has b een slow , alt hough progress
h as b een made in recent years. This lack of upt ake m ay b e caused by a n1ism atch
in fo cus. As explored in Section 4.2.4 , software engineering h as tradit ionally focussed on t he development of software as an isolated product. The application of
software engineering to scientific software development is justified as valuable to
scientists through the flow-on effects of improved confidence and greater volume
of scientific results [10, 57, 127]. However , as shown in the study in Chapter 3,
scientists are n1ore interested in developing and understanding an exp eriment and
its purpose , rather than the exact details of development and implementation .
In order to address this issue, taking a systems thinking appro ach to the role
of oftware engineering would b e more appropriate. According to the systems
thinking approach , t he current fo cus of software engineering on optimisation of
software dev lopment and perfonnance is not ideal. Software engineering tends
to fo cus on improving software and software develop111ent separate fron1 the
tern (in ·which oftware operates . The systems thinking approach indicates
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t h at t his n aive optimisation of a single comp onent may h ave minimal or even
detrimental effects on the whole system (Section 4.2.1). Instead , a holistic view
of t he role of software within the entire system should be taken.
Using t he systems thinking approach , t he fo cus is on the purp ose and role of
software and software engineering , providing a means to ensure that the software
and software engineering activities are applied in the most useful , effective, and
accepted ways within the target system.
Exp anding the ways in which software engineering ideas can be used provides
m any m ore opportunities for software engineering ideas to improve the systems
in which software is used. This h as b een shown in the study presented in Chapter
5, where it was shown that environment al scientists accepted a DSVL tool which
allowed them to capture and record context and proven ance information alongside
the exp erin1ent al design.

6.4.3

Environmental scientists recording context and provenance using DSVLs

The study presented in Chapter 5 investigated one particular tailoring of a DSVLbased tool for environment al scientists , with the addition of context and proven ance recording within the tool alongside the existing experiment specification
fun ctionality. This addition was intended to address the first two issues presented
in Section 6.4 .1 those b eing the lack of usefulness and/ or the lack of perceived
need for t he idea. This broadening of fo cus , from how the idea affects t he development of scientific software in part icular , to a wider role within t he system
of scient ific research in general , aimed to improve the acceptance of the idea by
environmental scient ists
The hypothesis of t he study was t h at t he ability to record context and proven ance information using t he same tool as t h at used to sp ecify an experimental
simulation

v\

ould be useful for scientists . This hypothesis was based on results

of the previous study in Chapter 3, where it was detennined that scientists were
n1ore interested in t he context and provenance information involved in the exp erin1ental simulation - t he paran1eters of interest , input data, and expected results
- t h an t he sp ecifics of how t he experimental simulation was specified .
The effectiveness and potential value of including this type of non-programming
information in t he DSVL is shown in the feedback collected from environmental
scientists (see Section 5.5.3) . This tailoring did not appear to significantly affect
t he perceived usability or ease of use of the DSVL , which indicates that although
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it was not a positive influence in regard to these factors the addition of extra
feat ures was not a negative influence either. The comments from environmental scient ist s revealed that the integrated nature of the context and provenance
recording features would be considered benefici al.

6.4.4

A lack of context recording by scientists

As was demonstrated by the study presented in Chapter 5, although context inform ation is considered by the vast majority of scientists , the recording of this
typ e of information is not commonly performed. When it is recorded , this recording is rarely p erformed in a formal or systematic manner. Without any record of
the context information , the only repository of the information is inside the scientist s' minds, leading to incomplete or inaccurate reporting of such information
in publications.
In addition to the issue of imperfect recall of context information , communicating and ensuring a common understanding is also an issue without records of
such information. Without an accurate and complete record of context information , each user or viewer of an experiment is left to 1nake their own judgements
on the purpose and reasoning behind t he work. This can result in each individual
having differing views of the goals and purpose b ehind the scientific exp eriment
b eing performed.
Both of these issues present a strong case for why recording of context infor1nation is import ant. However , as shown in Chapter 5, little research has been
p erformed in this area. The study demonstrat es that although scientist s understand t he imp ort ance of context information , it is not commonly recorded. It can
be postulated that the recording of this information is not considered imp ortant
as t his activity - like producing software in general as ident ified in Chapter 2 is not integral to t he act of scientific research and producing scientific results.
Whether t he context is recorded or not do es not immediately affect t he results
generated - only when t he results are published or used in t he fu t ure is context
i1nportant for co1n plete understanding. In a similar way to i1n proving t he 1nanner
in which cientific software is developed , t he improvement of context recording
is likely to encounter t he sa1ne obstacles - t he p erceived lack of usefuln e s t he
amount of time involved and a resistance to changing from previou ly t ried and
proven methods to new and unproven ones . .
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6.4.5

A lack of systematic provenance recording by scientists

Proven ance information was much more widely recorded by environmental scientists, as shown in the study presented in Chapter 5. Although all of the scientists
who considered provenance information also recorded it , it was rarely recorded
in a form al or systematic manner. This lack of formal or systematic manner m ay
present issues with the quality of the information collected - without a form al
or system atic methodology, the provenance information may be incomplete or
inadequate for its required purposes.
Although there h ave b een multiple systems developed to support the recording of proven ance information in scientific fields (see Chapter 5), none of the
environmental scientists who participated in the study indicated they used any
of these or other similar provenance management systems. Although the reasons for this lack of use were not specifically addressed in the previous studies,
it can b e postulated that recording of provenance information is not considered
to b e of pri1nary imp ortance to scientists. The time and effort taken to record
provenance information while developing and performing an experiment may not
be considered immediately valuable by environmental scientists . As identified
previously, the primary goal of scientists is to p erform scientific research , and
recording proven ance information do es not immediately improve the productivity of scientists.
Provenance information is important for ensuring the reproducibility of scientific experiments[4 , 23].

Reproducibility remains an issue in computational

science [39]. The b enefits of provenance information are m ainly later on in the
scientific process , after the initial research h as been p erformed and when other
scient ists seek to reproduce the results. Therefore, recording provenance information fonnally and/ or system atically is perceived by scient ists to require too much
effort for the gain provided - the informal, ad-ho c recording of provenance information is sufficient for the scientists ' immediate requirements. The lack of focus
on provenance recording h as been asserted previously [18 , 20L and the results
presented in this thesis confirm these assert ions.

6.5

Future work

The research presented in this thesis poses a nun1ber of further questions which
could be addressed with further work. The work suggested in this section ad-

.
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dresses the limitations presented in section 6.3, along wit h p ossible avenues for
the expansion of t his research.

6.5.1

Context and provenance recording

The study presented in Chapter 5 contains an init ial exploration of t he current
treatment of context and proven ance information by environmental scient ists,
with the results t h at context and provenance is t hought ab out, but is not recorded
and the impacts of a lack of recording are understoo d . Furt her research is required
to confirm t hat t hese results are more widely applicable. In addition , a more indepth study into t he imp acts and implications of a lack of context and provenance
recording could also be p erformed.

6.5.2

Acceptability

The studies presented in Ch apters 3 and 5 could b e exp anded in four ways, which
are described below.
1. The acceptability of tools, b oth DSVL and non-DSVL based , for t he pur-

poses of scient ific m odeling, could b e investigated. This would enable a
wider com parison of t he acceptability of various different m odeling tools
and generalisation of t he results sh own in this t hesis.
2. The acceptability of t he tools in scientific areas other t han environmental
modeling could also be investigated . This would allow t he generalisation of
the results to other scientific areas .
3. The Extended DSVL tool (presented in Chapter 5) which can be u ed to
record context and provenance information received positive comments from
environmental scientists. However , the tool was not viewed as being more
acceptable than t he Original DSVL tool (presented in Chapter 3). Further
investigation and a cost/benefit analysis of the tools would provide further
insights into the reasons behind the levels of acceptance of variou tools by
cientists.
4. A nu1nb er of additional features and refinements to the Extend d DSVL
tool were uggested by scientists.

Further develop1nent and research is

required to apply and test the e refine1nent , and determine their effect on
the accept ance of the tool.
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Developing DSVLs from domain expert diagrams

The potential use of DSVLs for purp oses other t h an purely software developn1ent
can b e generalised into a new appro ach for developing DSVLs. Although there
h as b een literature regarding techniques for building DSVLs [67, 79 , 86] as well as
numerous environments to facilitate t heir construction [49 , 69 , 129], t he pro cess
of developing t he syntax and se1nantics of a DSVL h as received limited attention.
R ep enning and Sumner [101 J describ e an iter ative design process between end
users (domain experts) and designers (software engineers) , refining and improving
t he functionality of elements of the DSVL. However , this process begins with a
generic visual progran11ning syntax with no domain orientation or elements and
the development is driven by how t he end users attempt to use this generic visual
language. This approach also involves feedback from end users regarding t he
DSVL currently being developed.
The appro ach used to develop and tailor DSVLs for environmental scientists in
this research differs fro1n t he above. The approach used here can b e summarised
as follows:
1. A DSVL is develop ed by a software developer , using do1nain knowledge

gained fro1n discussions and working in conj unction ·with an environ1nental
scientist.
2. Environ1nental scientists who are potential users of t he DSVL , are asked to
produce a diagr am which explains the environmental scen ario to be modeled.
3. These diagra1ns ar e an alysed to determine co1nmonalit ies and in p articular
those

v\

hich differ from the DSVL .

4. The DSVL is 1nodified to accomn1odate elements which were drawn by t he
environmental scienti ts .
The difference between t he appro ach used in t his re earch and t h at of R epenning and Sumner is h at t he diagran1s produced by potential users are not created
using an

pre- p ecified language visu al or otherwise. These diagrams are also

created before t he potent ial user are exp o ed to t he DSVL. Instead , t hese diagran1 are

ha

he potent ial user would normall draw to explain and describe

he relevan elen1ent of t h e domain. The econd

ep of t he above process, pro-

ducing diagrams is indep enden of t h e fir t tep of developing a DSVL as normal.
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Thus this first step is not required , instead developing a DSVL directly frorn t he
diagrams created by t he p otential users. The modified process is as follows:
1. Future users produce diagrams which explain the relevant elements of the

domain.
2. These drawings are analysed to determine commonalities and elements of
interest to the users.
3. A DSVL is created based on those commonalities and elements of interest .
This approach would allow DSVLs to more closely mimic the diagrams already produced by users. In cases where diagrams are not usually produced , this
approach gathers information from future users without biasing them towards
any particular interface or stylistic choices .
Another advantage of this appro ach is that it allows information to be gathered about what potential users consider imp ortant and might b e included in the
resulting DSVL. This may include information not directly related to producing
software, for example context infonnation for environment al scientists ( Chapter

3) .

6.5.4

Scientific software developers and DSVLs

The research presented in this thesis shows that scient ific software users are willing
to accept DSVLs. This was investigated on the basis that if users are unwilling to
use a software engineering idea, implementing it would be wort hless ( as it would
not b e used ) regardless of its other b enefits. However, in order for DSVLs to
exist for scientific software users, scientific software developers must first develop
the appropriate DSVLs. There has been so111e previous development of DSL in
scientific areas (Section 3.2.3 ). However , investigating and in1proving the acceptability of such appro aches by scientific software developers would allow the u. age
and uptake of uch approaches to be increased. This would have beneficial effects
in the quality of software, based on the benefits of DSLs and DSVLs as identified
in exiting tudies (Section 3.2.1).

6.5.5

Other ways in which software engineering can help

Further research is pos ible regarding t he u e of software engineering tool , t chnique . and 111ethodologie to support ac ivit ie other t han software develop111en
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as explored in Chapter 4. This use of tools , techniques , and methodologies could
ease t heir introduction into fields which use and develop software but are not
fo cused on the construction of software, such as scientific research. The use of
DSVLs to record context and proven ance in Chapter 5 provides one example of
a non-software development application of a software engineering tool.

6.6

Overall conclusion

The over all conclusion that can b e drawn from the research presented in this thesis
is t h at software engineering can and should play a much greater role within t he
system of scientific research.
One p articular example of such a role is the use of DSVLs to improve the
m anner in which context and provenance information is considered and recorded .
This treatment of context and proven ance information inside a DSVL fr amework
differs from existing approaches in that it integrates the recording of context
and provenance information alongside exp erimental design and setup. This encourages exp eriment develop ers to explicitly consider and capture context and
provenance information , and allows them to directly link such information with
components of the experiment al design.
The research presented in this t hesis provides a basis for future work regarding
the construction and use of DSVLs in the area of environment al sciences , which
can be exp anded for applications in other fields as well. In addition , this research
also provides a basis for future work regarding the use of software engineering
tools, techniques , and methodologies to support activities other t han software
development.
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HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEE
Application Form

Created by: u4113344
Record number: 2814
Protocol type: Expedited Ethical Review (E1)
Protocol number: 2008/518
Date entered: 28/10/2008
Ethics program type : Postgraduate
Requested start date: 01/01/2009
Requested end date: 31/12/2010
Protocol title: Survey of practices in scientific software development

nves r1ga tors
Name

!Role

Department

Flint, Shayne

Supervisor

Research School of Computer Science, College of
Enaineerina and Computer Science ANU
Research School of Computer Science, College of
EngineerinQ and Computer Science, ANU
Research School of Computer Science, College of
EnQineerinQ and Computer Science ANU

Nguyen-Hoan,
Primary
Luke
investigator
Sankaranarayana, Supervisor
Ramesh S

I

Investigators Detailed
Name: Flint, Shayne

Role: Supervisor

Expertise: Shayne Flint is a Senior Lecturer in the Department of Computer Science within the College of
Engineering and Computer Science at the Australian National University. Shayne has broad experience in the
development and application of software and system engineering methodologies in industry, government and
academ ia. His current work is building upon this background to develop approaches software-intensive systems
engineering within multi-disciplinary environments . Shayne is a Chartered Professional Engineer (Member,
Engineers Australia) and a member of IEEE.

Name: Nguyen-Hoan , Luke

Role: Primary investigator

Expertise: Luke Nguyen-Hoan is a PhD candidate in the Department of Computer Science, commenced in
February 2008 . His research area is in software-intensive systems engineering, and is focused on finding ways of
im proving the development of software for scientific purposes , potentially by the application of existing knowledge
in the software engineering field . Luke is currently collaborating with ecolog ical scientists from the Fenner School
of Environment and Society at the ANU and the Department of Biology, Ecole Norma le Superieure in France on a
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project to develop an ecological simulations software platform .

Role: Supervisor

Name: Sankaranarayana, Ramesh S

Expertise: Ramesh Sankaranarayan is a Senior Lecturer in the Department of Computer Science within the
College of Engineering and Computer Science at the Australian National University. Ramesh's current research
interests are in the area of Software-Intensive Systems Engineering and Information Retrieval. He has supervised
two PhD students, namely, Mr. Tim Jones (current) and Dr. Tin Tang (completed) , who required ethics approval
for carrying out experiments that involved the use of human judges to evaluate the relevance and qual ity of search
results returned by search engines .

External Investigators

I

11nstit ution

Departments
Primary

Yes

Faculty

Department

Research School of Computer
Science

College of Engineering and Computer
Science

Project Questions Detailed
Description of Project
Describe the research project in terms easily understood by a lay reader, using simple and non-technical
language. This research project is intended to provide insights into the current development practices used by
scientific software developers. The research will investigate the scientific and software development backgrounds
of the developer and attributes of software previously produced by the developer such as its size, source code
language , and user base.

The initial survey is intended to obtain an overall picture of some examples of the current state of scientifi c
software development, and is not intended to provide rigorous statistical results .
Depending upon results of the first survey, further surveys may be conducted . These surveys are anticipated to be
conducted in the same manner as the initial survey covered in this ethics appl ication . If subsequent surveys are to
be conducted in a differing manner to the initial survey, then new ethics appl ications wi ll be fi led .
Location of Data Collection
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Australia Yes
Overseas No
Provide country/ area where data collection will be conducted Data collection will be conducted from the
ANU , ACT Australia .
Aims of the Project
List the hypothesis and objectives of your research project. The main objective of this research is to obtain
an overall picture of some examples of the current state of scientific software development, and in particular the
current use of software engineering development practices in th is area .
This research will : (1) determine the effect of current software engineering development practices in use in the
scientific software development field ; (2) examine why those software engineering development practices which
are in use by the scientific software development community have been adopted ; (3) identify the areas in which
scientific software development may be streamlined through the further introduction of software engineering
development practices. The aim of this research is not to obtain a statistically valid result, as all of these
objectives will be constrained by the limited sample of scientific software developers surveyed .
The planned survey will seek to answer the three questions posed above, however further investigation may be
required in order to expand upon any areas of interest which are identified from the initial survey.
Methodology
In language appropriate for a lay reader, explain why the methodological approach minimises the risk to
participants. (For surveys, include justification of the sample size). The risk to participants is minimi sed
through voluntary participation and full disclosure of the purpose and conduct of the survey through the
information sheet.
The survey asks participants to answer questions regarding already complete projects , and therefore will not
affect any projects which are currently in progress directly.
The sample chosen for the survey is a convenient sample as this survey is intended to get an overall picture and
some insights, rather than providing a rigorous statistical sample and results .
To minim ise the ri sk of releasing confidential , sens itive, or information that the participants may not wish to be
released , for any publication which uses specific comments from surveys , specific consent regard ing the accuracy
and use of those comments will be sought from the participant. In addition , if results that may result in the
identification of participants are to be published, specific consent regarding the use of the results and possible
impact will be sought from the partici pant.
Provide the survey method , a list of the questions to be asked or an indicative sample of questions. These
should give a good sense of the most intrusive/sensitive areas of questioning . Indicative sample of survey
questions:
1. How many years of programming experience do you have?
This question is being asked in order to determine the relative expertise of the survey respondents .
2. In reference to scientific software which you have used or developed , rate the importance of the following nine
software quality attributes (a-i) using the following 1 to 5 scale:
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(1) very important - the software must do this in order to be useful
(2) important - the software should do this in order to be useful , but is still usable without it
(3) neither important nor unimportant - the software may do th is but will still be useful without it
(4) unimportant - the software does not actively seek not sacrifice th is attribute
(5) very unimportant - the software sacrifices this in order to concentrate on other attributes
a) functionality (the ability to perform all required functions)
b) reliability (the ability to perform with correct, consistent results)
c) mainta.inability (the ability to be easily corrected)
d) availability (the ability to be accessed and operated when needed)
e) flexibility (the ability to be easily adapted to changing requirements)
f) portability (the ability to be easily modified for a new environment)
g) reusability (the ability to be used in multiple applications)
h) testability (the ability to be easily and thoroughly tested)
i) usability (the ability to be easily learned and used)
3. Are there any attributes which you feel are important for scientific software which are not adequately covered by
the above options?
These questions are being asked in order to determine which attributes that should be considered when
specifying a software system's quality, as described in a widely used industry standard , are considered most
important for scientific software developers, and to determine the appropriateness of this list of attributes to the
scientific software development field .
The following two questions will be asked in reference to the three most recent scientific software applications that
the respondent has worked on (or less than three if appropriate) :
4. What programming language(s) was the program written in?
5. Describe briefly (less than 25 words) why those programm ing language(s) were chosen
These questions are being asked in order to determine what sorts of programming languages are chosen and
what, in the mind of the respondent, drives the choice of those programming language.

What mechanisms do the researchers intend to implement to monitor the conduct and progress of the
research project? For example:
How often will the researcher be in touch with the supervisor?
Is data collection going as expected? If not, what will the researcher do?
Is the recruitment process effective?
How will the researcher monitor participants willingness to continue participation in the research project,
particularly when the research is ongoing? The researcher will formally meet with the supervisor weekly, and
the supervisor is easily accessible in person if required between the regular weekly meetings .
If the response rate to the survey is low, unexpected answers to questions are received , or data collection is not
going as expected in any other way, then the survey content and/or conduct will be reviewed and a variation will
be filed as appropriate.
As participation in the survey is voluntary, willingness to participate is demonstrated by return of the survey.
Participants
Provide details in relation to the potential participant pool, including:
target participant group;
identification of potential participants;
initial contact method, and
recruitment method. The target participant group for the survey is anyone who has recently ( <5 years) been
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directly involved with the development of one or more scientific software applications.
The initial group of potential participants has been identified through work with the Fenner School of Environment
and Society at the ANU . Further potential participants will be identified through contact with these and other
ecological simulation modellers with which the investigator is also collaborating with .
Initial contact method with the participants will be by email. This initial email will include why they were contacted
(wh o referred them) as well as the information pack.
Proposed number of participants 20
Provide details as to why these participants have been chosen? These participants have been chosen as
they are a convenient sample, which is appropriate for the goals of the experiment (to provide overall picture and
some insights, rather than providing a rigorous statistical sample and results) .
Cultural and Social Considerations/Sensitivities
What cultural and/or social considerations/sensitivities are relevant to the participants in this research
project? Cultural considerations are minimal as the research project is a non-interactive survey, the information
sheet is provided prior to the survey being administered, and potential participants are given the opportunity to ask
questions prior to participation.
Incentives
Will participants be paid or any incentives offered? If so, provide justification and details. Participants will
not be paid and no incentives will be offered .
Benefits
What are the anticipated benefits of the research? The anticipated benefits of the research are for the
investigator to gain increased understandin g of the scientific software development area, the current practices
used , and where there is room for improvement of these practices.
To whom will the benefits flow? Although the immediate benefits of this research (that of increased
understanding) are for the investigator, this research will be used to identify areas where the practices used in the
scientific software development field can be improved. These improvements of more effective and efficient
software development practices in the scientific software development field will benefit people involved in the
development of scientific software, who are the target group of the survey.
Informed Consent
Indicate how informed consent will be obtained from participants. At least one of the following boxes
MUST be ticked 'Yes'.
In writing No
Return of survey or questionnaire Yes

Orally No
Other No
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If Oral Consent or Other, provide details.
Confidentiality
Describe the procedures that will be adopted to ensure confidentiality during the collection phase and in
the publication of results. Results of the survey and the identities of participants will only be accessible in full to
the investigators and supervisors named in this application, excepting cases where the law requires otherwise.
If results of the research are to be reported to participants by email as per the feedback section in this application ,
participants will be emailed using the bee field to ensure that email addresses remain private and are not known to
other participants .
If specific comments from surveys are to be published , specific consent regarding the accuracy and use of those
comments will be sought from the participant.
If results that may result in the identification of participants are to be published , specific consent regarding the use
of the results and possible impact will be sought from the participant.
Data Storage Procedures
Provide an overview of the data storage procedures for the research. Include security measures and
duration of storage. The data collected from the survey will be stored according to the Department of Computer
Science's storage procedures. Electronically submitted surveys and scanned copies of paper surveys will be burnt
to DVD and stored by the Department of Computer Science administration for five (5) years.
Feedback
Provide details of how the results of the research will be reported I disseminated, including the
appropriate provision of results to participants. If appropriate, provide details of any planned debriefing of
participants. If the results of the survey are used in any publication , then a summary of the information from the
survey which was used in the publication and a copy of the publication will be provided by email to all interested
participants.
Supporting Documentation
Please ensure electronic copies of any supporting documentation have been uploaded the documents tab
of the relevant protocol.

Has this work been approved by another Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC)? No
If yes, please give the name of the approving HREC.
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H.IQ h R"IS k O ne S ummary

Question

Answer

Is this a cl inical trial?
Does this research involve the intentional recruitment or issues involving
Aboriginal and / or Torres Strait Islander Peoples?

No
No

H"IQ h R"IS k TWO S ummary
Question

Answer

Does this research involve Human Genetics?
Does this research involve Human Stem Cells?
Does this research involve Women who are pregnant and the Human Foetus?
Does the research involve people highly dependent on medical care who may
be unable to Qive consent?
Does the research involve people with a cognitive impairment, an intellectual
disability or a mental illness?
Does this research involve an intention to study or expose or is likely to discover
illeQal activity?

No
No
No
No

E xpe d"t
1e d Q ues f ions

No
No

summary
Answer

Question
Third Party Identification
Children or Young People
Dependent or Unequal Relationship
Membership of a Group , or Related Issues
Physical Harm
Psychological Harm (includes Devaluation of Personal Worth)
Social Harm
Economic Harm
Legal Harm
Covert Observation ----- --Deception
Sensitive
Personal
Information -Overseas- Research
-Collection , use or disclosure of personal information WITHOUT the consent of
the participant
-
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Scientific Software Development 2
1

2

3

(CllJ

4

Section 1. Consent Form (Questions marked

* are mandatory)

The information sheet for this survey is available here: http://cs.anu.edu .au/rvLuke .NguyenHoan/survey2009-07 /infosheet.pdf

1. I have read the information sheet for this project and understand its contents. I have had the
nature and purpose of the research project, so far as it affects me, fully explained to my
satisfaction by the research worker. My consent is freely given.

2 . .I understand that if I agree to participate in the research project I will be asked to complete a
survey. The survey will take approximately 20 minutes to complete and will involve questions
about my experiences in the development of scientific software applications.
3. I understand that I may be contacted in the future regarding participation in follow-up
surveys. Participation in follow-up surveys is not required, and I may decline to participate in
any or all follow-up surveys with no adverse consequences for me.
4. I understand that while information gained during the research project may be published in
academic journals or books, my name and position tit le will not be used in relation to any of
the information I have provided, unless I ex plicitly indicate that I am willing to be identified
when quoted.
5 . I understand that any personal, sensitive, or potentially incriminating information will be kept
confidential so far as the law allows. Data col lected from this project, including this consent
form and the survey, will be kept digitally and password protected, accessible only by Luke
Nguyen-Haan. Any hard copies of data collected will be kept in a locked filing cabinet at the
Australian National University.
6 . I understand that although any comments I make will not be attributed to me in any
publication; it is possible that others may guess the source of information, and I should avoid
disclosing information which is of confidential status or which is defamatory of any person or
organisation.
7. I understand that I may withdraw from the research project at any stage, without providing
any reason and that this will not have any adverse consequences for me . If I choose to
withdraw, any information that I have provided will not be used upon my request .

Ql .

*

In any publications produced as a result of this research I consent to be identified
by ( check one) :
My full name , position , and organisation
- My position and organisation (it is possible that you could be identified from
this information)
My organisation
None of the above (co mplete anonym ity)

This info rmation will be used to track survey responses . The following information will not be used in
publications unless you have in di ca ted otherwise in the previous question . You may choose not to

1
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publications unless you have indicated otherwise in the previous question. You may choose not to
disclose this information if desired .

Q2 .

Full name:

Q3 .

Organisation:

Q4 .

Position within organisation:

QS .

Country:

Q6.

*

I consent to being asked to participate in further follow-up surveys
, ~, Yes - please provide your email address:

If you answered yes to the previous question, please provide your email address for contact
purposes. Your email address will only be used to notify you of follow-up surveys if they occur, and
will not be used for any other purpose, and will not be published or made available to any third
parties.
Ne><t »
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Scientific Software Development 2
2

1

3

[t1J)

4

Section 2. Scientific Software part 1 of 2 (Questions marked

Q7 .

*

* are mandatory)

What programming language(s) have you commonly used for scientific
applications? (Please select all that apply)
C

c++
Java
Fortran
Pascal

I-

Delphi

Python
Other (please specify)

Q8 .

*

What were the main reasons for the choice of programming language? (Please
select all that apply)
Cross-platform compatability
Ease of use
Developer experience
Favourite language
Features provided by language
Legacy code already written in language
Only language known
Performance
Required due to other factors ( management, etc)
Other (please describe in the comments field)
Comments
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Q9.

*

Were any tools or programs such as IDEs, automated test environments, or
version control software used to aid in the development of the application?
1 Yes

- please provide details in the comments field

•No
Comments

Q10.

*

If you answered yes to the previous question, please briefly explain why these
tools or programs are used. If you answered no to the previous question, please
briefly explain why you do not commonly use any tools or programs to aid
development.

How often does the development team for the scientific software applications you work on consist of:
Always Often Sometimes Rarely Never

-.

Q11. * Only yourself?

I

Q12. * A small team (2-6 people total)?

I

Q13. * A large team (7-12 people)?
Q14. * More than 12 people?

I

..I

I

.-..I

.-

I

- .l

(-.)

I

- ..I

I

-.,

...- ·,

-

I

I

I

I

I

- ..I

I

I

I

I

-,,
-. ,

r-·,

-,
I

-. I

Are there any comments you would like to make regarding the nuniber of people
you commonly work with on scientific software projects?

Q15.

How often does the intended user base for the scientific software applications you have worked on
consist of:
Always Often Sometimes Rarely Never

*
Q17. *
Q16.

Q18.

*

Q19.

*

Q20.

-~ - •
~

Only yourself?

I

-I

A small local group (less than 10
people)?

I

-. I

A larger group (up to around a
hundred people)?

I

An international community of
users?

I

.-..

-l

-.

...-.

-..,

.,,-.

I

Are there any comments you would like to make regarding the intended number
of users for the scientific software applications which you have worked on?

I
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How often does the inten ded user base of the applications which you have worked on consist of:

Always Often Sometimes Rarely Never

Q21.

*

Q22.

*

Q23.

*

\_

Only users with programming
experience?
Only users without programming
experience?
Both users with and without
programming experience?

<< Previous

)
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. Scientific Software Development 2
1

2

3

[d'JJ

4

Section 3. Scientific Software part 2 of 2 (Questions marked

* are mandatory)

What documentation is commonly produced for the scientific software applications you
have worked on? (Please select all that apply)

Q24.

f-1 Requirements specification

11 Design

documentation

n Test resu Its
-, User manuals and/or guides

-I Comments

1-1 Theory

in the code

or algorithm descriptions

1-1 Installation guide
1-1 Other (please

describe in the comments field)

Comments

Q25.

Q26 .

*

Please briefly describe the main reasons why types of documentation are or are not
commonly produced for the scientific software applications you have worked on.

What methods are commonly used to test, verify, or otherwise show that the scientific
software applications you have worked on operate correctly? Please select all that apply.
-, Comparison with empirical (experimental or observational) data
-I Comparison with other models

I I Peer review
I- Regression tests (test against results from previous versions)
1

Unit tests (test the behaviour of individual components)

1-1 Integration tests (test the interaction between components)
-, Acceptance tests (test by users)

I

Verification aqainst specified requirements
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Verification against specified requirements
Verification against specified design
Other (please describe in the comments field)
Comments

Q27 .

Q28 .

*

Please briefly describe the main reasons why the above types of testing or verification
methods are commonly performed.

Are there any other ways in which confidence of users and stakeholders is increased in
the scientific software applications, so that they can feel they can safely rely on the
software? If so, please briefly describe these methods :

In reference to scientific software which you have used or developed, please rate the importance of
the following software quality attribute:
V ery
Very
I mpo rt a nt Important Neither Un important Un important

Q29 . * Functionality (the
ability to perform all
required functions)
Q30 . * Reliability (the ability
to perform with
correct, consistent
results)
Q31 . * Maintainability (the
ability to be easily
corrected)
Q32 . * Availability (the ability
to be accessed and
operated when
needed)
Q33 . * Flexibility (the ability
to be easily adapted
to changing
requirements)
Q34 .* Portability (the ability
to be easily modified
for a new
software/ computing
environment)
Q3S . * Reusability (the ability
to be used in multiple
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to be used in multiple
applications)
Q36.

*

Q37 .

*

Q38 .

*

Q39.

*

Q40 .

*

IQ41.

Testability (the ability
to be easily and
thoroughly tested)
Usability (the ability
to be easily learned
and used)

-.

-I

,-. ,

Traceability (the
ability to link the
knowledge used to
create the application
through to the code
and the output)
Performance (the
ability to run using a
minimum of time
and/or memory)

I

,.- I

- ..,

Are there any comments which you would like to make regarding the qual ity attributes
described above , particularly for those which you did not consider important?

Are there any attributes which you feel are important for scientific software which are
not adequately covered by the above options?

« Previous
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Scientific Software Development 2
2

1

3

((/l]

4

Section 4. Personal Details (Questions marked
Q42.

*

Q43 .

*

Q44 .

*

* are mandatory)

Describe the scientific area in which you work in one or two sentences:

How many years of programming experiences do you have? (answer as a
number)

What is the highest level of education you have completed?
Diploma
Bachelor's Degree
Postgraduate Diploma
, Master's Degree
Doctorate
· Other (please specify)

Q45.

Q46.

*

What area was your education completed in?

If you have any other comments regarding the poll or its contents, please
provide any feedback here:

« Previous
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APPENDIX C. DSVL STUDY: ETHICS APPROVAL
HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEE
Application Form

Created by: u4113344
Record number: 4261
Protocol type: Expedited Ethical Review (E1)
Protocol number: 2011/094
Date entered: 28/02/2011
Ethics program type: Postgraduate
Requested start date: 01/04/2011
Requested end date: 01/10/2011
Protocol title: Scientists developing and using VDSLs

nves f 1ga t ors
Name

Role

Department

Flint, Shayne

Supervisor

Research School of Computer Science , College of
Engineering and Computer Science, ANU
Research School of Computer Science , College of
Engineerinq and Computer Science, ANU
Research School of Computer Science , College of
Engineering and Computer Science, ANU
- -

Nguyen-Haan ,
Primary
investigator
Luke
Sankaranarayana , Supervisor
Ramesh S

Investigators Detailed
Name: Fl int, Shayne

Role: Supervisor

Expertise: Shayne Flint is a Senior Lecturer in the School of Computer Science within
the College of Engineering and Computer Science at the Australian National University.
Shayne has broad experience in the development and app lication of software and
system engineering methodologies in industry, government and academia . His current
work is building upon this background to develop approaches software-intensive
systems engineering within multi-disciplinShayne Fl int is a Senior Lecturer in the
Department of Computer Science within the College of Engineering and Computer
Science at the Australian National University. Shayne has broad experience in the
development and application of software and system engineering methodologies in
in dustry, government and academia . His current work is bu il ding upon this background
to develop approaches software- intensive systems eng ineering within multi-discipl inary
environments . Shayne is a Chartered Professional Engineer (Member, Engineers
Austral ia) and a member of IEEE. ary environments . Shayne is a Chartered Professiona l
Eng ineer (M ember, Engineers Australia) and a member of IEEE.
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Application Form
Name: Nguyen-Hoan , Luke

Role: Primary investigator

Expertise: Luke Nguyen-Haan is a PhD Candidate in his fourth year of candidature in
the School of Computer Science within the College of Engineering and Computer
Science at the Australian National University. His PhD research is in the area of
supporting and improving scientific software development and usage with software
engineering techniques and methodologies. He has previously run a web-based survey
of scientists regarding their software development habits.

Name: Sankaranarayana, Ramesh S

Role: Supervisor

Expertise: Ramesh Sankaranarayan is a Senior Lecturer in the School of Computer
Science within the College of Engineering and Computer Science at the Australian
National University. Ramesh's current research interests are in the area of SoftwareIntensive Systems Engineering and Information Retrieval. He has supervised two PhD
students, namely, Mr. Tim Jones (current) and Dr. Tin Tang (completed) , who required
ethics approval for carrying out experiments that involved the use of human judges to
evaluate the relevance and quality of search results returned by search engines.

E xt erna I Inves r1ga tors
Name

Role

Institution

--

Departments
Primary Department

Yes

Faculty

Research School of Computer Science College of Engineering and Computer
Science
I

Project Questions Detailed
Description of Project
Describe the research project in terms easily understood by a lay reader, using
simple and non-technical language. Firstly, to investigate what kinds of visual,
graphical diagrams ecological scientists draw when presented with a ecological
computer simulation scenario and compare the characteristics of those diagrams with
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HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEE
Application Form
those used by software engineers when developing computer software. Secondly, to
compare and contrast using a visual diagram-based software interface (Visual DomainSpecific Modeling and Languages , or VDSM and VDSL) against a traditional fill-in-thebox software interface and determine which is considered more useful and easy to use
by scientists .
Location of Data Collection
Australia Yes
Overseas No
Provide country/ area where data collection will be conducted ACT , Australian
National University
Aims of the Project
List the hypothesis and objectives of your research project. Hypothesis 1: Diagrams
drawn by scientists to describe an ecological system are comparable to those drawn by
software engineers to describe a software system
Hypothesis 2: Scientists find the visual diagram-based software interface more useful
than the traditional fill-in-the-box software interface
Hypothesis 3: Scientists find the visual diagram-based software-interface more easy-touse than the traditional fill-in-the-box software interface.
Methodology
In language appropriate for a lay reader, explain why the methodological approach
minimises the risk to participants. (For surveys, include justification of the sample
size). Full details of the research project and the types of data collected will be explained
in writing to the participants and their written consent gained prior to the research project
commencing . Participants will be able to choose to end their participation at any point up
during the research project and all data collected up to that point be destroyed if they
choose .
Provide the survey method, a list of the questions to be asked or an indicative
sample of questions. These should give a good sense of the most
intrusive/sensitive areas of questioning. Participants will be questioned in a semistructured interview, and complete a short written questionnaire where they rate their
experience on a series of Likert scales . Participants will also be asked about their
expe ri ence levels in the software used , ecological studies , and ecological simulation
mode lli ng .
A sa mple of the questions to be asked in the sem i-structured interview are:
- Coul d you give me an overview of diagram you have drawn?
- Why did you choose to draw these elements as boxes/lines/circles/etc?
- Why did you lay out the diagram in th is way?
- What were the best features of the diagram-based interface?
- Wh at were the worst features of the diagram-based interface?
- What woul d you like to see improved in the diagram-based interface?
A sa mple of th e questions to be asked in the written questionnaire are:
- Please rate the fo ll owin g statements from extremely unl ikely to extremely likely , where
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Application Form
your "job" is to create a software ecological simulation :
- Using the diagram-based interface in my job would enable me to accomplish tasks
more quickly.
- Using the diagram-based interface would enhance my effectiveness on the job.
- I would find it easy to get the diagram-based interface to do what I want it to do.
- It would be easy for me to become skillful at using the the diagram-based interface.
What mechanisms do the researchers intend to implement to monitor the conduct
and progress of the research project? For example:
How often will the researcher be in touch with the supervisor?
Is data collection going as expected? If not, what will the researcher do?
Is the recruitment process effective?
How will the researcher monitor participants willingness to continue participation
in the research project, particularly when the research is ongoing? - The
researcher will meet supervisors weekly.
- As the research project has not commenced , any future problems encountered will be
discussed with the supervisors to determine the most appropriate course of action .
- Written consent will be obtained from participants prior to their involvement in the
research project, and participants are able to end their participation at any point during
the research project.
Participants
Provide details in relation to the potential participant pool, including:
target participant group;
identification of potential participants;
initial contact method, and
recruitment method. Target participant group: Ecological scientists and ecological
studies students
Identification of potential participants: By references from contacts in the field and
lecturers
Initial contact method : By email or meeting in person
Recruitment method : By email or meeting in person
Proposed number of participants 20
Provide details as to why these participants have been chosen? Convenient sample
of ecological scientists at the Fenner School of Environment and Society at the
Australian National University.
Cultural and Social Considerations/Sensitivities
What cultural and/or social considerations/sensitivities are relevant to the
participants in this research project? None.
Incentives
Will participants be paid or any incentives offered? If so, provide justification and
details. Students will be given one free movie pass from either Dendy's or Hoyts (yet to
be determined) to compensate them for their time.
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Benefits
What are the anticipated benefits of the research? This research is anticipated to
provide insights and understanding of scientists' views of a diagram-based software
engineering technique , and to gain knowledge of how the technique can be adapted or
improved to cater for scientists .
To whom will the benefits flow? Software engineers working with scientists, by
improving the way they present this technique to scientists, and scientists themselves ,
by having an improved technique for them to use.
Informed Consent
Indicate how informed consent will be obtained from participants. At least one of
the following boxes MUST be ticked 'Yes'.
In writing Yes
Return of survey or questionnaire No
Orally No
Other No
If Oral Consent or Other, provide details.
Confidentiality
Describe the procedures that will be adopted to ensure confidentiality during the
collection phase and in the publication of results. Results of the survey and the
identities of participants will only be accessible in full to the investigators and supervisors
named in this application , exceptin g cases where the law requires otherwise.
Data Storage Procedures
Provide an overview of the data storage procedures for the research. Include
security measures and duration of storage. Physical records of data will be stored in
a locked filing cabinet in a locked office of principal investigator. Dig ital records of data
(in terview recordings , etc) will be stored on the principal investig ato r's department
computer. These records are backed up by department procedures , and is will not leave
the department.
Feedback
Provide details of how the results of the research will be reported I disseminated,
in cluding the appropriate provision of results to participants . If appropriate,
provide details of any planned debriefing of participants. Results of the research
may be publi shed in an appropriate academic conference. Participants will be provided
with a link to the principal investigator's website where publications will be referenced .
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Application Form
Supporting Documentation
Please ensure electronic copies of any supporting documentation have been
uploaded the documents tab of the relevant protocol.

Has this work been approved by another Human Research Ethics Comm ittee
(HREC)? No
If yes , please give the name of the approving HREC.
Funding
Is this research supported by external fund ing? No
Provide the name/s of the external sources of funding. Please include grant
number/s if available.
Is the research conducted under the terms of a contract of consultancy agreement
between the ANU and the funding source? No
Describe all the contractual rights of the funding source that relate to the ethical
consideration of the research.
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H.IQ h R"IS k O ne S ummary
Answer

Question

Is this a clinical trial?
Does this research involve the intentional recruitment or issues involving
Aboriginal and/ or Torres Strait Islander Peoples?

No
No

H"1g h R"IS k TWO S ummary
Question

Answer

Does this research involve Human Genetics?
Does this research involve Human Stem Cells?
Does this research involve Women who are pregnant and the Human Foetus?
Does the research involve people highly dependent on medical care who may
be unable to give consent?
Does the research involve people with a cognitive impairment, an intellectual
disability or a mental illness?
Does this research involve an intention to study or expose or is likely to discover
illeQal activity?
-

E xpe d"t
1e d Q ues f ions

No
No
No
No
No
No

summary
Answer

Question

Third Party Identification
--Children or Young People
Dependent or Unequal Relationship
Membership of a Group, or Related Issues
P_t,ysical H~m_
Psychological Harm (includes Devaluation of Personal Worth)
Social Harm
Economic Harm
Legal Harm
Covert Observation
Deception
Sensitive Personal Information
Overseas Research
Collection , use or disclosure of personal information WITHOUT the consent of
the participant
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TH E AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY

ANU COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & COMPUTER SCIENCE

Luke Nguyen-Hoan
Postgraduate Student
Research School of Comp uter Science
College of Engineering and Computer Sc ience
Bu il ding 108

Canberra
Australia
T: +61 2
F: +6 1 2
M: +6 1 4

E: luke.nguyen- hoan@anu.edu .au

www .anu .edu .au

ACT 0200
6125 9663
6125 0010
2226 5826

Creating Ecological Simulations using Visual Domain-Specific Modeling
INFORMATION SHEET

This project has been designed to examine how scientists view and use Visual
Domain-Specific Modeling, a technique used in software engineering to describe
systems and scenarios in a visual, diagram-based manner. More specifically, this
research consists of two sub-components:
1. to investigate the characteristics of visual, graphical diagrams that
ecological scientists draw when presented with an ecological computer
simulation scenario; and
2. to compare and contrast the experiences of ecological scientists creating an
ecological software simulation using a visual diagram-based software
interface against a traditional fill-in-the-box form-based software interface.
Why this research is being carried out
This research is being performed in order to gain an understanding of how
ecological scientists interact with and use visual diagram-based tools compared
with more traditional software interfaces. The information gained from this study
will be used to identify how the interface between scientists and software
systems can be improved, and in what ways Visual Domain-Specific Modeling can
be adapted or improved for use by scientists.
What this research involves
Th is research will involve the following activities:
1. Read a one-page summary of an ecological scenario;
2. Draw a representation of the ecological scenario;
3. Using both a visual diagram-based software interface and a traditional fillin-the-box form-based software interface to create a software model of the
ecological scenario;
4 . Complete a short survey of your experiences during the research project;
and
5. A short sem i-structured interview where you will be asked questions
relating to both your drawing and your experiences using the software
in terfaces
These activi t ies are anticipated to take no more than two (2) hours in total.
The interv iewer will take notes of the sem i-structured interview, and participants'
names , job t itl es, and place of emp loyment will not be revealed in subsequent
Page 1
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THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY

ANU COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & COMPUTER SCIENCE

Luke Nguyen-Haan
Postgraduate Student
Research School of Computer Science
College of Engineering and Computer Sc ience
Building 108

Canberra
Australia
T: +61 2
F: +6 1 2
M: +61 4

ACT 0200

E: luke.nguyen-hoan@anu .edu .au

www .anu .edu.au

6125 9663
6125 0010
2226 5826

research publications and reports without explicit consent. No quotes or
attributed opinions will be used without the expl icit permission of the interviewee.
Participants will also be asked about previous experience in ecological studies,
modeling, and software simulations, and this information will be used to
categorise participants. Given permiss ion, interviews will also be recorded to back
up any written notes . You may refuse to answer certain questions, withdraw from
the interview at any time, or request that material not be used .
Participation in this project is purely voluntary and there will be no adverse
consequences if you decide not to participate. You may withdraw from
participation in the project at any time, and you are not required to provide any
reason for doing so. If you choose to withdraw, any information that you have
previously provided will not be used if so requested .
The results of this research will be reported in a doctoral thesis and may be
publ ished in academic journals or books. Once published, the results of this
research will be made available upon request.
Potential risks in participation
The survey has not been designed to elicit any information that is confidential,
sensitive, or potentially incriminating in nature. Answerin§ all the questions is not
required, and there are no consequences to the participant in not answering any
given question, although the more complete answers are the more useful they
are to the researcher. Should you have any further concerns about confidential ity
and anonym ity, please raise the issue prior to or immed iately after the project so
that assurances can be made that specific information is not reported or
publ ished .
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THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY

ANU COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & COMPUTER SCIENCE

Luke Nguyen- Haan
Postgraduate Studen t
Research Schoo l of Computer Sc ience
College of Engineering and Computer Science
Building 108

Canberra
Au stralia
T: +61 2
F: +6 1 2
M: +6 1 4

E: lu ke. nguyen-h oan@anu .edu.au

www .anu .edu .au

ACT 0200
6125 9663
6125 0010
2226 5826

Contact names and phone numbers
If you have any questions, comments, or complaints about this research, please
do not hesitate to contact:
Luke Nguyen-Haan
Research School of Computer Science
College of Engineering and Computaker Science
The Australian National University
Phone: +61 2 612 59663 (W) or +61 422 265 826 (M)
Email: luke. nguyen-hoan@anu.edu .au
or
Dr Shayne Flint
Research School of Computer Science
College of Engineering and Computer Science
The Australian National University
Phone: +61 2 612 58183
Email: shayne.flint@anu.edu.au
If you have any concerns regarding the way the research was conducted you can
also contact the ANU Human Research Ethics Comm ittee:
Human Ethics Officer
Human Research Ethics Committee
The Australian National University
Phone: 02 6125 3427
Ema i I: human .ethics. officer@a nu. ed u. au
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THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY

ANU COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & COMPUTER SCIENCE

Lu ke Nguyen- Haan
Postgraduate Student
Research School of Computer Science
Co ll ege of Eng ineering and Computer Sc ience
Bu ilding 108

Canberra
Austra li a
T: +61 2
F: +61 2
M: +61 4

E: luke.nguyen- hoa n@a nu . edu .au

www .anu .edu .au

Reference #

ACT 0200
6125 9663
6125 0010
2226 5826

-----

Creating Ecological Simulations using Visual Domain-Specific Modeling
CONSENT FORM
1. I have read the information sheet for this project and understand its
contents. I have had the nature and purpose of the research project, so far
as it affects me, fully explained to my satisfaction by the research worker.
My consent is freely given.
2. I understand that if I agree to participate in the research project I will be
asked to perform a series of tasks, complete a written survey, and be
questioned in a recorded semi-structured interview. These activities will
take no more than two (2) hours to complete.
3. I understand that while information gained during the research project may
be published in academic journals or books, my name will not be used in
relation to any of the information I have provided, unless I explicitly
indicate that I am willing to be identified when quoted.
4. I understand that any personal, sensitive, or potentially in criminating
information will be kept confidential so far as the law allows. Data collected
from this project, including this consent form and the survey, will be kept
digita ll y and password protected, accessible only by Luke Nguyen-Haan.
Any hard copies of data collected will be kept in a locked filing cabinet at
the Austra li an National Un iversity.
5. I understand that although any comments I make will not be attributed to
me in any publication, it is possible that others may guess the source of
information, and I should avoid disclosin g in formation which is of
confidential status or which is defamatory of any person or organisation.
6. I understand that I may withdraw from the research project at any stage,
w ithout provid ing any reason and that this will not have any adverse
consequences for me. If I choose to withdraw, any information that I have
provided will not be used upon my request.
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THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY

ANU COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & COMPUTER SCIENCE

Luke Nguyen- Haan
Postgraduate Student
Research School of Computer Science
College of Engineering and Computer Science
Building 108

Canberra
Australia
T: +61 2
F: + 61 2
M: +61 4

ACT 0200

E: luke.ng uyen-hoan@anu.edu .au

www .anu .edu .au

6125 9663
6125 0010
2226 5826

Reference # - - - - - 7. In any publications produced as a result of this research , I consent to be
identified by ( check one):
[ J My full name, position, and place of employment
[ J My position and organisation (if you tick this box it is possible that you
could be identified)
[ J My organisation ·
[ J None of the above (complete anonymity)
8. In any publications produced as a result of this research, I consent to be
directly quoted ( check one) :
[ J With attribution, subject to the above
[ J Without attribution (anonymously)
[ J I do not consent to be directly quoted
9. In order to back up written notes, I consent that an aud io record ing of the
interview can be taken ( check one):
[ J Yes
[ J No
I agree to the above statements and consent to participating in the study of
Creating Ecological Simulations using Visua l Domain - Spec_i_fic Modeling .
Name (p lease print):

Signature:

Date:
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APPENDIX F. ENVIRONMENTAL SCE ARIO DESCRIPTION

Scenario: European Larch

Feel free to ask any questions you may have regarding this scenario.
This scenario is adapted from Albert et al, 2008 1 . Some segments are directly
quoted from the original publication.
In many places in Europe, trees are currently far below their theoretical
altitudinal limit because of past land use. However, under the current crisis
affecting mountain agriculture, trees are likely to recolonise the subalpine belt.
This scenario aims to analyse the factors determining tree dynamics at the
subalpine ecotone and to evaluate the impact of land-use change on landscape
vegetation patterns.
We would like to perform a landscape scale analysis of the colonisation of
European larch (Larix decidua Mill.) in a subalpine region which is currently
mountain grasslands due to past land use. Farming practices prevent trees
remaining in this region. However, with land abandonment due to farmers
leaving their businesses for whatever reasons, trees may be able to return.
Given knowledge of the climatically suitable habitats for European larch, we
will compare the ability of larch to colonise those grasslands under three landuse cases, considering also the dispersal ability of larch and its ability to
compete against the local vegetation.
Existing grassland species present in the area of interest can be categorised
into four types (named after the archetype species in each cluster):
1. "Bromus" - medium-sized, disturbance-tolerant species
2. "Dactylis" - tall, acquisitive species
3 . " Festuca" - tall, competitive and conservative species
4. "Sesleria" - small, stress-tolerant species
Critical autecological parameters of interest for larch are:
1. With vs . without long-distance seed dispersal ability
2. Shade-tolerant vs. intolerant juveniles
3. High vs low resource-uptake efficiency
The grass lands will be mowed early, mowed late, or abandoned. The effects of
these land-use cases are:
1. Mowed early : where sections of grass land are mown "early " during
summer, preventing larch establ ishment and preventing " Festuca " type
species from producing seeds.
2. Mowed late: where sections of grassland are mown "l ate " at the end of
each summer, preventing larch establ ishment .
3. Abandoned, wh ere no land management or land-use occurs .

1 C H Alb ert, W Thu ill er, S Lavorel, I D Davies, E Garbo lino. Land-use change and subalpine
tree dynamics: colonization of Larix decidua in French subalp in e grasslands . Journa l of
App lied Ecology 2008, 45, pg659-669

Appendix G
DSVL Study: Diagrams By
Participants
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Reference # - - - - -

Questionnaire

~

Preliminary

Although answering all questions is not compulsory, the more complete your
answers are the more useful your participation will be to the research project.
Personal Details

Important: Providing your personal information is entirely voluntary.
Your full name, position, and place of employment will not be
published unless you have provided consent on the original consent
form.
Name: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Position: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Organisation: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Page 1

195
Reference # - - - - Past Experience
Please indicate which of the following categories best describes your position?
(Th is ·1s use d to categorise
· pa rt"1cipan
·
t s ·in t o emp Ioymen t groups ) .
Undergraduate
I

1

Postgraduate

IAcademic
'

IGeneral Staff

iOther (please

describe)

I

Do you perform ecological modell ing?
~,- Y~e-s- ~ -N-o-~
If yes, how man
ears of ecological modelling ex erience do ou have?
I 0-5
6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 41+
I

Do you program ecological software simu lations?
I

Yes

I

No

I

If yes, have you used a visual or diagram-based software tool before?
j
Yes I
No
I
If yes, please list what visual or diagram-based tools you have used:

Have you heard of the Landscape MOdel ling She ll (LAMOS) befo re?
I

Yes

I

No

I

If yes , have you used LAMOS before?
~,_ Y_e_s_ ~ _N_o_~

Page 2
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Reference #

-----

Questionnaire :- Form-based Interface
For each statement, please circle the response that best fits your opinion.
I used the form-based interface:
I~ - Fi-rs
_t__S
_e_c_o_n_d_

With respect to ecological modelling:
1. Using the form-based interface would enable me to accomplish tasks more
. kl y.
QUIC
I Slightly
Neither I Slightly
Extremely
Extremely I Quite
Quite
II Likely
Likely
Likely
Unlikely I Unlikely
Unlikely
2 U sing
.
th e f orm- b ase d .in t e rf ace wou Id.improve my pe rformance.
I
I
Slightly
Slightly
Neither
Quite
Extremely i Quite
Likely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
I Likely
3 U sing
.
th e f orm- b ase d .in t e rf ace wou Id.increase my pro d UC t'IVI't:y.
Slightly
Slightly
Extremely
Neither
Quite
Quite
I
Likely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Likely
I

-

Extremely
Likely
-~-

Extremely
Likely

4 U sing
.
th e f orm- b ase d .1n t e rf ace wou Id en h ance my eff ec t'1veness.
Extremely
Extremely
Sl ightly
Slightly
Neither
Quite
Quite
Unlikely
Likely
Likely
Likely
Unlikely
Unlikely
I

5. Using
the form-based interface would make modelling easier.--- . . . . -

Extremely
Unlikely

Quite
Unlikely

Slightly
Unlikely

Neither

--

Slightly
Likely

Quite
Likely

Extremely
Likely

Slightly
Likely

Qu ite
Likely

Extremely
Likely

6. I would find the form-based interface useful.
Extremely
Un li kely

Quite
Unlikely

Sl ightly
Unlikely

Ne ither

Page 1

-
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Reference # - - - - 7 Learning t o opera t e th e f orm- base d .in t e rf ace wou Id b e easy f or me.
Slightly
Neither
Slightly
Extremely
Extremely
Quite
Quite
Unlikely
Likely
Likely
Likely
Unlikely
Unlikely

8. I would find it easy to get the form-based interface to do what I want it to
do.
· Neither
Slightly
Slightly
Extremely
Extremely
Quite
Quite
Unlikely
Unlikely
Likely
Likely
Likely
Unlikely
9. My interaction with the form-based interface wou ld be clear and
understandable.
Slightly
Slightly
Extremely
Extremely
Neither
Quite
Quite
Unlikely
Likely
Likely
Likely
Unlikely
Unlikely
10. I would find the form-based interface to be flexible to interact with.
Slightly
Slightly
Extremely
Neither
Extremely
Quite
Quite
Likely
Likely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Likely
11. It would be easy for me to become skilful at using the form-based
interface.
Slightly
Extremely
Slightly
Neither
Extremely
Quite
Quite
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Likely
Likely
Likely

12 I wou Id f in d th e f orm- base d.in t erf ace eas'v t o use.
Extremely
Slightly
Neither
Slightly
Quite
Unlikely
Likely
Unlikely
Unlikely

Page 2
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Reference # - - - - -

13. I would easily understand the scenario when using the form-based
interface.
Slightly
Extremely
Neither
Quite
Slightly
Extremely
Quite
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Likely
Likely
Likely
14. The form-based interface would give me a clear view of the scenario.
Extremely
Slightly
Neither
Slightly
Extre
Quite
Quite
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Likely
Likely
Like ly

mely l

15 Th e f arm- base d .in t erf ace wou Id a II ow me t o exp ore th e scenario eas1• 1y.
Slightly
Slightly
Extremely
Neither
Extremely
Quite
Quite
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Likely
Likely
Likely
16. I would be able to grasp the scenario structure easily using the form-based
interface.
Extremely
Slightly
Neither
Slightly
Extremely
Quite
Quite
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Likely
Likely
Likely
17. Using the form-based interface would make it easy to communicate the
scenario with others.
Extremely
Slightly
Slightly
Extremely
Neither
Quite
Quite
Unlikely
Likely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Likely
Likely
18. I would easily understand a different scenario if it were presented to me
.
th e f arm- b ase d .in t erf ace.
usinq
Extremely
Slightly
Extremely
Slightly
Neither
Quite
Quite
Unlikely
Unlikely
Likely
Likely
Likely
Unlikely

Page 3
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Reference # - - - - -

Questionnaire - Diagram-based Interface
For each statement, please circle the response that best fits your opinion.
I used the diagram-based interface:
lr----F-i r-s t----.--1-s e
- c-o n
- d--,1
With respect to ecological modelling:
1. Using the diagram-based interface would enable me to accomplish tasks
. kl v.
more qu1c
Slightly
Extremely
Neither
Slightly
Extremely
Quite
Quite
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Likely
Likely
Likely

. d.in t erf ace wou Id.improve my pe rf ormance .
2 . Using
.
th e d"1agram- b ase
Slightly
Extremely
Neither
Slightly
Extremely
Quite
Quite
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Likely
Likely
Likely

3 . Using
.
th e d"1agram- b ase d .1n t erf ace wou Id.increase my pro d uc t'1v1'ty.
Extremely
Slightly
Neither
Slightly
Extremely
Quite
Quite
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Likely
Likely
Likely
I

4 Usinq
.
th e d'1aqram- b ase d .in t erf ace wou Id en h ance my eff ec t'1veness
Extremely
Slightly I Neither
Slightly
Quite
Extremely
Quite
I
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely I
Likely
Likely
Likely
5 . U sinq
.
th e d'1agram- b ase d .1n t er f ace wou Id ma k e mo d e II .ing easier.
Extremely
Neither
Slightly
Quite
I Slightly
Extremely
Quite
I
1
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Likely
Likely
Likely
6. I would find the diagram-based interface useful.
Extremely
Slightly I Neither
Slightly
Quite
I
Unl ikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Likely
I

Page 1
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Reference #

-----

7 Learning t o opera t e th e d.1agram- b ase d .1n t erf ace wou Id b e easy f or me.
Slightly
Extremely
Neither
Slightly
Extremely
Quite
Quite
Unlikely
Unlikely
Likely
Likely
Likely
Unlikely

8. I would find it easy to get the diagram-based interface to do what I want it
to do.
Slightly
Slightly
Neither
Extremely
Quite
Quite
Extremelyl
Likely
Likely
Likely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
-~
9. My interaction with the diagram-based interface would be clear and
understandable.
Slightly
Extremely
Slightly
Neither
Extremely
Quite
Quite
Likely
Likely
Likely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely

10. I would find the diagram-based interface to be flexible to interact with.
Slightly
Extremely
Slightly
Extremely
Neither
Quite
Quite
Likely
Likely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Likely
Unlikely
11. It would be easy for me to become skilful at using the diagram-based
interface.
Slightly
Extremely
Slightly
Extremely
Neither
Quite
Quite
Likely
Likely
Likely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
12. I would find the diagram-based interface easy to use.
Slightly
Extremely
Slightly
Neither
Quite
Likely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely

Page 2
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Reference # - - - - -

13. I would easily understand the scenario when using the diagram-based
interface.
Slightly
Slightly
Extremely
Extremely
Neither
Quite
Quite
Likely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Likely
Likely
14. The diagram-based interface would give me a clear view of the scenario .
Slightly
Slightly
Extremely
Neither
Extremely
Quite
Quite
Unlikely
Unl ikely
Unlike ly
Likely
Likely
Likely
15. The diagram-based interface would allow me to explore the scenario easi ly.
Extremely
Slightly
Neither
Slightly
Extremely
Quite
Quite
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Likely
Likely
Likely
16. I would be able to grasp the scenario structure easily using the diagram based interface.
Extremely
Slightly
Slightly
Neither
Extremely
Quite
Quite
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Likely
Likely
Likely
17. Using the diagram-based interface would make it easy to communicate the
scenario with others.
Extremely
Slightly
Neither
Slightly
Quite
Extremely
Quite
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
- Likely
Likely
Likely
18. I would easily understand a different scenario if it were presented to me
.
th e d'1agram- base d .inte rf ace.
using
Extremely
Slightly I Neither
Quite
Slightl.y
Extremely
Quite
I
Unl ikely
Unlike ly
Unlikely I
Likely
Likely
Likely

Page 3
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APPENDIX I. EXTENDED DSVL STUDY: INFORMATION SHEET

TH E AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY

ANU COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & COMPUTER SCIENCE

Lu ke Nguyen- Haan
Postgraduate Student
Resea rch School of Computer Science
Co llege of Eng ineering and Comp uter Sc ience
Bu il ding 108

Canberra
Austra li a
T: +61 2
F: +6 1 2
M: +6 1 4

ACT 0200

E: lu ke.nguyen- hoan@anu .edu .au

www .anu .ed u .au

6125 9663
6125 0010
2226 5826

Recording Context & Provenance using Visual Domain-Specific Modeling
INFORMATION SHEET
This project has been designed to examine the use of Visual Domain-Specific
Modeling, a technique used in software engineering to describe systems and
scenarios in a visual, diagram-based manner, in recording context and
provenance information in environmental modelling. More specifically, this
research consists of two sub-components:
1. to investigate how scientists currently record context and provenance
information
2. to investigate the perceptions of scientists towards using a Visual DomainSpecific Modeling approach to recording context and provenance
information
Why this research is being carried out
Th is research is being performed in order to gain an understanding of whether
environmental scientists would find a Visual Domain-Specific Modeling approach
to recording context and provenance useful and easy to use.
What this research involves
This research will involve the following activities:
1. A short semi-structured interview where you will be asked questions
relating to how you currently record context and provenance inform ation;
2. Reading a one-page summary of a sample scenario;
3. If appropriate, sketch or draw an example of how you would currently
record and represent the context and provenance inform ation;
4. Use a Visual-Domain-Specific Modeling approach to record and represent
the context and provenance information;
5. A short survey of your experiences during the research project; and
6 . A short semi-structured interview where you will be asked questions to
exp lore and confirm your survey answers.
These activ ities are anticipated to take no more than one (1) hour in total.
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THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY

ANU COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & COMPUTER SCIENCE

Lu ke Nguyen- Hoan
Postgraduate Student
Research School of Computer Science
College of Engineering and Computer Sc ience
Bu ilding 108

Canberra
Austral ia
T: +61 2
F: +6 1 2
M: +61 4

ACT 0200

E: luke.nguyen-hoan@anu .ed u .au

www .anu .edu.au

6125 9663
6125 0010
2226 5826

The interviewer will take notes of the semi-structured interview, and participants'
names, job titles, and place of employment will not be revealed in subsequent
research publications and reports without explicit consent . No quotes or
attributed opinions will be used without the explicit permission of the interviewee.
Participants will also be asked about previous experience in environmenta l
studies, modeling, and software tools, and this information will be used to
categorise participants. Given permission, interviews will also be recorded to back
up any written notes. You may refuse to answer certain questions, withdraw from
the interview at any time, or request that material not be used .
Participation in this project is purely voluntary and there will be no adverse
consequences if you decide not to participate . You may withdraw from
participation in the project at any time, and you are not required to provide any
reason for doing so. If you choose to withdraw, any information that you have
previously provided will not be used if so requested .
The results of this research will be reported in a doctoral thesis and may be
published in academic journals or books. Once published, the results of this
research will be made available upon request.
Potential risks in participation
The survey has not been designed to el icit any information that is confidential,
sensitive, or potentially incriminating in nature. Answering all t he questions is not
required, and there are no consequences to the participant in not answering any
given question, although the more complete answers are the more useful they
are to the researcher. Should you have any further concerns about confidentiality
and anonymity, please ra ise the issue prior to or immed iate ly after the project so
that assurances can be made that specific information is not reported or
published.
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THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY

ANU COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & COMPUTER SCIENCE

Luke Nguyen- Haan
Postgraduate Student
Research School of Computer Science
College of Engineering and Comp uter Sc ience
Bu ilding 108

Ca nberra
Australia
T: +61 2
F: +61 2
M: +614

E: luke.nguyen-hoan@anu. edu.au

www .anu .ed u .au

ACT 0200
6125 9663
6125 0010
2226 5826

Contact names and phone numbers
If you have any questions, comments, or complaints about this research, please
do not hesitate to contact:
Luke Nguyen-Haan
Research School of Computer Science
College of Engineering and Computaker Science
The Australian National University
Phone : +61 2 612 59663 (W) or +61 422 265 826 (M)
Ema il: luke.nguyen-hoan@anu.edu.au
or
Dr Shayne Flint
Research School of Computer Science
College of Engineering and Computer Science
The Australian National University
Phone: +61 2 612 58183
Email: shayne.flint@anu.edu.au
If you have any concerns regarding the way the research was conducted you can
also contact the ANU Human Research Ethics Committee:
Human Ethics Officer
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APPENDIX J. EXTENDED DSVL STUDY: CONSENT FORM

TH E AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY

ANU COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & COMPUTER SCIENCE

Lu ke Nguyen- Haan
Postgraduate Student
Research School of Computer Science
Co llege of Eng ineering and Comp ute r Sci ence
Bu ild ing 108

Canberra
Austra li a
~ +61 2
F: +6 1 2
M: +6 1 4

E: lu ke.nguyen- hoan@anu .edu .au

www .an u .edu .au

ACT 02 00
6125 9663
6125 0010
2226 5 826

Reference # - - - - -Recording Context & Provenance using Visual Domain-Specific Modeling
CONSENT FORM
1. I have read the information sheet for this project and understand its

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

contents. I have had the nature and purpose of the research project, so far
as it affects me, fully explained to my satisfaction by the research worker.
My consent is freely given.
I understand that if I agree to participate in the research project I will be
asked to perform a series of tasks, complete a written survey, and be
questioned in a recorded semi-structured interview. These activities wi II
take no more than one (1) hour to complete.
I understand that while information gained during the research project may
be published in academic journals or books, my name will not be used in
relation to any of the information I have provided, unless I explicitly
indicate that I am willing to be identified when quoted.
I understand that any personal, sensitive, or potentially incriminating
information will be kept confidential so far as the law allows. Data collected
from this project, including this consent form and the survey, will be kept
digitally and password protected, accessible only by Luke Nguyen-Haan.
Any hard copies of data collected will be kept in a locked filing cabinet at .
the Australian National University.
I understand that although any comments I make will not be attributed to
me in any publication, it is possible that others may guess the source of
information, and I should avoid disclosing information which is of
confidential status or which is defamatory of any person or organisation.
I understand that I may withdraw from the research project at any stage,
without providing any reason and that th is will not have any adverse
consequences for me. If I choose to withdraw, any information that I have
provided will not be used upon my request.
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TH E AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY

ANU COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & COMPUTER SCIENCE

Luke Nguyen- Haan
Postgraduate Student
Research School of Computer Science
College of Engineering and Computer Science
Building 108

Canberra
Australia
T: +61 2
F: +61 2
M: +61 4

E: luke .ng uyen-hoan@anu.edu.a u

www .anu .edu .au

ACT 0200
6125 9663
6125 0010
2226 5826

Reference # - - - - - 7. In any publications produced as a result of this research, I consent t o be
identified by (check one):
[ ] My full name, position, and place of employment
[ ] My position and organisation (if you tick this box it is possible that you
could be identified)
[ J My organisation
[] None of the above (complete anonymity)
8. In any publications produced as a result of this research, I consent to be
directly quoted ( check one):
[ ] With attribution, subject to the above
[ J Without attribution (anonymously)
[ J I do not consent to be directly quoted
9. In order to back up written notes, I consent that an audio recording of the
session can be taken (check one):
[ J Yes
[] No
I agree to the above statements and consent to participating in the study of
Recording Context & Provenance using Visual Domain-Sp~cific Modeling.
Name (please print):

Signature:

Date:
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APPENDIX K . EXTENDED DSVL STUDY: QUESTIONNAIRE
Reference # - - - - -

Questionnaire - Preliminary
Although answering all questions is not compulsory, the more complete your
answers are the more useful your participation will be to the research project.
Persona l Details
Important: Providing your personal information is entirely voluntary.
Your full name, position, and place of employment will not be
published unless you have provided consent on the original consent
form.
Name: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Position: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Organisation: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Reference # - - - - Past Experience
Please indicate which of the following categories best describes your position?
(This is used to categorise participants into employment groups).
Undergraduate
Postgraduate
Academic
General Staff
Other (please describe)

I

How man
ears of environmental modellin ex erience do ou have?
No experience 0-5
6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 126-30 31-35 36-40
Have you used visual or diagram-based software tools before?

I Yes - please
11st below

I

No

I

Please list visual or diaqram-based software tools which you have used:

Page 2
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Reference #

-----

Questionnaire - Diagram-based tool
For each statement, please circle the response that best fits your opinion.
With respect to environmental modelling:
1. Using the diagram-based tool would enable me to accomplish tasks more
. kl y.
qu1c
Slightly
Neither
Slightly
Extremely
Extremely
Quite
Quite
Unlikely
Unlikely
Likely
Likely
Likely
Unlikely

2 Using
.
th e d"1agram- b ase d t 00 wou Id.improve my per f ormance.
Slightly
Slightly
Extremely
Neither
Quite
Quite
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Likely
Likely

Extremely
Likely

3. Usin

the dia ram-based tool would increase m
roductivit .
Extremely
Quite
Slightly
Neither
Slightly
Quite
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Likely
Likely

Extremely
Likely

4. Using the diagram-based tool would enhance my effectiveness
Slightly
Extremely
Slightly
Neither
Quite
Quite
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Likely
Likely

Extremely
Likely

5 Using
.
th e d"1agram- b ase d too wou Id ma k e mo d e 11'ing easier.
Slightly
Extremely
Slightly
Neither
Quite
Quite
Likely
Likely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlike ly

Extremely
Likely

6 I wou Id f in d th e d.1agram- b ase d t oo use f u I .
I Slightly
Slightly
Neither
Extremely I Quite
Unl ikely

Unlikely

I

Unlikely

I

Page 1
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Reference # - - - - With respect to environmental modelling:
7 Learninq t o opera t e th e d"1agram- b ase d t 00 wou Id b e easy f or me.
Slightly
Slightly
Extremely
Neither
Extremely
Quite
Quite
Unlikely
Likely
Likely
Likely
Unlikely
Unlikely
I easy t o ge t th e d"1agram- b ase dt00 It0 d ow h a t I wan t ·t
8 I wou Id f in d ·t
I t 0 d o.

Extremely
Unlikely

Quite
Unlikely

Slightly
Unlikely

Neither

Slightly
Likely

Quite
Likely

Extremely
Likely

9. My interaction with the diagram-based tool would be clear and
understandable.
Extremely
Quite
Unlikely
Unlikely

Slightly
Unlikely

Neither

Slightly
Likely

Quite
Likely

Extremely
Likely

10. I would find the diagram-based tool to be flexible to interact with.
Extremely
Slightly
Slightly
Neither
Extremely
Quite
Quite
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Likely
Likely
Likely
11 It wou Id b e easy for me t 0 become s k"lf
I u I a t usinq th e d"1agram- b ase d t 00.
Extremely
Slightly
Neither
Slightly
Extremely
Quite
Quite
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Likely
-Likely
Likely

12 . I wou Id f in d th e d.1agram- b ase d t oo easy t o use .
Extremely
Unlikely

Quite
Unlikely

Slightly
Unlikely

Neither

Page 2
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Quite
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Extremely
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Reference # - - - - -

With respect to environmental modelling:

13. I would easily understand the experiment when using the diagram-based
tool.
Slightly
Extremely
Neither
Slightly
Extrem
Quite
Quite
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Likely
Likely
Like I
.
14 Th e d'1agram- base d t 00 wou Id give
me a c ear view of th e ex pen men t .
Slightly
Neither
Slightly
Extremely
Extremely
Quite
Quite
Unlikely
Unlikely
Likely
Likely
Uniikely
Likely
15 Th e d.1agram- base d t 00 wou Id a II ow me t o exp ore th e expenmen t eas1·1 y.
Slightly
Slightly
Extremely
Neither
Extremely
Quite
Quite
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Likely
Likely
Likely

16. I would be able to grasp the experiment structure easily using the
d.1agram- b ase d t 00.I
Extremely
Slightly
Slightly
Extremely
Neither
Quite
Quite
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Likely
Likely
Likely
17. Using the diagram-based tool would make it easy to communicate the
.
t WI'th 0 th ers.
expenmen
Slightly
Extremely
Extremely
Slightly
Neither
Quite
Quite
Likely
Likely
Likely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
-

-

-

18. I would easily understand a different experiment if it were presented to me
using the diagram-based tool.
- Slightly
Extremely
Extremely I Quite
Neither
Quite
I Slightly
Likely
Likely
Likely
Unlikely I Unlikely I Unlikely
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